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"REVELATIONS II" 

FADE IN: 

EXT. JERUSALEM � SUNRISE 

The city is quiet as the Sabbath is being celebrated.  We SEE 
several Orthodox Jews praying at the Temple Wall.  A small 
group of Palestinian boys TAUNT some of them. 

Subtitle: �May 1981. Jerusalem.� 

The SOUND of MUSIC can be heard in the distance along with the 
LAUGHTER of women preparing for a Jewish wedding ceremony.  

INT. SYNAGOGUE � BRIDESMAID�S CHAMBERS 

Bridesmaids are attending to EVA, thirty-five.  KATY, now 
fifty-two, admires her daughter.  Both are very attractive. 

KATY 
Your father would�ve been so 
proud to see you dressed in your 
wedding gown.  God knows it took 
you long enough. 

EVA 
Mom... you know the reason I held 
out this long. 

KATY 
I know... you didn�t want to be 
heartbroken like me.  I�m just 
glad you found a good man. 

EVA 
Me too.  Levi is a very good man. 

One of the bridesmaids adds the veil to Eva�s long hair. 

EVA 
(continuing) 

You know... Johnny still has 
feelings for you.  I can see it 
in his eyes. 

KATY 
Anyone can see that.  I think 
he�s just being dutiful to 
David�s memory... taking care of 
us.  Remember, he�s paying for 
your honeymoon. 

EVA 
I know.  I can hardly wait.  I�ve 
always wanted to go the Bahamas. 
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Katy adds finishing touches to Eva�s hair.  She takes her own 
necklace off, which has David�s old watch hanging from it.  
She dangles the watch from behind and underneath her veil. 

KATY 
There... something borrowed. 

EVA 
Mom, are you sure?  I know how 
much that watch means to you. 

KATY 
David should be part of your 
special day, don�t you think? 

A tear rolls down Katy�s cheek, noticed by her daughter.  Eva 
breaks down and begins to cry as she hugs her mother. 

INT. SYNAGOGUE SANCTUARY � MOMENTS LATER 

Processional MUSIC PLAYS as a little girl tossing rose petals 
walks down the aisle.  A little boy carrying rings on a heart-
shaped pillow follows her.  Everyone stands as the bride 
enters.  JOHNNY, now fifty-seven, stands next to Katy.  LEVI 
stands in front under a canopy or chupah as he watches her.  
As Eva joins her fiancé under the canopy, the RABBI begins. 

RABBI 
Blessed be you who come here in 
the name of the Lord.  

Katy begins to cry as she is overcome with joy for her 
daughter.  Through her tears, we 

DISSOLVE TO: 

LATER 

The ceremony is concluding as an empty wineglass is placed on 
the floor where the groom stomps on it, BREAKING it.  Everyone 
shouts �Mazel Tov� as they APPLAUD the newlyweds.  While Katy 
admires her daughter, she has a  

FLASHBACK � 1945 � DAVID�S HIDEOUT 

Katy, sixteen and DAVID, twenty, are exchanging vows.  He 
reaches for a braided hair-wrap in her hair and breaks it off. 

KATY  
Ouch! 

DAVID  
Sorry. 

He wraps it around both their wrists as they exchange vows.  
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DAVID  
Do you, Katy Ann Weiss, take me, 
David Adam Smith, to be your 
lawful wedded husband? 

KATY  
I do.  Now... do you take me for 
your lawful wedded wife? 

DAVID  
(pretending to  
 think twice) 

Just kidding. Of course I do! And 
I�ve got an idea...  

David takes off his military watch and places it on her wrist.  
Katy reciprocates by tying the hair-wrap around his wrist. 

KATY  
Wait.  We have to break 
something.  It�s traditional. 

They both look around for something.  David spots a piece of 
junk nearby and tosses it out a window, causing it to BREAK. 

DAVID  
There.  That ought to cover it. 

David leans towards Katy.  He kisses her on the cheek.  David 
starts to kiss Katy on the cheek again but she turns towards 
him and this time their lips meet. 

END FLASHBACK  

BACK TO SCENE 

Katy�s teary VISION CLEARS as she SEES the watch adorning her 
own daughter�s hair.  Johnny notices this and reaches out, 
taking her hand.  They embrace. 

INT. HONEYMOON HOTEL � THAT NIGHT 

Eva is on the phone while her new husband gargles in the 
bathroom nearby.  She wears only a sexy nightgown. 

EVA 
Mom, will you stop worrying?  I�m 
fine.  Yes, I�ll call you as soon 
as we get to the airport 
tomorrow, okay? 

She hangs up the phone as Levi enters their bedroom. 

LEVI 
I hope you�re done gabbing for 
the night. 
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EVA 
You better believe it.  Now get 
over here and fulfill your 
marriage contract. 

The room goes dark as SOUNDS of LAUGHTER fill the room. 

INT. HOTEL LOBBY � NIGHT - KATY 

is sitting in the hotel lounge having a drink with Johnny. 

JOHNNY 
She looks just like him.  

KATY 
I know.  Acts just like him too. 

JOHNNY 
You still miss him, don�t you? 

KATY 
Is it a crime for a girl to carry 
a torch for the man she loves? 

Johnny finishes his drink and motions to the bartender for 
another. 

JOHNNY 
Better than me... I�m on my third 
marriage.  Seems I can�t find 
that light.  That�s reason enough 
to hold on to its memory, if 
that�s all you have. 

KATY 
Thank you for all your financial 
help on the wedding.  She�s 
really excited about the cruise. 

JOHNNY 
It�s the very least I could do.  

KATY 
While I�m at it, thanks for all 
your help over the years too.  If 
it weren�t for you and your 
family, we would�ve never made it 
to our homeland back in 1948. 

JOHNNY 
You know I wouldn�t have had it 
any other way.  

(pause) 
So, you think they�ll have kids 
right away? 
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KATY 
She�d better... she�s running out 
of time.  She say�s she�ll adopt 
if she has to though.  She wants 
two boys.  

He NOTICES David�s old watch hanging from her neck. 

JOHNNY 
I see you keep it close to you. 

KATY 
I still have the hat too, but I 
think I�d look silly wearing it. 

They both LAUGH.  The BARTENDER brings Johnny his drink. 

BARTENDER 
Another one for the lady? 

KATY 
No thanks.  I really should be 
turning in soon. 

JOHNNY 
Katy... there�s something I�ve 
been dying to ask you... 

Katy opens her purse and nervously takes out a cigarette. 

JOHNNY 
(lighting it) 

You really should quit.  Those 
things can kill you. 

KATY 
(exhaling) 

You were gonna ask me something? 

JOHNNY 
Yes... you know, my marriage 
isn�t working out... you�re still 
single... 

KATY 
(smiling) 

This is one hell of a proposal 
don�t you think?  

She turns to him with a more serious tone now. 

KATY 
Johnny, I�ve always thought you 
were a very handsome man.  You�re 
also very wealthy.   

(MORE) 
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KATY (CONT�D) 
A girl would be very lucky to 
have you and you know it.  In 
fact, you could marry a beauty 
queen if you wanted.  But, I�m 
done with that whole marriage 
thing.  I had my one true love 
and I�m happy knowing that.  Some 
people wait all their lives and 
never find what I had.  So what 
if it didn�t last?  I�m happy.  I 
have his child.  She�s all I 
need.  Please tell me you 
understand. 

Johnny manages to crack a smile as he struggles to regain his 
composure.  He tips the bartender and looks at Katy again. 

JOHNNY 
David always did have exceptional 
taste.  I do understand.  Let�s 
never let this come between us. 

KATY 
I never have. 

Johnny rises, offering his hand.  She gets up, walking out 
with him. 

INT. HOTEL LOBBY � MINUTES LATER 

Johnny waits with Katy in front of the elevator.  As he pushes 
the up button, we NOTICE a Masonic ring on his middle finger. 

JOHNNY 
I have to head back to New York.  
We�ll keep in touch? 

KATY 
Always.  

Johnny leans towards Katy, starting to kiss her on the cheek, 
but she turns towards him as their lips meet.  Johnny is 
surprised and starts to pull away but Katy holds him tighter.  
Finally, they separate.  Katy looks into his eyes. 

KATY 
Finally, there�s one more thing I 
can scratch off my to-do list. 

The elevator door opens as Katy walks inside.  She turns 
around, facing Johnny.  Johnny is still in shock.  She just 
smiles as the door finally closes.  Johnny turns and slowly 
walks to the hotel�s front door.  He turns, looking back at 
the elevator door.  He smiles. 
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EXT. HOTEL � SUNRISE � NEXT MORNING 

The city is back to business as usual as the streets are 
crowded.  From the distance, we SEE a delivery truck 
approaching the hotel. 

INT. EVA�S HONEYMOON SUITE 

Eva wakes up to the SOUND of her telephone RINGING.  As she 
picks up, she can see Levi heading towards the door. 

EVA 
Where are you going so early? 

LEVI 
I�m just going down to the lobby 
to get a paper.  Need anything? 

EVA 
Just a bagel and lox.  And some 
orange juice.  I love you! 

LEVI 
I�ll be right back. 

Eva turns her attention to the phone now. 

EVA 
Hello? 

INT. KATY�S HOTEL ROOM 

Katy is looking out her penthouse window at the street below. 

KATY 
You�re never going to guess what 
happened last night. 

EVA (V.O.) 
I thought that was my line.  

KATY 
As if I don�t know what happened 
in your world.  Just tell me that 
I�m going to be a grandmother in 
nine months. 

EVA (V.O.) 
Oh, I think that�s a definite 
maybe.  So what�s this big thing 
you couldn�t wait to tell me? 

KATY 
I kissed Johnny. 

INT. EVA�S ROOM 

She�s getting up now and walks over to the window, opening it. 
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EVA 
No way! Mom... I thought you 
said... 

KATY (V.O.) 
It was only a kiss... that�s all. 

Eva LOOKS out her window, enjoying the sunrise.  As she LOOKS 
DOWN, she SEES Levi purchasing a newspaper from a vendor 
across the street from the hotel. 

INT. KATY�S ROOM 

Katy is now LOOKING at the same thing.  WE NOTICE the white 
delivery truck parking beside the street vendor in the busy 
shopping area. 

KATY 
I would never go any further and 
you know it. 

EVA (V.O.) 
I know... you�re afraid if you 
get too close to someone that 
something will happen to them.  
Do you know how long I lived in 
fear of being cursed too? 

As Katy stares out below, her expression turns to one of fear. 

EXT. HOTEL � THE WHITE TRUCK 

parked next to the vendor EXPLODES, apparently a suicide 
bomber!  The vendor and Levi are completely obliterated! 

INT. EVA�S ROOM 

Eva is looking down in total shock.  Katy�s VOICE can be heard 
through her receiver, which Eva has dropped to the floor. 

KATY (V.O.) 
(screaming) 

 Eva! Eva! Answer me! 

Her words hauntingly ECHO as we 

FADE TO: BLACK 

VIDEO GLITCH. 

FROM BLACK, we begin traveling through space with stars 
passing us. 

 

 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
I guess this is where I come 
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in... again.  
(beat) 

John and Ezekiel were given a 
scroll with words written inside 
and out.  Both were commanded to 
eat the words and in their mouths 
the taste would be as honey, but 
bitter in their belly.  Such is a 
revelation of truth from God 
containing lamentations, mourning 
and woe.  Divine words are sweet 
but can be hard on the stomach 
when full of dark prophecies.  
Such is this story... 

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM � DAY � BLUE OX CHERUB�S MONITOR 

displays the visuals from the last scene as our VIEW WIDENS. 

BLUE OX CHERUB 
The last time we met, you had 
finished learning your past 
before Christ�s ascension.  I�ll 
show you what happened next. 

EXT. TEMPLE COURT � 9:00 AM  

The disciples are among 120 men gathered and seated in prayer.  

Subtitle: �Day of Pentecost.� 

Suddenly, a rushing wind comes from Heaven above, like when 
the winds blew about the men working on the tower of Babel. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
When you combine the heavier 
isotopes of hydrogen, deuterium 
and tritium, you get fire.  Now 
that the Son was seated at the 
right hand of His Father, they 
were united again.  This 
created... fire! 

FIRE appears above the heads of men as they begin speaking AD 
LIBS in various languages.  A crowd of people from the city 
has gathered and is amazed to hear these men speaking in their 
own native tongue. 

 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
The same spirit that caused 
confusion at Babel now came to 
unite all men by giving them 
utterance and understanding of 
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all tongues. 

PETER, one of the twelve disciples, begins to prophesy. 

PETER  
In the last days, God will pour 
out his spirit among all flesh.  
He will show signs and wonders in 
Heaven above and Earth below: 
blood and fire and vapor of 
smoke.  The sun shall be turned 
into darkness and the moon into 
blood, before that great and 
notable day of the Lord. 

INT. LIBRARY � NIGHT � A CANDLE  

lights an old, bearded man who is writing in a huge book.  

OLD MAN (V.O.)  
They were the inventors of the 
peculiar wisdom concerned with 
the heavenly bodies and their 
order.  And that their inventions 
might not be lost, upon Adam�s 
prediction that the world was to 
be destroyed at one time by the 
force of fire, and another time 
by the violence and quantity of 
water, they made two pillars; one 
of brick, the other of stone.  
These remain in the land of 
Siriad to this day. 

He signs the text, �Flavius Josephus.� He closes the book, 
revealing the title: �JEWISH ANTIQUITIES.� 

DISSOLVE TO: 

EXT. CAIRO (EGYPT) � DAY 

Various ANGLES of the pyramids emphasizing they are made from 
brick and the sphinx carved from solid stone.  

FADE TO: BLACK. 

Subtitle: �Rome, 303 AD� 

From BLACK, we SEE an apparition appearing in a pool of light. 

INT. BEDCHAMBERS � NIGHT � THE EMPEROR DIOCLETIAN 

is on his knees, trembling with fear as the apparition speaks. 

APOLLO  
Diocletian, I am the Sun God, 
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Apollo.  You are the emperor yet 
Christians refuse to bend even 
one knee to honor you.  Their 
example will cause Rome to fall 
to her enemies unless destroyed. 

DIOCLETIAN  
What am I to do? 

APOLLO  
They claim to be the light of the 
world... so burn them. 

EXT. ROMAN TOWN SQUARE � NIGHT 

A great bonfire is blazing in the center of town.  Many men 
and women tied to stakes are being set on fire.  

Subtitle: �Feast of Saturnalia� 

We see hundreds of Christians being used as torches to light 
the night sky.  Romans are using them for light. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
The city of Saturn... one day to 
be called Rome. 

Pigs are sacrificed on an altar in front of the Pantheon. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
This Pantheon was built to honor 
all gods and deities. 

Here we SEE statues of a mother and child referred to as the 
�Queen of Heaven� and her �reborn king.�  A painting of the 
Queen of Heaven shows a woman surrounded by rays of light.  
She has a crescent moon under her feet.  

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Diana and Minerva of Troy, simply 
incarnations of Semiramis.  These 
images of goddesses supposedly 
fell from heaven... or Jupiter. 

Pagan prayers honor �Saturn, the hidden god and true light.�  
Romans and slaves alike are celebrating by eating and 
drinking.  Many orgies take place in pagan temples with temple 
prostitutes. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Since they worshipped fertility, 
their services were often orgies. 

Little clay images, �sigillaria,� are being exchanged as 
gifts.  
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EXT. APOLLO�S TEMPLE � NIGHT - A PRIESTESS 

at the Oracle at Delphi mocks Holy Ghost Christians by 
speaking belligerent AD LIBS in a drunken manner. 

EXT. ROMAN COLISEUM � NIGHT � CHRISTIANS 

are BURNING as torches along the top of the arena.  Several 
ANGELS invisibly watch, including MICHAEL and GABRIEL. 

GABRIEL  
It�s time to stop this. 

MICHAEL  
Let�s fight fire with fire. 

A MAN 

is burning as we LOOK into the door of a hot oven. 

INT. FLAMING HOT OVEN � THE MAN 

screams in pain as he�s on fire.  It�s Diocletian!  Our VIEW 
WIDENS revealing we are actually in HELL. 

EXT. ROMAN CAMP � NIGHT 

Subtitle: �Rome, October 27, 313 AD� 

Roman soldiers are preparing for battle.  

INT. CONSTANTINE�S TENT  

A soldier is announced.  He brings a gift to CONSTANTINE.  
Constantine�s GUARD opens the gift.  It�s a Roman spear tip.  

GUARD  
The legendary sword of kings.  
Carry it tomorrow. 

Suddenly a mysterious light appears to Constantine.  It�s some 
kind of apparition.  Constantine faints.  Unsure if dreaming 
or awake, Constantine hears a VOICE. 

VOICE (V.O.)  
Fight under this sign.  

The bright light forms two letters: �X� and �P.�  

VOICE (V.O.) 
You will be victorious tomorrow. 

Our VIEW WIDENS to reveal Constantine now looking up into the 
sky where he SEES this unusual symbol. 

CONSTANTINE  
The first two Greek letters of 
Christ�s name... chi and rho.  It 
is his God who has promised me 
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victory tomorrow. 

EXT. BATTLEFIELD � NEXT MORNING 

Constantine�s soldiers carry shields displaying bright red 
crosses.  Some exhibit the two Greek letters in Constantine�s 
vision.  Other shields display a double-cross and swastikas.  

DISSOLVE TO: 

LATER 

The battle is over now and Constantine has been victorious. 

CONSTANTINE  
I�ve been given victory by the 
god of the Christians.  Today, 
this twenty-eighth day of October 
marks the end of their 
persecution.  To honor my victory 
over Maxentius, I�ll build an 
arch.  The Arch of Constantine. 
Through this arch, Romans can 
pass from the east to the west... 
a united Empire.  

The crowd CHEERS. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
Ironically, the Saint Louis Arch, 
which also became a gateway to 
the west, would be completed on 
the twenty-eighth day of October 
in 1965 AD.  Do you remember the 
date when God made the colorful 
arch in the sky for the first 
time?  Or when the Statue of 
Liberty was dedicated?  

DISSOLVE TO: 

EXT. VATICAN HILL � DAY 

A basilica is being built over a two hundred year-old shrine 
to St. Peter.  Constantine admires the progress. 

CONSTANTINE  
(to a bishop)  

The early popes of your church 
believe this is where Saint Peter 
was crucified? 

BISHOP  
Well... yes.  As you know, this 
was once the site of Nero�s 
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gardens.  Many early Christians 
suffered martyrdom here.  
Tradition holds that Peter was 
one of them. 

CONSTANTINE  
What about the critics who claim 
he was never in Rome?  Why did 
their apostle Paul never mention 
him in his letters to Rome? 

BISHOP  
You know how traditions are 
sire... once they begin; they 
have a life of their own... and 
only grow with time. 

CONSTANTINE  
What do you believe? 

BISHOP  
Whatever the people believe. 

CONSTANTINE  
I see.  These same people give 
you your office and title? 

BISHOP  
Yes, sire. 

Constantine walks away from the bishop, shaking his head. 

CONSTANTINE  
Apollo was the son of Jupiter.  
He is the god of light, purity 
and the sun.  I worship him. 

BISHOP  
There are many religions and 
mystery religions in your 
kingdom.  Therefore, there are 
many gods worshipped here.  Which 
will you serve on your deathbed? 

CONSTANTINE  
I�ll let you know on that day. 

Subtitle: �Twenty-four years later.� 

INT. EMPEROR�S BEDCHAMBERS � NIGHT 

Constantine is on his deathbed. The bishop, even more 
decorated now, is reading Latin phrases from a book. 

CONSTANTINE  
(to bishop)  

Bury me in a tomb with twelve 
empty coffins, one for each of 
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the disciples.  Since I helped 
the Christians, I want to be 
buried as one of them.  Place my 
body in the thirteenth coffin. 

We see a coffin with skull and crossbones on its side. 

CONSTANTINE  
Has anyone found the spear tip? 

BISHOP  
No sire, it�s still missing from 
yesterday. 

Constantine closes his eyes and dies.  

FADE TO: BLACK. 

From BLACK, we HEAR 

VOICE (O.S.)  
You, who have confessed your sins 
to me, go from darkness now and 
discover the light.  Find the 
true light and be enlightened.  
Your journey through death will 
be complete when you are 
resurrected as light, reborn in 
the heavens.  I command you, 
young Demasus, to rise. 

Our sight returns from a bright, blurry light.  

INT. ROME � PAGAN TEMPLE 

As we FOCUS, we SEE many men looking at us.  We discover we 
are seeing the world through the eyes of a twelve year-old 
boy, DEMASUS.  A PRIEST is holding an ear of corn. 

PRIEST  
You must now prepare for the 
second of seven degrees.  You�ll 
learn about the death and rebirth 
of a seed.  This ear of corn 
symbolizes Osiris.  The burying 
of the seed symbolizes his death.  
When it rises out of the ground, 
it symbolizes the resurrection of 
Osiris, who is now Orion among 
the stars in the sky. 

Demasus gets up, then RUNS out of the Egyptian-like temple.  
The other men, dressed in robes, LAUGH. 

PRIEST  
I told you he was too young to 
become a member. 
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EXT. ROMAN CITY STREET � DAY 

Demasus is met by another boy his age, GRATIAN as they both 
walk through the market.  They�re looking at some apples.  

GRATIAN  
Buy something.  I�m starving. 

DEMASUS  
I can�t.  I�m broke.  The 
initiation cost me all I had.  

GRATIAN  
Initiation?  To what? 

DEMASUS  
Mithraism.  I�ll tell you more 
later.  Right now, my stomach�s 
talking. 

Demasus steals a couple of apples while a vendor isn�t 
looking.  They run off to a nearby alley. 

GRATIAN  
(panting)  

Mithraism?  Why did you go and 
join that bunch of stupid idiots? 

DEMASUS  
They�re not stupid.  They�re 
gonna help me attain a higher 
wisdom.  You�ll see... 

GRATIAN  
What�d they teach you? 

DEMASUS  
I�m not supposed to tell anyone.  
I took a blood oath. 

He sits down beside Gratian.  They begin eating the apples. 

DEMASUS  
All right.  The first initiation 
rite is the most difficult.  I 
had to face and pass through the 
forces of nature.  Water was the 
hardest... I almost drowned.  

(pause)  
Did you know thousands of years 
ago all the Aryans almost drowned 
when their home sank into the 
ocean? 

GRATIAN  
Where was their home? 

DEMASUS  
Some island called Atlantis.  You 
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could only get to it by sailing 
through the Straits of Gibraltar. 

GRATIAN  
My mom told me the only right 
religion is Christianity. 

DEMASUS  
The Christian church is dull and 
boring.  Mystery religions at 
least are exciting. 

GRATIAN  
You�re gonna burn in hell. 

Demasus takes offense to these fighting words and takes off, 
chasing his best friend down the street. 

EXT. GRATIAN�S PALACE � DAY 

Subtitle: �Rome, 378 AD, forty-one years later.� 

A church procession is arriving.  Demasus, the bishop over all 
the church now, is led into the palace like royalty. 

INT. THRONE ROOM 

Gratian sits upon the throne as Bishop Demasus enters. 

GRATIAN  
Old friend, what honor do I owe 
this visit? 

DEMASUS  
As representative of the 
Babylonian Mysteries, I come to 
you, the new emperor of Rome, 
with a title... a tradition going 
back to Julius Caesar and beyond.  
You are now the Head Master of 
the Mysteries. 

GRATIAN  
(to his guards)  

Leave us! 

Everyone clears the room, leaving only Demasus and Gratian. 

GRATIAN  
Demasus, old friend.  You know 
how I feel about mystery 
religions.  I cannot, in good 
conscience, accept the title. 

DEMASUS  
What am I to do? It would be an 
insult to refuse.  Most of your 
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guards belong to the Mysteries. 

Gratian begins pacing back and forth.  He picks up an apple 
from a fruit basket and walks over to a window, looking out. 

GRATIAN  
What if I bestowed the honor upon 
you, starting a new tradition? 

DEMASUS  
(joining Gratian)  

The Pope of the Christian Church, 
the Head Master of the Mysteries? 

GRATIAN  
(turning to him)  

Yes.  

DEMASUS  
I suppose it could work.  The 
public would never have to know.  

GRATIAN  
Then it�s settled.  You... are 
the new Head Master. 

Gratian tosses the apple to Demasus, who takes a bite. 

GRATIAN  
You know you�re going to hell. 

DEMASUS  
You know... I think I�m too old 
to chase you anymore. 

EXT. ROME � DAY 

We SEE the bishop Demasus now wearing the two-horned mitre of 
the fish god Dagon.  He�s being initiated as the Head Master.  

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
And mystery religions from 
Babylon and Christianity became 
intertwined.  Mystery Babylon was 
born.  From her, all future 
denominations of the church would 
come.  Her seat of power, the 
city upon seven hills... Rome. 

EXT. PAGAN TEMPLE � DAY  

Several women are praying to various statues.  The new church 
has adopted icons of the Babylonian mother and child.   

 

A young woman prays to a statue of the Egyptian Isis and 
Horus.  She CALLS them Mary and Jesus, but the statues are 
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Egyptian. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Demasus restored and beautified 
all heathen temples in Rome, 
encouraging their rituals.  He 
restored the Pantheon in Rome. 

Overlooking this is the invisible Prince of Rome, TURYAL.  

TURYAL  
Now, to complete my work.  The 
Book of Enoch must go.  The truth 
about giants must be buried in 
the past.  Our future depends on 
this truth being forever lost. 

INT. CHURCH COUNCIL MEETING  

Bishop Demasus sits around a table of men in a heated debate.  
One of the men is drawing a picture of an angel. 

CHRYSOSTOM  
It would be folly to accept such 
insane blasphemy, saying that an 
incorporeal and spiritual nature 
could unite itself to humans! 

FILASTRIUS  
He who thinks that angels, having 
been transformed into flesh, 
sinned in such a way and remained 
in this flesh or thus did such 
carnal deeds -- this one discerns 
history with a convoluted logic. 

AUGUSTINE  
Sons of God in Genesis Six refer 
to the righteous sons of Seth who 
married the daughters of Cain.  
These sons of God could not have 
been angels.  Angels fell from 
pride, not lust. 

The man drawing an angel draws a circle around its head, 
giving the first halo to an angel in art.  The yellow circle 
resembles the golden sun in the sky, which the artist SEES 
just outside a nearby window. 

 

 

 

MAN ONE  
If you argue that giants came 
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from the sons of Seth and the 
daughters of Cain, how do you 
account for giants AFTER the 
flood?  Cain�s seed was gone! 

MAN TWO  
By giants, do you refer to 
Anakims and Rephaims? 

MAN ONE  
In Deuteronomy 3:11, the bed of a 
giant measured eighteen feet, 
nine inches long! 

FILASTRIUS  
(interrupting)  

Teaching from the book of Enoch 
should be considered heresy! 

MAN ONE  
What about the Book of Jude?  
Jude quotes Enoch in verses 
fourteen and fifteen! 

MAN TWO  
Jude was the half-brother of 
Christ.  We can�t throw Jude�s 
book out of the Bible. 

MAN ONE  
That�s my argument -- if the man 
grew up with our Messiah, he 
ought to know something of 
Enoch�s authenticity! 

All of the men start arguing and shouting loudly. 

DEMASUS  
(rising with anger)  

If a priest takes a vow of 
celibacy and never breaks it his 
entire life, then how could 
angels?  The Book of Enoch is 
HERESY and that�s final! 

EXT. ROMAN STREETS � NIGHT 

There�s a great bonfire in the Town Square.  People are SEEN 
throwing Enoch scrolls into the fire. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Scribes were forbidden to copy 
the Book.  Enoch�s words almost 
became lost to man. 
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EXT. ROME � NIGHT 

Subtitle: �Feast of Saturnalia, a few years later.� 

Roman pagans we saw setting fire to the Christians are playing 
the role of Christians.  Someone AD LIBS, �When in Rome...�  
Several women kneel before a statue of Mary and the baby 
Jesus.  A PREGNANT WOMAN prays to a statue of Isis and Horus. 

PREGNANT WOMAN  
Oh mother Mary, bless the child 
in my womb... 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Jesus said it was more blessed to 
hear and obey God�s word than to 
have been his mother.  Conversion 
of pagans into the fold demanded 
the mother be worshipped also. 

Many new Christians are seen praying to statues and relics. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Jesus said no one could come to 
the Father except by Him. Paul 
said there is one mediator 
between God and men.  Pagans 
always had more than one mediator 
and now... so did the new church. 

EXT./INT. ROMAN HOMES � NIGHT 

Subtitle: �December 25th. Feast of Saturnalia ends.� 

People exchange gifts and light the last candle of the season.  
Someone AD LIBS �Saturn is the light of the world.� 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
The Sun God�s birthday had always 
been celebrated on this day.  
Recruiting more pagans into 
Christianity meant one final 
compromise.  Jesus would have to 
share his birthday.  As the new 
church gathered in Mass on this 
day, it would be called Christ�s 
Mass, becoming... Christmas. 

EXT. ROMAN MARKET SQUARE � DAY 

Merchants are selling goods, which are all packaged as gifts.  
Various moneychangers in front of pagan temples are sitting on 
benches in the courtyard leading into the temple.  As some of 
these gifts are brought in, paper notes denoting the value of 
the gift are given in return. 
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NARRATOR (V.O.)  
People were allowed to borrow 
from the wealth stored in pagan 
temples.  But the wealth was left 
in the temples and only a paper 
promissory note was needed to 
borrow on this new wealth.  World 
banking began... 

INT. TEMPLE  

Several men are lounging around the temple as dozens of women 
are entertaining these traveling male merchants. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Ancient Babylonian rules of 
paganism forced all unmarried 
women to serve as temple 
prostitutes for one day.  
Merchants gladly gave their 
wealth to the temples to enjoy 
the services of these women. 

A man lies in the middle of these women.  It�s Demasus! 

INT. FRANCE � NIGHT � LARGE CASTLE � ONE YEAR LATER 

An elderly WIDOW is on her deathbed.  Several church 
officials, including Demasus, surround her. 

Subtitle: �Feast of Saturnalia.  One year later.� 

DEMASUS  
(whispering)  

If you leave all your wealth to 
the church, I can promise you 
forgiveness of all your sins and 
guarantee your place in Heaven 
upon your death. 

WIDOW  
What about my husband who died 
earlier this year?  Will you pray 
to get his soul out of purgatory? 

DEMASUS  
I�ll personally pray until the 
sun rises in the east. 

The widow smiles and nods her head.  

WIDOW  
You may have everything. 

She dies as Demasus begins chanting in Latin.  
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EXT. WIDOW�S CASTLE � SUNRISE 

Several church officials are SEEN leaving her estate with 
valuables in hand. We FOLLOW their procession to... 

INT. WIDOW�S CASTLE � CLOSE ON � DEMASUS 

snoring loudly in the widow�s bed, her body long since 
removed.  Several other BISHOPS are busy removing paintings. 

BISHOP ONE  
Should we wake him? 

BISHOP TWO  
He�s been asleep for hours. 

BISHOP THREE  
Let him sleep.  Another widow 
lives just down the road.  

EXT. TURKISH TOWN � NIGHT 

People are still exchanging clay statues as gifts.  

INT. POTTER�S WORKBENCH � A DWARF-SIZED MAN 

is creating clay statues.  His muddy hands hold up his latest 
statue for better inspection in the lamplight.  

MAN  
I�ll call this one... Adam. 

EXT. POTTER�S SHOP � SUNSET 

The midget potter leaves his shop, heading towards a church 
with a sack full of the clay statues.  

INT. CHILDREN�S BEDROOM � LATER THAT NIGHT 

A bishop leaves the toy statues for children as they sleep. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
You guessed it... the bishop was 
named... Saint Nicholas. 

Satan invisibly observes this.  His bulbs LIGHT UP! 

SATAN  
Now, that gives me an idea.  

INT. HAPSBURG FAMILY ESTATE (AUSTRIA) 
Subtitle: �The Middle Ages, 1273 AD.� 
Subtitle: �Hapsburg Estate, Austria.� 
A man of nobility is standing in front of several relics. He 
SEES a Roman sword tip and picks it up to examine it.  
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NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Excalibur... the sword drawn from 
a stone, making Arthur a great 
king.  Jesus was referred to as 
the stone cut without hands and 
the ROCK.  The sword taken from 
his side would make a ruler a 
great king.  So the legend goes. 

The man studying it has a big, red nose.  A SERVANT enters. 
SERVANT  

Rudolph... you shouldn�t keep 
other heads of state waiting. 

EXT. PARIS STREETS � DAY 

Thousands of knights are returning upon horseback.  Their 
shields display red crosses, double-crosses and swastikas. 

Subtitle: �1307 AD. Paris, France.  The Crusades.� 

INT. FRENCH PALACE � LATE AFTERNOON  

The French KING PHILIP IV and a French ARCHBISHOP are 
receiving reports from the Templars� leader, JACQUES DE MOLAY. 

JACQUES DE MOLAY 
We have returned with more 
treasures, Your Majesty.  But we 
need more men. 

KING PHILIP  
I believe the Pope is capable of 
granting more pardons in exchange 
for service. 

ARCHBISHOP  
Indeed, Philip the Fair.  All who 
die in battle against these 
pagans shall have immediate 
remission of sins. 

Jacques de Molay nods, bows and leaves. 

KING PHILIP  
I don�t like this.  The Templars 
have become the wealthiest group 
in the entire known world. 

ARCHBISHOP  
Paris has become the center of 
the world�s money market where 
Pope�s and kings alike deposit 
their revenues.  The Templars 
protect all financial transfers. 
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KING PHILIP  
They�ve become a secret society 
practicing witchcraft.  Our spies 
report this.  Templars victimize 
the very pilgrims they protect.  
These Crusades are causing Jews 
to be persecuted now because they 
blame them for killing Jesus. 

ARCHBISHOP  
What are we to do? 

KING PHILIP  
I have a plan. 

Subtitle: �Friday, October 13, 1307.� 

INT. WIDOW�S CASTLE � NIGHT  

A young man dressed in armor sits alone in a small room.  He 
is preparing for his initiation.  Above his head is a sign. 

INSERT � SIGN  

�If curiosity brings you here -- leave.  There�s still time.� 

INT. DINING ROOM/CASTLE � CLOSE ON � A SKULL 

sits in front of De Molay, who is seated at a round table with 
eleven other Templars.  They�re obviously in a secret meeting. 

DE MOLAY  
All men are brothers and must be 
judged according to their good 
works, and not the religion they 
belong to.  Humans can be 
redeemed only through knowledge. 

EXT. WIDOW�S CASTLE � NIGHT 

The King�s armies ride towards the castle holding torches.  

INT. DINING ROOM 

De Molay holds the skull while addressing the others.  There 
is a silver dollar-sized hole carved in the side of the skull. 

 

DE MOLAY  
Jesus was never crucified.  He 
married Mary Magdalene.  His 
descendants are the Merovingians, 
the true nobility in France. 
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EXT. WIDOW�S CASTLE � NIGHT 

The king�s armies secretly take positions around the castle. 

INT. DINING ROOM 

DE MOLAY  
The Merovingians believed one 
must drill a hole in the skull to 
release the spirit.  On our most 
recent Crusade, we found this on 
the Hill of the Skull.  Some 
claim it belongs to Adam... 

Suddenly, there�s a KNOCK at the DOOR. 

EXT. CASTLE 

Dozens of French soldiers escort the Archbishop to the front.  

ARCHBISHOP  
You are under arrest by the King 
of France, charged with 
witchcraft and heresy. 

CUT TO: 

LATER 

The Templars, including De Molay, are led away in chains.  

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
The Templars� wealth was divided 
between the Catholic Church and 
the French King. 

EXT./INT. WIDOW�S CASTLE � DAYS LATER  

Church officials are moving into the widow�s castle. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
The Papacy moved from Rome to 
Avignon, France where it remained 
seventy years, referred to by 
some as the Babylonian Captivity.  

EXT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL (PARIS) � DAY � SEVEN YEARS LATER 

Gargoyles along the cathedral become masked by smoke drifting 
upwards.  We FOLLOW the smoke to its origin, where Jacques de 
Molay is being burned at the stake. 

DE MOLAY 
Oh Lord, my God... is there no 
help for the widow�s son? 
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NARRATOR (V.O.)  
The last Grand Master of the 
Templars was burned at the stake 
for heresy in 1314. 

INT. SECRET MEETING � NIGHT 

Subtitle: �June 27, 1555. France.�  

A group of Templars conducts a secret meeting.  They AD LIB 
�how to avenge their leader.�  They make a secret sign by 
slashing their hands across their chests.  

OLD MAN (V.O.)  
Rain, famine and war in Persia 
will not cease.  A trust too 
great will betray the monarch.  
For the end was planned and 
conceived in France, a secret 
sign for one to be more sparing. 

INT. NOSTRADAMUS� STUDY � NIGHT 

Nostradamus is sitting at his desk writing. 

OLD MAN (V.O.)  
Until the beginning of the 
seventh millennium, at the 
revolution of the great number 
seven.  Will bring a time, joyous 
sacrifice of war.  Not far from 
the millennium age, the buried 
shall come out of their graves. 

He signs, �Nostradamus� under the book�s title, �CENTURIES.� 

EXT. BAVARIAN CASTLE � NIGHT  

Subtitle: �Ingolstadt, Bavaria.  1777.� 

INT. CASTLE 

ADAM WEISHAUPT and several MEN are in a secret meeting. 

 

 

ADAM  
We must rid the world of its 
monarchies.  We�ll get our 
members in every office of 
education and the press. 

He holds up a manuscript for all to see. 
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ADAM  
This contains my plan for the 
future.  Study it well. 

Several of the men gather around the opened book. 

ADAM  
We�ll encourage strife among men 
and let them destroy themselves.  
We�ll pick up the pieces and 
begin our reign of peace. 

One MAN has found something in the book, which causes concern. 

MAN  
Why is Masonry dropping the Tower 
of Babel and replacing it with 
Solomon�s Temple? 

ADAM  
We must continue to hide our true 
allegiance.  Most men would never 
openly commit to pagan worship, 
so we must disguise it... make it 
easier to swallow.  By changing 
Nimrod to Hiram, men of 
conscience will join us. 

MAN 
(referring to book)  

Who will finance all this? 

ADAM  
The International Bankers, 
keepers of the Templars� wealth, 
will finance all.  Every war from 
the French Revolution... to 
Armageddon! 

EXT. PARIS STREETS � DAY 

Subtitle: �Paris.  January 21, 1793.  The French Revolution.� 

A huge guillotine blade is being hoisted up.  Released, it 
chops off the head of French King Louis XVI. 

EXT. WASHINGTON, DC � DAY  

Subtitle: �September 18, 1793.  Washington, DC.� 

GEORGE WASHINGTON conducts a Masonic ceremonial dedication of 
the cornerstone being laid for the US Capitol building.  We 
SEE a drawing showing a serpent, �Don�t Tread on Me� and a 
divided serpent into thirteen pieces, �Unite or we die!� 

GEORGE WASHINGTON  
We must preserve the sacred fire 
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of liberty.  If we lose that 
sacred fire, if we let it be 
smothered with doubt and fear, we 
will reject our destiny. 

INT. NATIONAL CONVENTION (PARIS) � NIGHT 

with eleven men seated around a table.  Two of the men are 
conversing. 

MAN ONE  
I remember well his rallying cry, 
ECRASEZ L�INFAME. 

MAN TWO  
Yes, of course... �Crush the evil 
thing.�  Voltaire was referring 
to religious superstition.  But, 
I�m referring to his book, 
�MICROMEGAS.� 

MAN ONE  
Yes, also penned during the Age 
of Reason. 

MAN TWO  
But, my point is this: in the 
story, giant visitors came from a 
distant star and from the planet 
Saturn... 

MAN ONE  
I�ve read the book, monsieur.  It 
discusses man�s insignificance... 

The two men are interrupted as MAXIMILIEN ROBESPIERRE, leader 
of the Public Safety Committee, enters carrying a small crate. 

ROBESPIERRE  
We�ve raised an army to defend 
France from her enemies from 
without... and from within.  All 
rebels who oppose the National 
Convention have been rounded up 
and beheaded.  But this Reign of 
Terror must go farther. 

He opens the crate, revealing the French King�s head. 

ROBESPIERRE  
Why stop with the king?  

EXT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL � DAY 

Subtitle: �November 1793.� 

Hundreds of ROWDY patriots surround the town square in front 
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of the cathedral.  A bishop is on trial before a tribunal.  
The tribunal unanimously gives a �thumbs-down� as the bishop 
is led to the guillotine located on the church steps.  The 
blade rises as the bishop is placed in the wooden stocks.  The 
BLADE then COMES DOWN and his head FLIES OFF.  His blood 
spills into the street.  The two men from Robespierre�s 
committee are observing everything. 

MAN ONE  
Should we not clear away the 
blood of a priest? 

MAN TWO  
Why?  It�s the blood of a rebel.  
Let the dogs lick it up. 

INT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL 

A revolutionary crowd has taken over the church.  They are 
wearing priest�s garments, robes, etc.  One man performs a 
mock service as a PRIEST. 

PRIEST  
The church represents the pillar 
of the old order.  Today, we�ll 
change the old order into a new 
order and forever change history.  
No more BC or AD marking the 
birth of Christ on our calendars 
either.  We�ll begin all 
calendars in France on the day 
the new French Republic was born, 
September 22, 1792! 

The crowd becomes LEWD.  Several patriotic maidens dressed in 
white dresses make their way to the altar. 

PRIEST  
All maidens will be enthroned as 
goddesses in this Temple of 
Reason, celebrating the New Age 
of Reason. 

He disrobes as an orgy begins with the new temple prostitutes. 

INT. FRENCH PALACE � NIGHT 

The two men from the committee are watching crowds in the 
streets below where more citizens are losing their heads. 

MAN ONE  
Soon, there will be no more 
people to rule. 

MAN TWO  
We must hold a secret meeting 
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with the others.  I�m sure they 
will vote with us to stop this 
bloodletting. 

EXT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL � DAY 

Subtitle: �July 28, 1794.� 

Using the same guillotine that beheaded the bishop earlier, we 
SEE Robespierre lose his own head.  His blood runs into the 
streets where a dog licks it up. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Revenge for a man�s death was 
carried out on the anniversary of 
his death.  One hundred and 
twenty years later, the length of 
a man�s life as outlined by God 
after the flood; Robespierre 
would be avenged. 

EXT. EUROPEAN BATTLEFIELD � DAY 

Subtitle: �July 28, 1914. World War One begins.� 

An intense battle is taking place.  Blood of soldiers on both 
sides runs bright red into the ground and into street gutters. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
The French Revolution helped 
create modern nationalism.  Now, 
Germany and Italy united men with 
their campaigns of nationalism. 

Subtitle: �1917.�  

MONTAGE 

A) The Czar of Russia is being executed with his entire 
family.  One soldier wears a Maltese cross necklace. 

B) A female apparition wearing a white dress and veil APPEARS 
to three little girls in Fatima, Portugal. 

C) Moslem troops flee Jerusalem as General Allenby enters 
with his troops.  The British flag, the double-cross, 
leads the brigade. 

D) Congress of the United States votes to enter WWI. 

E) The Capitol building�s ceiling murals show George 
Washington riding across the sky in a chariot drawn by 
four horses. 

F) We SEE an eleven-foot tall marble statue of Washington as 
the Greek god Zeus in the Smithsonian Institution. 
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END OF MONTAGE 

EXT. CAPE CANAVERAL � (1969) DAY 

A countdown is in progress as we HEAR MISSION CONTROL. 

MISSION CONTROL (V.O.)  
Five, four, three, two, one, 
zero... we have liftoff! 

We SEE a huge Saturn Five rocket BLASTING OFF. 

EXT. MIDWESTERN RANCH � NIGHT 

A HELICOPTER can be heard overhead where some cows are 
grazing.  Suddenly a LIGHT APPEARS above a cow.  

EXT. SEVERAL MINUTES LATER � THE COW 

lies on the ground, lifeless.  It appears that it�s been 
surgically cut in various places. 

EXT. RANCH � NEXT MORNING 

A COWBOY is scratching his head.  He�s inspecting the cow.  
He�s last SEEN quickly riding his horse away from the cow. 

EXT. THE MOON � LUNAR LANDING SITE 

The lunar module, Eagle, is hovering over its landing site. 

Subtitle: �July 20, 1969.  Apollo Eleven lands at Tranquillity 
Base.� 

We HEAR one of the astronauts, NEIL ARMSTRONG. 

ARMSTRONG (V.O.)  
Roger.  The Eagle has landed. 

INT. EAGLE LUNAR MODULE (THIRTY-THREE MINUTES LATER) 

Two astronauts, Armstrong and BUZZ ALDRIN, are sitting in the 
cockpit.  They LOOK out at the stars over the lunar horizon. 

Subtitle: �Thirty-three minutes later.�  

ARMSTRONG  
(pointing)  

There it is. 

The astronauts pour a vial of wine into a silver chalice. 

ALDRIN  
She�s at 19.5 degrees on the 
horizon... just as planned. 

Sirius is at 19.5 degrees latitude above the horizon, as 
indicated by a computer DISPLAYING the information. 
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NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Apollo Eleven was the thirty-
third mission to the moon. 

Song �DARK SIDE OF THE MOON� by Pink Floyd begins. 

EXT. EAGLE LUNAR MODULE � WIDE VIEW 

As we PULL AWAY from the module, we DRIFT to the far side of 
the moon where we can barely SEE something in the darkness. 

INT. RANCHERS HOUSE � DAY 

The cowboy is now on the phone to someone.  He�s very excited.  
While he�s speaking, we SEE a newspaper lying on the floor. 

INSERT � HEADLINE 

�UFO Abductions on the rise... truth or fiction?� 

COWBOY (O.S.)  
That�s right, the cow�s blood is 
gone... all of it.  Those cuts on 
its body were too precise to be 
done by kids.  Somebody knew what 
they were doing... but what?  

EXT. THE VATICAN � MIDNIGHT 

Subtitle: �Christmas Eve, 2003 11:59 p.m.� 

A huge crowd has gathered in St. Peter�s Square.  An ANNOUNCER 
for a news station begins commentating. 

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)  
The Vatican announced that an 
unfulfilled Fatima prophecy is 
about to be revealed.  The Pope 
will unseal the last of the 
Fatima prophecies outlined by Our 
Lady of Fatima back on October 
13, 1917 to three young girls.  
They promised to only reveal the 
last prophecy eight days before 
its fulfillment.  Tonight marks 
the first of those eight days. 

The Pope appears.  He unseals a scroll and begins to read.  As 
he speaks in Latin, a female voice translates. 

TRANSLATOR (V.O.) 
My children, I come to you as a 
mediatrix between God and man.  
Soon, great chaos will come.  
Store canned food and water.  
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Take candles and blankets too.  
But from this unrest will come a 
time of great peace.  Like the 
peace between Arab and Jew 
allowing the rebuilding of the 
Jewish temple, ushering in the 
return of my Son. 

ANNOUNCER (V.O.) 
As you know, Saddam Hussein�s 
son, Udai, authored the 
agreement.  Jews were only 
allowed to rebuild the Holy of 
Holies, as the Dome on the Rock 
restricted room for their entire 
Temple.  Since the Moslem faith 
denies the Jewish claim to 
Jerusalem, the peace treaty came 
from the Jewish belief that if 
they�re allowed to rebuild their 
Temple, their Messiah would come 
after seven years.  If He doesn�t 
come at the end of seven years, 
then Jews must give all of 
Jerusalem to Palestinians... 
forever.  

EXT. TIMES SQUARE � NIGHT 

Subtitle: �DECEMBER 31, 2003.� 

Partying crowds are everywhere awaiting the New Year.  Some 
religious fanatics are carrying signs saying, �THE END IS 
NEAR,� �OUR LADY OF FATIMA WARNED US.�  

EXT. MANHATTAN BRIDGE  

National Guard troops surround NYC and are watching the 
crowds.  Apache helicopters are BUZZING all around in the 
skies.  We HEAR a television ANNOUNCER talking about the 
activity over various TV sets and RADIOS in cars, houses, etc.  

 

 

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)  
Due to recent terrorist threats, 
the National Guard, along with 
FEMA�s State Defense Forces, has 
taken up positions around every 
major city in the US. 
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EXT. PATTY�S HOUSE (ST. LOUIS) � NIGHT 

We SEE the St. Louis arch in the b.g. behind a small house.  

INT. PATTY�S HOUSE 

A TV can be HEARD as someone is watching the New Year�s Eve 
coverage from Times Square.  PATTY, thirty-one, is in the 
kitchen doing dishes.  Her twelve year-old fraternal twins, 
J.J. and D.D., are arguing over the TV in the living room. 

PATTY  
I told you two to share! 

INT. LIVING ROOM 

The kids have begun playing a video game as the boy takes his 
turn playing the Playstation game, �SPYRO THE DRAGON.� 

INSERT � VIDEO MONITOR 

A fire-breathing dragon chases a lamb, burning him with fire. 

BACK TO SCENE 

A game box for �DOOM� sits beside the Playstation game.  The 
box shows a sinister-looking devil with two large horns.  
Patty enters the living room and observes her kids playing. 

PATTY  
Hey you two, I told you I want to 
watch the TV tonight.  

Coverage of midnight Mass from Rome returns to the TV as the 
kids� game stops.  Patty and the kids listen for a moment as 
the Pope�s words are being translated into English. 

TV (V.O.)  
Our Lady has warned us of the 
great upheavals to come soon.  

PATTY  
I�ve got a better idea, how �bout 
we watch a video? 

She places the video to �FROSTY THE SNOWMAN� into the VCR. 

INSERT � TV  

Frosty comes to life after kids put a magic hat on his head. 
He speaks his first words. 

FROSTY (V.O.)  
Happy Birthday! 

EXT. TOP OF EMPIRE STATE BUILDING � NIGHT 

Reporters have set up a media headquarters here and are 
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covering the celebrations live on their various stations.  

REPORTER  
Yes, it�s true.  As a precaution, 
the government has rounded up all 
known militia group leaders 
because of anonymous threats of a 
coup to take place tonight.  

A different network�s ANNOUNCER can be HEARD.  

ANNOUNCER  
Tonight�s coverage sponsored by 
THIRDUNION: The beacon of light 
in a confusing world of 
investments.  If you can�t come 
to the mountain, the mountain 
will come to you. 

We SEE the commercial on a monitor.  A man with tattoos, 
multicolored hair, and numerous body piercings acts as their 
stockbroker.  He�s showing an older couple how to invest 
online.  A graphic disclaimer barely readable is displayed.  

INSERT � CLOSE ON SCREEN  

�Not FDIC insured.  May LOSE value.� 

INT. SUBWAY CAR � UNDERGROUND, NEAR TIMES SQUARE 

An old couple is sitting next to a man wearing a red beret and 
a white T-shirt with the words, �Guardian Angel� on the front.  
The elderly lady looks up at the Angel and smiles. 

OLD LADY  
I feel safe when you Angels are 
down here with us. 

INT. DOLLAR MOVIE THEATER 

We join a sci-fi film festival at a double-screen theater.  
Stanley Kubrick�s �2001� and episode one of �STAR WARS� are on 
separate screens.  We HEAR a line from �STAR WARS.� 

 

VOICE OVER 
A communications disruption can 
mean only one thing... invasion! 

This is followed by the last line from �2001 A SPACE ODYSSEY.� 

VOICE OVER 
Oh my God, look at all the stars! 
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EXT. TIMES SQUARE � BALL DROPPING 

ANNOUNCERS everywhere are ECHOING the crowds� CHANTS as they 
count down the incoming year. �Three, two, one... Happy New 
Year, 2004!�  Right as the ball drops in Times Square, the 
whole city goes dark. 

DICK CLARK  
(several beats)  

Well, it�s normal for the ball to 
go dark before lighting the sign, 
but something is wrong. 

As the huge video screen in Times Square goes dark, the 
partying crowd starts to panic now as chaos begins. 

INT. NORAD HEADQUARTERS (COLORADO) � MINUTES LATER 

We SEE radar monitor�s track multiple incoming missiles from 
Russia, China, and other countries. 

EXT. VARIOUS US CITIES � VERY DARK 

There�s obviously no power for radio, television or EBS 
warning systems.  Only FEMA guards with BULLHORNS are able to 
WARN people in the streets of the impending disaster.  People 
are too drunk from partying to care and ignore the warnings.  

INT. ELDERLY PERSON�S HOME 

An old man kicks an electric heater, grabbing another blanket.  

EXT. NEW YORK CITY � NIGHT 

The �Jesus is coming... are you ready?� billboard lies on the 
ground.  Its owner has vanished. 

MONTAGE 

A) Missiles hit areas of Wall Street in New York City.  The 
World Trade Towers engulfed in flames, come TUMBLING DOWN. 

B) Buildings near the United States Capitol in Washington DC 
EXPLODE!  

C) Downtown Los Angeles is HIT.  The Hollywood sign is gone. 

D) Military bases and nuclear reactors also get BOMBED. 

E) The subway car we saw earlier has derailed.  Many 
passengers are dead including the old couple and the 
Guardian Angel. 

F) Patty is searching her house frantically with a 
flashlight. 
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END OF MONTAGE 

EXT. JERUSALEM � NIGHT 

Crowds of angry Palestinians TAUNT Israelis praying at the 
Temple Mount.  A rioter carries a Moslem flag displaying a 
crescent moon.  The CRESCENT MOON on an Islamic flag  

DISSOLVES TO: 

EXT. OUTER SPACE � EARTH�S ORBIT 

BECOMES the ACTUAL CRESCENT MOON orbiting Earth.  One third of 
the STARS begin to GLOW BRIGHTER now. 

PATTY (V.O.) 
Kids?  Where are you?  Hello?  Is 
anybody out there?  Oh my God... 
look at all the stars! 

We see the VIDEO GLITCH AGAIN. 

EXT. OUTER SPACE � CRESCENT MOON 

with the SUN PEEKING over its edge.  Our VIEW BROADENS to 
include the Earth.  We come alongside a large space station.  
We SEE the Latin phrase, ADHUC STAT on its side.  

Subtitle: �The International Space Station.� 

Subtitle: �Jewish Passover and Good Friday�s Eve, 2004 AD� 

INT. SPACE STATION 
The SOUND of an electronic warning BEEPS to alert the crew, 
but they fail to see a small spaceship already headed towards 
Earth.  HAL, an Asian in his mid-twenties, turns the warning 
light off as a computer indicates the UFO was an �asteroid.� 

INT. CHAPEL 

Other astronauts of different nationalities are preparing to 
celebrate Easter by decorating this onboard chapel.  As we 
HEAR the astronauts of different nationalities SPEAK, a small 
lapel computer-translating device translates their language.  
CLOSER VIEW of the device reveals the Macintosh logo, a 
multicolored rainbow apple with a bite missing.  

INT. RECREATION ROOM 

Some of the younger astronauts are playing a video game. 

INSERT � VIDEO SCREEN  

Grotesque demons help the evil Midgard Serpent take on Thor, 
who wields his golden hammer in a game called �RAGNOROK.�  The 
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game is INTERRUPTED by another SIGNAL... a live feed from Rome 
on the Global One TV Network.  

BACK TO SCENE 

The players SHOUT AD LIBS to Hal that �the monitors are 
screwing up!�  Hal�s Chinese is translated into English. 

HAL (V.O.)  
All right, I�m working on it. 
It�s just some interference.  

INT. CHAPEL 

An astronaut with rosary beads in his hands is WATCHING the 
Roman Catholic Mass on a MONITOR, which Hal is adjusting.  In 
the b.g. is a portal through which we can SEE Earth below.  As 
our VIEW PULLS US through the window, we MOVE towards Italy.  

EXT. ROME � NIGHT � THE PANTHEON 

The ancient Roman building still stands and is well preserved. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Rededicated to the Virgin Mary. 

EXT. THE VATICAN/ST. PETER�S SQUARE � NEAR SUNSET 

Crowds fill St. Peter�s Square, covering the double-cross 
within a sphere on the piazza.  An obelisk sits in its center.  

INT. SAINT PETER�S BASILICA 
A statue of the Virgin Mary holding the baby Jesus is in the 
f.g. of the Catholic service.  The POPE makes his way to the 
altar.  He wears a two-horned mitre and is followed by other 
similarly dressed Bishops and Cardinals.  A news anchor refers 
to him as �Pope Peter, the Roman.� 

EXT. SAINT PETER�S CHURCH � OUTER BALCONY 

A man wearing a Masonic ring watches from a window above.  

 

 

 

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)  
This new Pope has been viewed by 
many as very liberal.  Since the 
unification of so many Christian 
churches, he�s really been a 
global leader in restoring the 
love and fellowship of so many 
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separate denominations.  His love 
and open acceptance have allowed 
women priests, gay marriages, 
abortion, and birth control.  

The Pope addresses the crowd below in St. Peter�s Square.  The 
device we saw on the space station TRANSLATES LATIN for us.  

POPE (V.O.) 
She warns us of future 
chastisements.  They�ll be worse 
than those of New Year�s Eve.  
We�ll know more at midnight. 

EXT. SAINT LOUIS ARCH � EARLY AFTERNOON 

Subtitle: �St. Louis, USA.� 

The bottom legs of the arch are underwater, the result of the 
Mississippi River backing up and flooding the banks.  

INT. KITCHEN/PATTY�S HOUSE  

A digital clock RADIO is broadcasting the Pope�s message.  
Beside the clock is a tabloid newspaper. 

INSERT � NEWSPAPER HEADLINE 

�The Mississippi Mud.  UFO Abductions on the Rise?  
Explanation for Missing Kids on 1-1-2004?� 

BACK TO SCENE 

PATTY is listening to the Pope�s message on the clock radio, 
while coloring Easter eggs.  

PATTY 
I�m tired of all this Latin stuff 
about the Virgin Mary.  

She reaches over and changes the channel, finding a PREACHER 
giving a sermon.  

PREACHER (V.O.) 
St. Louis has been plagued by 
flooding rain, but that won�t 
dampen our spirits this Easter.  

Patty looks out her kitchen window, where she SEES the arch. 

PATTY 
What did J.J. always say? �It�s a 
big steel rainbow, mama.  It�s 
God�s promise not to send another 
flood to St. Louis.�  

A tear rolls down her face.  She has to stop coloring the 
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eggs, BAWLING now, as the preacher continues. 

PREACHER (V.O.)  
Computers and technology... 
Mankind builds his house upon 
sand, which is what silicon is 
made from.  They put computer 
chips on that.  The FOUNDATION of 
technology is built upon the SAND 
of the Earth.  Friends, build 
your house upon the ROCK, Jesus!  

As we continue to hear the preacher�s message, we SEE 

EXT. SEVEN CHURCH STEEPLES 

On top of SEVEN different churches.  Our FOCUS NARROWS on the 
spires and steeples of each church, which resemble the TOP of 
an OBELISK as we get to the last church STEEPLE.  

PREACHER (V.O.) 
When the thunder, lightning, 
earthquakes, and 100-pound 
hailstones come with God�s wrath 
in the end, you�ll not be moved! 

The last steeple now  

DISSOLVES TO:  

EXT. ROME � NIGHT � TOP OF HUGE OBELISK 

The preacher�s VOICE fades as we HEAR the familiar sounds of a 
MAN�S VOICE initiating someone into a mystery religion as we  

FADE TO: BLACK. 

FADE INTO:  

INT. JOHN ROCKWELL SR.�S PRIVATE STUDY ROOM 

A DARK room, barely lit.  A man with black gloves quietly 
moves around the room.  We can�t see his face.   

 

He looks at a shelf of various relics, Knights Templar Maltese 
crosses, antique swords, a coat of arms and a human skull.  

INT. ROME � INITIATION ROOM  

The walls are covered with Egyptian hieroglyphs.  We HEAR more 
AD LIBS from the initiation.  The WORDS overlap as we INTERCUT  

INT. ROCKWELL�S STUDY � THE MALE PROWLER 

has found a collection of video tapes.  He FOLLOWS the list of 
titles which all say, �PROPAGANDA.�  He takes one from the 
NBZ/SNL file labeled, �PROJECT 2X2L, 2-6-99� subtitled 
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�SATURDAY TV CARNIVAL HOUSE� and places it in the VCR. 

MAN�S VOICE  
2X2L... double cross to hell! 

INSERT � TV SCREEN 

An animated image appears on the video screen.  It�s a cartoon 
of former President Bill Clinton�s impeachment trial.  

SPEAKER OF HOUSE 
... but Representatives, the 
Constitution SAYS...  

The Constitution, on display nearby in a glass case, somehow 
comes to life.  It develops teeth.  It starts killing people 
involved in the proceedings.  

REPRESENTATIVE 
I think this is a job for the 
Four X-Presidents. 

He summons the Four X-Presidents: Ford, Carter, Reagan, and 
Bush. Their SHIELD resembles the Knights Templar CREST.  The 
prowler FAST-FORWARDS.  The Four X-Presidents COMBINE FORCES 
to destroy the Constitution.  Together they spin like a BUZZ 
SAW, cutting up the Constitution. 

BACK TO SCENE 

The prowler PAUSES the video, REWINDS a few frames, then 
SLOWLY PLAYS back the buzz saw part several times.  He takes 
out a picture from his vest, comparing it to the video.  

INSERT � PHOTO � A DRAWING 

Of a Nazi swastika, rotating.  On each of the swastika�s four 
ends is a knife, which cut up people in concentration camps 
represented by skulls, bones and the Star of David. 

BACK TO SCENE  

We SEE the man�s face, it�s JOHNNY ROCKWELL, now seventy-nine. 

JOHNNY  
Ford, Carter, Reagan, and Bush... 
The four presidents responsible 
for FEMA, which replaced the 
Constitution. 

His curiosity piqued, Johnny picks up a �LOST IN SPACE� 
episode.  As he reads aloud, we INTERCUT with the initiation.  

JOHNNY (V.O.) 
�My Friend, Mr. Nobody.�  A 
disembodied spirit, Mr. Nobody, 
dwells secretly in a cave.  He 
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befriends Penny, who gets trapped 
in the cave when Dr. Smith blasts 
open its mouth to gain entry.  

An Egyptian-like priest dressed like the Jackal-headed Anubis, 
acts out the opening of the mouth of a mummy with a hammer.  
This takes place in front of a hooded initiate. 

JOHNNY (V.O.) 
Thinking Penny died, Mr. Nobody 
seeks to avenge her murderers.  
Fighting the forces of nature 
coming against the crew, the 
robot is torn to pieces.  

Several Masons dressed like bandits are tripping up the 
initiate, now bound and blindfolded, as he�s led to the altar. 

JOHNNY (V.O.) 
But he is put back together and 
lives again.  The opening of the 
cave�s mouth released the spirit, 
which is reborn as a new galaxy 
of stars in the heavens.  This is 
observed on an oval monitor, 
adjusted by reptilian hands. 

Johnny�s face lights up even more. 

JOHNNY 
All Masonic rituals and 
symbolism... zero means nobody.  
Zero in the Chaldean was a 
circle, the SEED, another name 
for the false redeemer... Nimrod!  
Someone in Hollywood is embedding 
all this into TV shows? 

DISSOLVE TO: 

INT. ROME � INITIATION ROOM 

where the initiation is concluding.  

INITIATOR  
You�ve fought the forces of 
nature and survived.  You�ve been 
resurrected with Hiram Abiff so 
when you die, you�ll be reborn in 
the heavens with the true light. 

The initiate�s hood is removed.  It�s the Pope! 

EXT. THE VATICAN � NIGHT 

The obelisk we SAW earlier is now REVEALED to be the one in 
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the CENTER of St. Peter�s Square.  This obelisk BECOMES 

EXT. WASHINGTON DC � DAY 

the National Monument, a 6,660 inch-tall white obelisk.  Our 
VIEW WIDENS to include the Pentagon in the b.g.  The pentagon-
shaped Defense Headquarters BECOMES 

EXT. DENVER � MASONIC TEMPLE � DAY 

the inside pentagon shape within a PENTAGRAM, or upside-down 
five-pointed star.  Our VIEW WIDENS to show the star is 
located on a sign in front of a Masonic Temple.  On the side 
of the lodge, a compass and square symbol BECOMES 

INT. DENVER AIRPORT � DAY 

the SAME Masonic SYMBOL on the floor of the airport there.  
The Latin phrase ORDO AB CHAO is beside the symbol, which a 
man is standing beside.  The man is wearing headphones, 
listening to a VOICE. 

VOICE (V.O.)  
ORDO AB CHAO -- The old order 
must be completely and thoroughly 
destroyed before the New Order, 
the Third Way can be established.  

He SEES a mural on the wall.  Children all over the world are 
bringing a German boy swords wrapped in their country�s flags.  
The boy is beating their swords on an anvil into plowshares 
and pruning hooks with his iron fist and hammer.  

VOICE  
(continuing) 

The future. 

A uniformed man walks past, heading towards a guarded 
elevator.  A gargoyle statue looms overhead.  The guard makes 
a secret sign with his hand. We NOTICE a Masonic ring on his 
middle finger.  The other man returns the sign. As he does, we 
NOTICE a Masonic ring on his middle finger.   

 

The guard allows the man to pass, who enters the elevator and 
pushes the DOWN ARROW button.  

INT. ELEVATOR � UNDERGROUND FACILITY 
Where he exits into a huge room filled with activity.  He 
drops to his knees, as if in the presence of royalty. 

EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN � DAY 

Subtitle: �Bermuda Triangle.�  
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Several huge balls of light come DOWN from the sky alongside a 
patrolling American fighter jet, which doesn�t even detect 
them.  Suddenly, the balls of light plunge DOWNWARD and 
disappear under the surface of the ocean.  This upsets some 
eels in the water nearby.  

EXT. NORTHERN ISRAEL � EARLY EVENING 

Subtitle: �Mt. Hermon� 

A small spacecraft descends and lands.  It�s the object that 
picked up Elijah at the beginning of �REVELATIONS: ALPHA.�  

INT. SPACECRAFT 

Inside the craft are LAURIANNA, ELIJAH and ENOCH.  The two men 
are dressed in sackcloth, like prophets of old.  

LAURIANNA  
Oh yeah, I need to bring you up-
to-date on a few more things.  

INSERT � OVAL-SHAPED VIDEO MONITOR � VIDEO GLITCH 

appears, like the one we�ve SEEN between every jump in time.  
VISUALS from last New Year�s Eve appear ONSCREEN. 

BACK TO SCENE  

We now realize this whole trip through the past has been 
Laurianna updating Elijah, starting when he was first picked 
up at the beginning of the first movie.  She hands both Enoch 
and Elijah some currency. 

ELIJAH  
What�s this? 

LAURIANNA  
It�s the new European monetary 
unit... the Euro Mark.  The wars 
of New Years Day destroyed the 
USA�s economy.  Europe united as 
the Revised Roman Empire, the New 
World superpower. 

We SEE a map of Europe divided into ten sections.  Five 
eastern and five western nations with a common flag: a black 
two-headed eagle on a red and white background. 

LAURIANNA  
Germany, France, Spain, Italy and 
Greece represent the western 
nations.  Smaller countries like 
Serbia, Romania, Poland, etc. 
were absorbed by these five.  
Their western capital is now 
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Paris.  Their religious seat is 
Rome and most are Orthodox 
Christian or Roman Catholic.  
Great Britain was destroyed. 

The map shows the western half of the flag is white. 

LAURIANNA  
Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Turkey and 
Iraq, with its expanded borders 
including Syria and Iran, 
represent the five eastern 
nations.  Their religious seat is 
Mecca.  Their eastern capital is 
near Baghdad, the restored city 
of Babylon.  Most are Muslims.  

The map shows their half of the flag is red. 

ENOCH  
You said the USA and Britain 
suffered a great attack? 

LAURIANNA  
Traitors and terrorists launched 
Russian and Chinese nuclear 
missiles at both countries.  

On the monitor, we can see the damage in London and New York 
City. The entire Wall Street financial area is in ruins.  Many 
Americans are SEEN working in forced-labor camps.  

LAURIANNA  
Most Americans had invested 
everything into the stock market.  
Social Security surpluses had 
been invested.  The largest 
investment banker, THIRDUNION, 
went bankrupt. 

ENOCH 
But why do so many people work in 
labor camps?  I thought it was 
the land of the free?  

LAURIANNA 
Anyone in debt has to serve time 
in a labor camp until his or her 
debts are paid in full.  FEMA, or 
Martial Law, replaced 
constitutional law.  

ELIJAH  
What about Russia and China? 

LAURIANNA  
Still communist countries.  
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Russia�s leader, Vladimir 
Zhirinovsky, is the king of the 
north.  China, Pakistan, India, 
Korea and Japan... are the kings 
of the east.  

Laurianna hands Elijah his blue mantle, which looks worn now.  

LAURIANNA  
Supposedly the rapture happened 
last New Year�s Eve.  Many 
religious leaders and children 
disappeared. 

ENOCH  
(surprised)  

But we know that�s not true.  

LAURIANNA  
There�s more.  The world believes 
two witnesses for God are upon 
the Earth.  One is the new Pope, 
who claims the anointing of 
Elijah.  The other is Our Lady of 
Fatima.  She�s supposedly the 
mother of Jesus.  Together, 
they�re preparing the world for 
the return of Peter and Paul, 
supposedly the two witness of 
�REVELATION.� 

ENOCH 
Peter, Paul and Mary?  Didn�t 
they break up in the sixties?  

EXT. JEWISH TEMPLE (JERUSALEM) � NIGHT � A FULL MOON RISING 

LIGHTS up the Temple Mount as we SEE several Orthodox Jews 
praying alongside the Temple Walls.  OUR VIEW SHIFTS to a 
small home near the temple. 

INT. KATY�S HOUSE (ISRAEL) � NIGHT 
Family members at the dinner table join Katy, now seventy-
five.  We can SEE David�s watch hanging from Katy�s neck.  
Eva, Katy�s daughter, is now in her late fifties.  She 
resembles her father, David.  A photo of him hangs on the wall 
in the b.g.  Sitting next to Eva is her son JOSH, early 
twenties, a uniformed Israeli Air Force Pilot, and her adopted 
eleven year-old, DAVIE JR.  Josh sits next to his girlfriend 
REBEKAH, twenty-two, an Air Force cadet.  

EVA  
You and Johnny should�ve gotten 
together.  
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KATY  
He liked women with short hair.  

Everyone LAUGHS.  

KATY 
(continuing) 

I haven�t cut my hair since the 
Germans did it for me in 1945.  

Davie sets a glass of wine at an empty place on the table.  
Josh stands with his wineglass in hand, preparing for a toast. 

JOSH  
(to Davie)  

Elijah�s successor, Elisha, got a 
double portion of God�s 
anointing.  The anointing was 
still strong, even after his 
death.  When a dead man�s body 
touched Elisha�s, the dead man 
came back to life.  

Josh tries to scare Davie with his delivery of that last part. 

KATY  
(comforting him)  

Davie, go to the door, as is 
custom, to look for Elijah.  

The boy OPENS the DOOR to discover Elijah standing there!  The 
Passover cup ritually left for Elijah now becomes empty.  
Elijah looks over a passed-out Davie. 

ELIJAH  
It�s time. 

INT. ROCKWELL ESTATE/JOHNNY�S ROOM � LATER THAT NIGHT  

We HEAR the SOUND of a wrestling match on TV.  

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)  
Let�s get ready to rumble! 

Johnny sits on the bed watching TV with JOHNNY JR, twelve.  
It�s J.J., Patty�s boy that disappeared on New Years Eve! 

RING ANNOUNCER (V.O.)  
The N.W.O. uses wrestlers from 
other countries as part of a 
unified Earth. 

JOHNNY 
(to J.J.) 

Mind if I change the channel? 

J.J. shrugs his shoulders.  Johnny SWITCHES CHANNELS.  
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NEWS ANCHOR (V.O.)  
Iraq denies rumors of unrest 
between its country and Egypt... 

Johnny�s wife BUFFY, a former Miss America, enters the room. 

BUFFY 
Dee Dee and I are going for ice 
cream, want some? 

J.J. gets up and bolts out the door. 

JOHNNY 
I guess that�s his answer.  None 
for me, thanks. 

As she leaves, Johnny undresses.  Standing in his underwear, 
we SEE the Masonic compass and square embroidered on them.  
HILLARY RODNIM, stands at the door unannounced. 

HILLARY 
Oh, I�m sorry... I heard your 
wife and kids so I thought you 
were dressed. 

JOHNNY 
(covering up) 

I was.  It�s okay.  I was hoping 
to see you before you left.  So, 
how are you? 

HILLARY 
Just fine, thanks.  Being a New 
York Senator keeps me busy.  
Things better between you and 
Buffy since adopting the twins? 

JOHNNY 
Much... her not being able to 
have kids really had her 
depressed.  But everything is 
great now.  I�m glad Dad found 
them for us. 

HILLARY 
Well, got to run.  I�ve got to 
discuss last minute election 
strategies with your father.  

JOHNNY 
You�ll be the first woman US 
President.  You�ll see. 

INT. KATY�S LIVING ROOM � NIGHT 

Everyone is watching the late-night news.  
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ANCHOR  
Finally, NASA reports the Cassini 
mission to Saturn is going well.  
We should have our first look at 
the moon Titan in November.  

INT. DAVIE�S ROOM 
Davie is asleep.  His TV is on a music channel now.  

V.J. (V.O.)  
The pop singer Madonna has a new 
video... a remake of Heart�s 
�CRAZY ON YOU� using the crazy 
man himself, Charlie Manson.  

The video SHOWS Madonna sporting dozens of tattoos, one is a 
tiny swastika on the back of her right hand.  Charles Manson 
has a swastika tattooed on his forehead. 
The CHANNEL CHANGES to a movie channel. 

It�s the movie �CONTACT� where we HEAR the explanation about 
Hitler�s speech being the first television broadcast signal of 
any real power sent into outer space.  Our FOCUS ends on the 
swastika and Adolph Hitler. 

The CHANNEL CHANGES again.  

It�s a television commercial for a �Psychic Hotline.�  

INT. COLLEGE DORM ROOM � NIGHT 

As this commercial plays in the b.g., we overhear a GIRL 
talking on the telephone.  

GIRL  
But how did you know that?  Oh my 
God... you guys are for real! 

(listening) 
No, this is the first time I�ve 
ever called a psychic before...  

INT. PSYCHIC HOTLINE PHONE CENTER � SAME TIME 

Dozens of people on phone lines assist people, posing as 
psychics.  Our SUPERNATURAL EYES are opened momentarily to 
reveal DEMONS are assisting them with the information.  

DEMON 
(to a psychic) 

I�ve known this girl since she 
was born... I can tell you 
anything you need to know. 
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INT. MASON HEADQUARTERS � MJ12 MEETING � NIGHT 
Twelve men sit around a table.  They�re watching a news feed 
from the Vatican via a computer connected to the Internet.  

NEWS ANCHOR (V.O.) 
We are about to begin.  His 
Holiness has been briefed. 

Sitting at the table�s head is JOHN ROCKWELL, ninety-nine.  He 
struggles to breathe and is attached to an oxygen tank. 

JOHN 
Here today on this panel, the 
Majesty Twelve, are three FBI 
agents, three CIA, three Secret 
Service and three fellow Masons. 

MASON 
We have good news on the planned 
New Year�s attacks. 

CIA 
We have made house to house 
searches legal. 

SECRET SERVICE 
People gave up their rights one 
by one for peace and safety... 
from us!  

FBI 
Millions of inferior races were 
rounded up and later transferred 
to labor camps after we provoked 
them into rioting on New Year�s 
Eve.  We took care of people 
opposing tax, demonstrators, 
militia members and die-hard 
Christians all in one night.  

JOHN 
Our media called it the rapture!  
We�re the new Round Table.  Let�s 
begin our... Reign of Terror.  

EXT. THE VATICAN � NIGHT 

Subtitle: �Midnight. Good Friday morning.�  

Thousands are gathered in St. Peter�s Square.  Muslims, 
Catholics, and Orthodox Christians alike are in attendance 
with prayer beads, rosaries, and photos of Mary.  

POPE (V.O.) 
Our Lady of Fatima appeared to 
three girls in Fatima in 1917.  
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Secrets revealed to them warned 
of chastisements.  Tonight, we 
await her return.  

Suddenly, a beautiful multicolored LIGHT appears in the sky.  
A female apparition appears.  It�s SEMIRAMIS, Lililea�s twin!  

SEMIRAMIS  
My children, I come to you as 
mediator between God and man.  I 
plead with you, listen to my 
words of caution. 

EXT. JERUSALEM � DEPARTMENT STORE WINDOW TV 

Enoch and Elijah are watching the live newscast. 

ENOCH 
It�s time. 

Forgetting to look both ways, they cross the street into the 
path of a taxi.  The driver flips them off, extending his 
middle finger. 

ENOCH & ELIJAH 
(together) 

Sun god worshipper! 

EXT. THE VATICAN  

The crowd listens to every word from the apparition�s mouth. 
SEMIRAMIS  

Soon, two suns will appear in the 
sky.  One is a ball of fire 
guided by the Eternal Father to 
bring mankind to its knees.  A 
sign before this happens... a red 
cross in a blue, cloudless sky. 

Suddenly, another LIGHT appears.  It�s a male ANGEL.  
ANGEL  

Fear God and give glory to him, 
for the hour of his judgment is 
come.  Worship Him that made 
heaven, Earth, and the sea. 

EXT. ABOVE ST. PAUL�S CATHEDRAL 

SATAN hovers INVISIBLY, watching with shock.  APOLLYON, 
Satan�s sidekick, also observes the events on Satan�s monitor. 

SATAN  
Where are OUR two false 
witnesses, Peter and Paul?  
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APOLLYON 
It�s the Angel of the Lord.  

SATAN  
Duh!  Are the troops ready?  

APOLLYON  
Everything is ready, sire.  

INT. MASONIC HEADQUARTERS � MJ12 MEETING 

Satan magically appears.  He turns to John Rockwell.  

SATAN  
You know what to do.  

John nods and bows as Satan turns to leave.  Apollyon hands 
Satan his sword of fire and serpent-shaped helmet.  

SATAN  
It�s Black Friday. 

EXT. EGYPT�S NORTHEAST BORDER � DAYBREAK  

Subtitle: �A few hours later.�  

Egypt begins attacking Syrian forces along Israel�s borders.  

EXT. EARTH�S ATMOSPHERE � DAY 

Michael SHOUTS to the angels of the four winds, SOUNDING like 
a TRUMPET.  The angels suddenly appear, each riding a 
different colored horse: white, red, black and gray.  

MICHAEL  
Do not harm the Earth or sea 
until the servants of God have 
been marked.  Hold back the winds 
until I�ve marked the 144,000. 

MONTAGE 

A) The wind blowing across the desert suddenly stops blowing. 

B) A hurricane being tracked on radar SUDDENLY dissipates. 

C) People all over Earth react to the lack of a breeze. 

END OF MONTAGE 

EXT. SYRIA � DAY  

UDAI is briefing his troops when suddenly the winds die down. 

UDAI  
It�s the calm before the storm. 
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EXT. EARTH�S ATMOSPHERE 

An ANGEL carrying God�s seal descends to Earth from the east.  
He gives God�s seal to the Prince of Israel, Michael.  

ANGEL  
Of the twelve tribes, mark 12,000 
from each... 6,000 male and 6,000 
female.  

MONTAGE 

A) The angels head all over Earth, since the Ten Lost Tribes 
are still scattered and not all dwelling in Israel. 

B) We SEE Josh and Rebekah getting marked, but Katy does not. 

C) Afterwards, Michael and the other angel head towards 
Heaven. 

D) The four angels of the wind return whence they came. 

END OF MONTAGE 

EXT. CAIRO (EGYPT) � DAY  

A tour guide, FAROUK EL BAZ, is talking about Egyptian 
pharaohs to a group of tourists with the Sphinx in the b.g.  

FAROUK  
A secret chamber was discovered 
under the paw of the Sphinx 
containing a tablet made of a 
substance alien to Earth.  It 
would require three of the 
tablets to make a complete disk.  
Two of them have been found. 

He points to a photo of a wedge-shaped green tablet.  It�s the 
tablet Apollyon buried here in the past. 

FAROUK  
The other was found under a 
pyramid complex in Mexico on the 
Yucatan Peninsula.   

(MORE) 
 

FAROUK (CONT�D) 
Hieroglyphic writings on both 
pieces are similar.  Found on 
separate hemispheres, we believe 
extraterrestrial origin is the 
only explanation.  They have not 
yet been deciphered.  
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Egyptian terrorists in the b.g. are mobilizing for war.  

EXT. UDAI�S DESERT CAMP � DAY 

Several Egyptian spies are tied to stakes in the hot sun.  
Udai SEES a bow and some arrows and gets an idea. 

UDAI  
Put an apple on each of their 
heads. 

Soldiers obey his order, while Udai takes up the bow and 
arrows.  Udai takes aim at the first spy.  He releases the 
arrow.  It pierces the Egyptian�s head, missing the apple, 
which falls. 

UDAI  
Ah, the forbidden fruit... still 
the downfall of man. 

INT. HEAVEN � GOD�S THRONE ROOM 

Jesus holds a scroll, sealed with seven rainbow-colored seals.  

Seven archangels: Michael, Raphael, Uriel, Raguel, Zerachiel, 
Haniel, and Gabriel stand before him with seven trumpets.  

Seven men in white robes: Seth, Enos, Cainan, Mahalaleel, 
Jared, Lamech, and Methuselah stand before him with seven 
vials.  

Twenty-four elders: the twelve apostles and the twelve sons of 
Jacob are sitting on thrones surrounding God�s throne.  

The four cherubim are at the four corners of God�s throne.  

Jesus holds up the book with the seven seals.  Michael gets 
his horn into position, as does Seth with his vial.  

EXT. UDAI�S DESERT CAMP � DAY 

Udai RELEASES the arrow, which misses the last spy, instead 
hitting the apple upon his head dead center.  Suddenly an 
ALARM SOUNDS, alerting Udai�s troops.  

MESSENGER  
Egypt is attacking now! 

Udai turns to his troops, signaling it�s time to move. 

GUARD  
What about the last spy?  

UDAI  
They worship the sun... leave him 
to die in its heat. 
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EXT. HAWAII � SUNSET (8:00 PM) 

A WWW (World Wide Wrestling) match is beginning its live 
broadcast.  We HEAR the announcer�s, �Let�s get ready to 
rumble!�  

The CROWD ROARS.  The round BELL RINGS several times. 

ANNOUNCER 
In this corner, the newest threat 
to the N.W.O., the adopted giant 
son of Thor... the God of 
Thunder!  His opponent... just 
released from his chains below 
the Earth, the God of fire, the 
mischievous trickster, Loki!  

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM 

All angels are dressed in armor and battle gear.  

ANGEL 
Satan is approaching.  

EXT. HEAVEN�S GATES  

As Satan enters the gateway, he MORPHS into full armor.  
Satan�s armies, dressed in battle gear, follow him as they 
make their entrance inside Heaven�s gates.  

SATAN 
It�s time!  

INT. THRONE ROOM 

ANGEL 
The war in Heaven begins! 

Jesus OPENS the FIRST violet-colored SEAL.  The lion cherub 
motions for US to LOOK through his monitor. 

CHERUB 
Come and see! 

INSERT � MONITOR  

We SEE a cloud of dust forming.  A CLOSER VIEW reveals a white 
camouflaged jeep carrying Udai leading his Islamic troops.   

 

He carries the bow, now supporting a banner displaying a 
swastika.  On the jeep�s side are military ID numbers, 666.  

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
I saw a white horse, and he that 
sat on him had a bow; and a crown 
was given unto him; and he went 
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forth conquering, and to conquer. 

EXT./INT. GREAT PYRAMID 

The FIRST relieving stone over the King�s chamber where Adam 
was buried is supernaturally HIGHLIGHTED. 

INT. MASONIC HEADQUARTERS � A COMPUTER MONITOR 

Showing Udai is being watched by the MJ12 members.  

JOHN 
Udai has retaliated against 
Egypt�s attack with a terrible 
and sudden force. 

John becomes noticeably concerned now.  

CIA 
But we�re safe, underground in 
our labyrinth of tunnels. 

MASON 
John, what�s the matter?  You 
look nervous. 

JOHN 
An Oracle predicted my downfall 
would come through my own seed, 
and that of a prostitute.  I�ve 
had all my children killed except 
one.  I�ve already killed the 
prostitute.  

EXT. HAWAII � NIGHT  

WWW title match is about to begin.  

ANNOUNCER 
The WWW World Champion... Pluto 
and sidekick Charon!  

The crowd ROARS and BOOS!  

INSERT � TV MONITOR 

Someone is watching the wrestling match.  The CHANNEL CHANGES 
to NEWS as we OVERHEAR someone AD LIBBING about what�s 
happening in the Middle East.   

GTV News is covering the war and after showing the above 
atrocities in Egypt, they CUT TO their correspondent in 
Israel.  

Subtitle: �Jerusalem. 8:00 a.m.� 

ANCHOR  
Thanks Tom.  We�re outside the 
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steps of the restored Jewish 
Temple on the Temple Mount.  
We�ll let you hear what�s being 
said for yourself... 

EXT. JERUSALEM � TEMPLE MOUNT � MORNING  

Enoch and Elijah are addressing Jews inside the restored 
Temple.  Many have GOD�S SEAL, the X-shape within a circle.  
Davie is there but he�s NOT marked.  He�s reading ALOUD to 
himself from a Dr. Seuss book, �GREEN EGGS AND HAM.� 

ELIJAH 
We are God�s two witnesses sent 
from Heaven. 

ENOCH 
God�s wrath and judgment are 
coming upon the Earth. 

ELIJAH 
If anyone tries to kill us, by 
the same method shall they 
themselves die.  

EXT. PLATEAU OF TIBET � DAY 

Subtitle: �Somewhere near the Gobi Desert.�  

From an opening in the ground, a huge DOOR OPENS.  From this 
tunnel comes some kind of UFO.  It SHOOTS OUT quickly, 
disappearing.  

EXT. EGYPT � DAY  

Udai is LOOKING across the desert horizon reflecting a watery 
mirage.  The false water image 

DISSOLVES TO:  

EXT. NAZCA PLAINS � DAY 

a similar VIEW in the desert plains of Nazca.  Our VIEW RISES 
from the ground to an AERIAL VIEW as we are now...  

 

INT. FLYING AIRCRAFT�S POV � NAZCA LINES 

... inside the UFO now flying over the Nazca Lines, which 
resemble an airport landing strip in the sand.  The craft 
we�re in CLIMBS HIGHER, suddenly speeding up as it heads 
towards Mexico City, as indicated by an ONBOARD DISPLAY. 
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INT. UFO�S POV � TEOTIHUACAN � SUN AND MOON PYRAMIDS 

come into VIEW.  A display shows coordinates of 19.5 degrees 
S. Latitude.  We bank west towards the Pacific Ocean. 

INT. UFO�S POV � EASTER ISLAND � STONE STATUES 

come into VIEW.  Pausing, we now head west once again.  
Passing over the Pacific, we approach  

INT. UFO�S POV � HAWAII � NIGHT 

As we pass over the main island heading towards Honolulu, WE 
SEE it�s at the same coordinates of 19.5 degrees S. Latitude. 

EXT. WWW MATCH � LOKI AND MANKIND  

Are fighting and seem evenly matched.  Just as it looks like 
Loki is getting the advantage, a BRIGHT LIGHT from ABOVE the 
outdoor arena APPEARS over the ring.  The announcers and crowd 
seem surprised by this.  A man silhouetted by the light COMES 
DOWN from the hovering aircraft, which we can�t make out. 

COMMENTATOR ONE (O.S.) 
The WWW�s newest wrestler may be 
a little early tonight.  

COMMENTATOR TWO (O.S.) 
Yes.  Thor, the God of Thunder, 
is supposed to appear tonight.  

Sure enough, the man descending down a rope is dressed like 
Thor, complete with winged-helmet, cape and golden hammer. 

INT. UFO�S POV � THE ARENA BELOW 

As we rejoin our flight, we realize we weren�t aboard Thor�s 
helicopter.  We leave Hawaii, crossing the Pacific until we 
arrive...  

INT. UFO�S POV � THE GROUND 

... along the coast of eastern Asia.  We PASS OVER many 
religious temples along the way until we end up...  

EXT. GIZA PLATEAU � DAY  

... near the pyramids and sphinx, where the UFO seemingly 
lands.  Udai is still LOOKING across the desert when he SEES a 
man walking towards him. Guards beside him raise their 
weapons.  As the man gets CLOSER, we realize he�s VERY tall 
and dressed in camel hair and sandals, with long hair, 
fingernails, and beard.  The giant-sized man now stands in 
front of Udai, dwarfing him. Tattooed across his forehead are 
four letters: S-T-U-R.  Also tattooed there is an ANKH, the 
Egyptian symbol of life.  He raises his right hand in the form 
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of an open-handed salute, revealing he has SIX fingers and a 
SWASTIKA tattooed there. 

SATURN  
Sieg Heil! 

Udai and his military leaders scratch their heads with 
disbelief.  They NOTICE he has a mechanical-looking left hand.  
An Arab HOLY MAN standing beside Udai advises him.  

HOLY MAN 
This must be the long-awaited 
Muhadee, or twelfth Emon.  

Udai and our giant visitor from outer space, SATURN, are 
standing before television cameras at a huge press conference. 

SATURN  
I�m Saturn, from the Tribe of 
Teitan.  I�m from your past. 

He pauses, looking at the crowd.  His eyes begin to water. 

SATURN  
A reptilian race left their dying 
home planet long ago.  These 
flying serpents came here and 
created your race in our image 
from the elements of your planet. 

A group of REPORTERS have made their way to the front.  

REPORTER 
In the Garden of Eden? 

SATURN 
Yes... the sacred name of your 
birthplace.  The serpents lived 
for many years on your fifth 
planet, Tiamet.  We are from your 
fourth planet, Mars.  A nuclear 
accident on Tiamet destroyed the 
planet, now an asteroid belt.   

(MORE) 
 
 

SATURN (CONT�D) 
A fragment of Tiamet hitting Mars 
forced us to come here.  Most 
reptilians perished except for 
three.  They came here, creating 
your race.  

REPORTER  
Your race came from Mars? 
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SATURN 
Yes.  We lived in pyramid cities 
much like this one.  In fact, we 
built these stone monuments. 

He points to the three Giza pyramids in the b.g.  Another 
reporter holds up a photo taken of the Cydonia region on Mars. 

REPORTER 
Some people believe there are 
pyramids located in the Cydonia 
region of Mars. 

SATURN 
Yes.  That�s where we last lived 
before coming here.  The 
reptilians gave us advanced 
technology, which is how we 
traveled here.  Wars between 
humans and giants broke out one 
day causing many of us to escape 
and set up a new home elsewhere.  
From there, we�ve been watching 
your race and learned of your own 
advancements after receiving your 
first transmission. 

He plays the black and white Hitler speech from the opening 
ceremonies at the 1936 Olympics on a 3-D holographic device. 

SATURN  
We felt it was safe to return to 
you since you proudly displayed 
our most sacred symbol of life.  

He raises his right palm displaying a SWASTIKA tattooed there. 

REPORTER 
You expect us to believe your 
race built these monuments?  

SATURN  
We left our written record and 
buried them safely underneath. 

Farouk, the Egyptian tour guide we saw earlier, comes forward.  

FAROUK  
That record has been found.  

Egyptian soldiers bring the tablets to Saturn for inspection.  
The giant puts them together, a perfect match.  It�s obvious a 
THIRD piece is missing. 

SATURN  
One day, the three flying 
serpents or the Divine Trinity 
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will return.  On that day, they 
will bring the third piece.  

The giant reads the glyphs and translates their meaning. 

SATURN  
(translating)  

Man was created in OUR image, 
after our likeness.  He was 
created male and female and given 
dominion over the Earth.  He was 
commanded to multiply. 

He SEES a photo from a temple wall in Abydos showing ancient 
flying vehicles.  One of them resembles his craft. 

SATURN 
This is the ark that carried us 
safely from Earth.  We found a 
new home, a moon in this system.  
We�ve been there ever since. 

REPORTER 
Which moon is that? 

SATURN  
The moon you call Titan.  

The crowd of people begins MURMURING among themselves. 

REPORTER  
We�ve sent a probe to the planet 
we call Saturn.  

SATURN  
Yes.  We�ve been tracking it 
along with all your other probes. 

He pulls out a stack of disc-shaped greeting plaques sent with 
the Voyager and Pioneer space probes. 

REPORTER  
Why do you travel alone? 

SATURN  
After receiving your �WAR OF THE 
WORLDS� transmission, we felt it 
wise to send only one ambassador.  

REPORTER  
(shouting his 
 question)  

Christians and Jews believe a god 
created them! 

A look of rage fills the giant�s face. 

SATURN  
There is no god!  Our people who 
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survived here settled in Canaan.  
Wars with these Jewish people as 
they TOOK our land, made us 
flee... and did this. 

He raises his left arm, revealing a cybernetic hand.  

SATURN  
It angers me to know their race 
survives to this day. 

REPORTER  
Two of their prophets are in the 
city of Jerusalem now.  One of 
them, Elijah, claims he can call 
fire from Heaven. 

A smile returns to the titan�s face. 

SATURN  
That�s easy.  A Titan named 
Prometheus was the first to bring 
fire from Heaven.  I�ll 
demonstrate this by calling fire 
from the sky myself. 

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM 

The battle is in full force.  All angels are engaged in 
warfare.  The cherubim protect God�s throne with their swords 
of fire.  

EXT. HEAVEN�S GATES  

The Archangel Michael fights with Satan.  Both are fighting 
with flaming swords.  Michael NOTICES a swastika on Satan�s 
forehead. 

MICHAEL 
You always TWIST the Word of God 
to further your LIES, so now I 
see you�ve taken God�s Holy Seal 
and TWISTED it too! 

 

SATAN 
Your God marks his servants with 
his CROSS, so why not mark my 
followers with my TWISTED CROSS? 

Michael gets a break from fighting Satan by knocking him down.  
Then, being the first archangel, he BLOWS the FIRST TRUMPET! 

INT. VIENNA (AUSTRIA) � HOFBURG TREASURE HOUSE � DAY 

One of Hussein�s officers is stealing the Sword of Destiny.  
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EXT. BANKS OF THE NILE (CAIRO) � DAY 

Saturn prepares to call fire down from Heaven. 

INT. SPACE STATION  

Sensors are going crazy as LIGHTS FLASH and BUZZERS SOUND.  

HAL (V.O.) 
Incoming particles... a meteor 
shower or SOMETHING! 

INT. MASONIC HEADQUARTERS  

The commanding officer is YELLING into various headsets.  

OFFICER 
Get the space station to the 
other side of the planet!  All 
movable GPS satellites are to 
move as well... NOW! 

EXT. MOON BASE (FAR SIDE)  

Everything is going underground, becoming invisible to us from 
the surface.  The moon is directly over Israel, which we can 
see below in the b.g. 

INT. SPACE STATION  

All the onboard lights go RED! 

HAL  
NORAD, something big is coming 
from outer space. 

SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) NORAD, under FEMA control, goes to DEFCON FOUR. 

B) Soviet and Chinese forces go on their first level of alert 
too. 

C) Egyptian battlefields receive HAIL mixed with FIRE and 
BLOOD. 

D) Israel is not touched as the moon blocks it. 

E) Moon bases on the far side are being pelted. 

F) The hail-fire affects a THIRD of all trees and burns up 
all the grass, but only in the Revised Roman Empire. 

G) Areas where Christians are sealed by the Holy Spirit, the 
144,000 and the entire nation of Israel are spared. 

EXT. SUEZ CANAL � DAY  

Udai witnesses the alleged firepower of his new giant friend. 
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As Saturn prepares his spacecraft, Udai turns to his generals.  

UDAI 
Attack Greece and Turkey now as 
planned.  We�re headed to 
Jerusalem to shed the blood of 
two false prophets! 

EXT. JERUSALEM � TEMPLE MOUNT � DAY 

Enoch and Elijah stand on the steps outside leading into the 
Jewish Temple.  They look up and see Saturn�s ship coming down 
from the sky.  As they exit the ship and begin to approach the 
temple, Udai�s armies completely surround them.  A COURIER 
brings news from the front lines. 

COURIER 
The defeat of Egypt, Greece and 
Turkey has led to the surrender 
of Germany, Spain, France, Italy, 
Libya and Ethiopia. 

A soldier brings him the Spear of Destiny. 

UDAI 
I am invincible!  Nobody can stop 
me!  I am the King of the World!  

They march boldly to the temple door. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
Daniel foretold of the day that 
the great Prince of Israel 
Michael, who was busy in Heaven, 
would step aside and allow the 
greatest time of trouble in the 
history of all the nations.  He 
had to let the lawless one come 
and fulfill his destiny.  

Udai takes the Sword of Destiny and plunges it towards Elijah.  

UDAI 
Die... prophet of death! 

But the sword doesn�t find its mark.  Instead, as if by magic, 
it turns upon him and pierces Udai�s own forehead, all the way 
through and coming out the back.  His blood gushes out upon 
the altar, where he slumps over dead.  

SATURN 
Stand back!  Leave him to me! 

Saturn pulls the sword out of Udai�s head.  Udai�s officers 
try to retaliate against Elijah but whatever method they use 
backfires, killing them instead.  Saturn places Udai�s body on 
the Jewish altar.  He dips his finger in blood and makes the 
symbol of a swastika on his forehead.  
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INT. USA PRISON � CLOSE ON � CHARLES MANSON�S 

SWASTIKA as he watches this with the rest of the world on GTV.  

CHARLES MANSON 
Far out!  I mean... crazy! 

EXT. JEWISH TEMPLE (JERUSALEM) � DAY 

The Jews SEE this and begin fleeing the city; AD LIBBING they 
just witnessed the �abomination of desolation.�  Josh and 
Rebekah get a good jump, as does Davie.  But Katy stumbles and 
falls.  She�s captured immediately.  Eva tries to assist her 
mother and gets SHOT!  She falls to the ground, dead.  Josh 
tries to turn back, but the crowd pushes him further away.  As 
he�s carried away, Josh keeps YELLING Eva and Katy�s name. 

EXT. ISRAELI/JORDANIAN BORDER � DESERT � DAY  

Udai�s armies chase the Jews fleeing into the desert regions 
of Jordan. Udai�s troops close in.  Enoch leads the Jews.  
Josh, Rebekah and Davie are among them.  Just as they clear 
the desert and make it to the mountains, Enoch turns around 
and smites the ground with his staff.  The ground opens up, 
swallowing the entire army except one.  He gets on his radio, 
informing his commander of the events.  A lone cameraman 
carries this from a distance on global TV.  

INT. RUSSIAN HEADQUARTERS  

Russian and Chinese leaders are watching the events on TV.  

INT. UNDERGROUND � NORTH AMERICAN RADAR DEFENSE BASE 

NORAD steps up to DEFCON THREE. 

 

EXT. TEMPLE MOUNT � SATURN 

takes Udai�s right hand and places it over the crude swastika, 
making the opposite impression on his hand. 

SATURN  
I�m taking him with me.  I will 
make him live again.  

EXT. HAWAII � WWW MATCH � NIGHT 

Thor is trying to strike Loki on the head with his hammer.  

COMMENTATOR 
There must be some bad blood 
between these two. 
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EXT. HEAVEN�S GATE  

We SEE the various fallen angels being tossed out of Heaven 
now.  One by one, they fall through the tunnel back to Earth. 

EXT. HAWAII � NIGHT 

Finally, Thor�s hammer finds its mark and Loki goes down. 
Mankind, who had stepped in the ring to help Loki, is 
TERRIFIED, now running out of the ring.  Thor pins the 
unconscious Loki, winning his debut match.  

EXT. HEAVEN�S GATE 

Satan and Michael are fighting. Satan gets the upper hand.  
Laurianna tries to help.  As she does, Satan knocks off her 
two bracelets with the two keys dangling from her wrists.  
Apollyon grabs them as Michael casts Satan from Heaven.  
Laurianna trips her brother, causing him to fall right behind 
Satan.  But, he still has both bracelets and the keys. 

MICHAEL 
Don�t worry. We�ll get �em back.  

He takes his golden slingshot and hands it to Laurianna. 

MICHAEL 
Give this to David.  He�ll know 
how to use it. 

EXT. HAWAII � NIGHT 

In a moment of compassion for his adopted son, Thor places his 
hand upon Loki�s forehead.  He awakes.  

EXT. THE VATICAN � DAY  

Saturn�s ship LANDS inside St. Peter�s Square.  Saturn gets 
out.  He LOOKS UP at the cathedral, then all around the 
square, ending with a view of the obelisk in the center. 

SATURN 
So... this used to be the City of 
Saturn.  

INT. ST. PAUL�S CATHEDRAL 
Saturn walks up to the Pope, pushing other cardinals and 
bishops out of his way as they try to protect their leader. 

SATURN 
You�re coming with me.  And bring 
all of your cute little outfits. 

He grabs the Pope�s two-horned mitre and puts it on his own 
head. 
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SATURN 
I�ll be wearing the pants in this 
religion from now on. 

INT. BERGEN-BELSEN CONCENTRATION CAMP � NIGHT 

A teary-eyed Katy arrives to the newly constructed camp.  A 
guard begins cutting off her long, gray hair. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
History... repeated. 

EXT. PARIS � SUNRISE 

Subtitle: �Three days later. Easter Sunday.� 

The Eiffel Tower fills the skyline with Paris in the b.g. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
The Eiffel Tower was the first 
manmade monument to top the 
height of the Great Pyramid. 

THROUGH the Arch de Triumph, we SEE Saturn standing in the 
Pope Mobile leading the procession ahead of Udai�s body.  The 
Pope is bound and gagged as a prisoner in the last car, which 
is Udai�s jeep with the �666� on its side.  Saturn wears the 
Pope�s mitre and clothing, but they are tight fitting.  Our 
FOCUS ends on the Pope�s SYMBOL of the TWO KEYS.  

EXT. ST. PETER�S SQUARE � DAY � ANGLE ON � THE SKY  
Like a BOLT of LIGHTNING, Satan and Apollyon come to Earth 
with a great THUD. The ground begins to shake from the 
TREMORS.  The place where Satan fell was right THROUGH the 
spike atop the obelisk centered in St. Peter�s Square. 

Michael witnesses this, as does his fellow archangel Gabriel. 

MICHAEL  
NOW I understand why the phallic 
symbol is used with the phrase 
�Up yours.� 

Gabriel nods with agreement.  As Apollyon HITS the ground, the 
keys he took HIT the ground.  Satan MORPHS THROUGH the 
obelisk, angrily picking up the keys. 

GABRIEL  
Woe to the inhibitors of the 
Earth and of the sea!  For the 
devil is come down unto you, 
having great wrath, because he 
knows that his time is short. 
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EXT. EUPHRATES RIVER � UNDERWATER 

Subtitle: �Somewhere in the Euphrates River.�  
VIBRATIONS from Satan�s fall LOOSEN chains from three angels 
bound here.  GADREL, fallen Prince of the old Grecian Empire, 
wears the skin of a leopard.  KESABEL, fallen Prince of the 
Medes and Persian Empire, wears the skin of a bear.  YEKUN, 
fallen Prince of the ancient Babylonian Empire, wears the skin 
of a lion.  They rise to the surface, breathing air for the 
first time in centuries. 

YEKUN  
We�re free at last! 

KESABEL  
It must be time. 

GADREL  
Remember that I�m to be the 
strongest.  Where are they? 

They LOOK all around with their ultra-sensitive vision. 
YEKUN  

I�ve found them! 
They become INVISIBLE to our eyes as they head west. 

EXT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL � HIGH ANGLE � GROUND BELOW 
With a hideous gargoyle in the f.g., we SEE Udai�s coffin 
parked in front.  Saturn heads into the church. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
Notre Dame, French for Our 
Lady... the Virgin Mary.  

INT. CATHEDRAL 
Saturn walks up to the altar.  He motions for the priests 
there to place Udai�s body on the altar.  Saturn pricks Udai 
in the side with the Spear of Destiny.  He takes some of the 
dark blood oozing from the wound on his finger and retraces 
the dried swastika on Udai�s forehead.  He takes Udai�s right 
hand and places it over the mark, making a fresh reverse print 
of it on his right hand. 

EXT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL 

The three freed Princes FLY PAST the hideous gargoyles on 
their way DOWN and inside through an open window. 

INT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL 

Udai begins to move as Yekun, Gadrel and Kesabel now POSSESS 
him as one UNITED BEAST, bringing him back to life.  
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SATURN 
(to Udai) 

Happy birthday, boys. 
(to the crowd) 

As foretold by our prophets, the 
Teitans, and stolen by the 
Jews... after three days, the man 
to save mankind would be 
resurrected! 

UDAI/GADREL 
After I set up my kingdom, our 
creators will come and help me 
establish a 1,000-year reign of 
peace on Earth. 

UDAI/YEKUN 
I change my name to TEITAN, 
adopted son of the Teitans... 
like Muslims taking the name 
Mohammed... like Egyptian kings, 
the name Pharaoh. 

TEITAN/KESABEL  
Saturn was hidden but now 
revealed, thus the name of his 
people shall be mine.  

EXT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL  

Gabriel and Michael observe this from the cathedral�s top.  
They�re on one tower.  Apollyon and Satan are atop the other. 

SATAN  
(to Apollyon)  

You know what to do. 

Apollyon VANISHES.  As he does, the Prince of Revised Rome, 
TAREL, APPEARS beside Satan. 

TAREL  
It�s not fair.  My kingdom was 
the shortest. 

GABRIEL  
Will you go peacefully? 

TAREL  
I will.  But is it true my 
brother and I will lead the 
largest army ever on earth? 

MICHAEL  
Amazarak and Penemue also. 

SATAN  
That chain you�re holding for 
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me... you won�t need it. 

MICHAEL  
Don�t count on it. 

INT. CATHEDRAL 

Saturn places a three-horned crown on TEITAN�S head.  Then, he 
wraps a leopard skin cape around his shoulders. 

SATURN 
This country�s great revolution 
yielded the Second Empire.  
Uniting Eastern and Western Rome 
revived its own Second Empire.  
Today, we go where Hitler once 
dared to go.  On Teitan�s 
rebirth, the Third Empire, much 
like the Third Reich, is born. 

EXT. JERUSALEM�S JEWISH TEMPLE � DAY 

Elijah witnesses the events in Paris via a television monitor.  

ELIJAH 
(to us)  

This is how I learned your past.  

EXT. PARIS � DAY 

Saturn and Teitan make their way through the crowded streets. 
Everyone is amazed that Teitan survived his deadly wound.   

They come to the Arc De Triumphe, in the Place Charles de 
Gaulle where the twelve avenues meet, riding in Teitan�s jeep.  
The Eternal Flame of the Unknown Soldier burns brightly.  

SATURN 
This arch celebrates your victory 
from oppressors.  Nameless 
soldiers honored with a living, 
breathing, eternal flame.  You 
once worshipped your sun as the 
light of the world.  Now give 
this honor to another life-giving 
light... Teitan. 

MONTAGE 

Masonic secret societies watch this on TV in underground bases 
in America, Italy, Germany, on the moon and the space station. 
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END OF MONTAGE  

EXT. PLACE CHARLES DE GAULLE (PARIS) 

Europe�s Ten Kings stand at ten of the twelve avenues.  Saturn 
stands at the end of the eleventh dressed as the Pope.  Teitan 
stands at the twelfth, dressed as a king.  Saturn walks up to 
a scaffold rig in the circle�s center, where something HUGE is 
covered up.  He LOOKS over at the miniature Statue of Liberty 
near the river.  

SATURN  
You celebrated freedom by 
erecting this Statue of Liberty.  
She stands enlightening the 
world.  Your enlightenment became 
the new Age of Reason. 

He uncovers the object, revealing a statue made of gold.  It 
stands sixty feet high and six feet wide and resembles an 
ancient statue of Nebuchadnezzar but with Teitan�s face.  The 
statue holds a key, and from our SIDE VIEW, it resembles the 
ankh.  It�s the abyss key, stolen from Laurianna.  

SATURN 
The Pope had two keys symbolizing 
his authority to open and shut 
heaven.  I give this authority to 
Teitan... and to his image.  

Saturn gives Teitan Laurianna�s other key.  The Pope�s ensign 
displaying two keys is in the b.g.  Saturn takes a golden 
hammer and chisel.  He starts HAMMERING out a swastika on the 
statue�s forehead.   

 

SPARKS fly everywhere, reminding us of when God created angels 
by hammering on a rock causing fiery sparks.  He also chisels 
an ankh, and with the final stroke, the STATUE COMES to life.  
He begins to speak. 

STATUE  
Happy Birthday! 

Everyone GASPS with amazement.  One woman faints.  Some people 
start running from the scene.  

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
God�s greatest achievement of 
taking a clay statue and giving 
it life would finally be imitated 
by evil, mocking God.  

STATUE 
Fear not!  I will not harm you.  
Teitan, in whose image I�m made, 
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will save you.  He�ll save you 
from the two false witnesses.  He 
will kill them for all to see and 
will restore order to the world.  
Worship Teitan.  Take his MARK, 
the swastika, his NAME, or his 
NUMBER, 666, and place it on your 
forehead or right hand to show 
your allegiance. 

The statue holds up his right hand, revealing a swastika. 

STATUE  
Do it with your own blood. 

The statue looks at a live BAND that is waiting to play. 

STATUE  
When the band begins playing, 
worship me, made in the image of 
Teitan.  Show your loyalty.  If 
you do not, you will surely die.  

MONTAGE 

A) Many are WATCHING large VIDEO SCREENS in front of their 
churches.  Most churches are filled to near capacity. 

B) One by one, we see priests, preachers, and other various 
ministers following the statue�s instructions. 

C) Entire congregations follow their spiritual leaders. 

D) Teitan�s soldiers prick themselves and use their own blood 
to make the mark in their forehead or right hand. 

END OF MONTAGE 

BACK TO SCENE 

SATURN  
Peter founded your church.  As 
the last Pope of his church of 
lies, I will now be known as 
Peter... the Terrible.  The first 
and the last! 

MONTAGE 

Many Jews and Christians AROUND THE WORLD outside of Teitan�s 
Empire witness this, but do NOT take this mark.  
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END OF MONTAGE  

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM  

The FIRST saint, Seth, pours out the FIRST VIAL. 

EXT. EARTH � SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) All people with the mark, suddenly SCREAM with pain. 

B) Great boils come upon their skin where they have the mark. 

C) The mark becomes a permanent scar now. 

EXT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL � ROOF 

Satan SEES what has happened on his monitor. 

SATAN  
My cattle have been branded. 

EXT. PLACE CHARLES DE GAULLE 

Teitan receives news of his army�s demise in Jordan. 

SOLDIER 
The ground just opened up and 
swallowed them. 

This angers him very much.  He addresses his armies.  

TEITAN 
Kill the Jews!  Advance to 
Jerusalem and wipe them from the 
face of the earth!  

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM 

Jesus now opens the SECOND indigo-colored SEAL.  The cherub 
like a CALF motions to US. 

CHERUB 
Come and see! 

INSERT � CHERUB MONITOR 

where we SEE dust stirring over a desert horizon.  The RED 
army flags of Russia AND China move quickly across the FRAME.  
These BECOME the totally RED flag with a two-headed eagle, the 
new flag of the Third Empire.  Teitan�s white jeep has been 
painted RED!  

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
And there went out another HORSE 
that was RED... 
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EXT./INT. GREAT PYRAMID 

The SECOND relieving stone over the King�s chamber is 
SUPERNATURALLY highlighted.  

EXT. NEAR ARCH DE TRIUMPH  

Just as Teitan is about to lead his armies back to Israel, 
another MESSENGER arrives. 

MESSENGER  
Russia is attacking from the 
north...  

Before that messenger finishes, MESSENGER TWO breaks in. 

MESSENGER TWO 
... China and its eastern allies 
are attacking from the east at 
this very moment.  

Teitan signals his troops to halt.  

TEITAN 
First, we must protect our 
kingdom.  The Third Empire 
declares war on the King of the 
north and the Kings of the east. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
... and power was given to him to 
take peace from the Earth and 
that they should kill one 
another.  And there was given 
unto him a great sword. 

He raises the Sword of Destiny in the air, preparing to lead 
the charge.  He turns to the ten kings, now wearing his mark. 

 

TEITAN 
I promise all of you continued 
reign with me as kings of the 
Third Empire.  Send me all of 
your troops and weapons.  Anyone 
who is against us... kill them! 

He leads his troops back through the Arch de Triumph.  As he 
does, his jeep snuffs out the flame of the Unknown Soldier. 

EXT. PLACE CHARLES DE GUALLE  

The Ten Kings and Saturn are all admiring the living statue.  
FIRST KING  

Our kingdoms unite with Teitan�s. 
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SATURN  
Do away with any other religions 
in the Third Empire, including 
the Catholic Church and Greek 
Orthodox Church. 

All of the kings nod in agreement.  
SECOND KING  

We know what to do my lord. 

The GERMAN KING is dressed as a Templar Knight, complete with 
a red sash, decorated with a Maltese cross. 

GERMAN KING 
Let�s begin minting new German 
marks for all of the Third 
Empire.  The swastika will be on 
the back; much like it was on 
coins minted in ancient Greece.  
Only with this new mark can 
anyone buy and sell. 

GRECIAN KING 
I like this revising of the old 
Grecian Empire.  Let�s bring back 
all of the past. 

FRENCH KING 
I want the former Pope, Peter the 
Roman, placed in the prison where 
Jacques De Molay was held. 

ITALIAN KING 
The new Babylonian Captivity?  
What will you do with Peter? 

 

SATURN 
I have special plans for him.  
Don�t Christians claim to be the 
light of the world? 

EXT. NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL � NIGHT 

Subtitle: �The Nativity of Saint John. June 24, 2004� 

A huge bonfire burns in front of the church. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
Midsummer fires lit up the 
hillsides on St. John�s Eve. 

Upon CLOSER inspection, we SEE that the bonfire is being used 
to light the former POPE, PETER the Roman! 
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POPE PETER 
Oh Lord, my God... is there no 
help for the widow�s son? 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
Just before his own death, Joseph 
Smith, founder of the Mormons, 
made this Masonic plea for mercy. 

The smoke from his body RISES, turning from WHITE to RED!  The 
smoke travels all the way to 

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM � ALTAR FIRE AND SMOKE 

mix together with the smoke from Peter�s bonfire.  The SECOND 
archangel, Uriel, SOUNDS his TRUMPET. 

SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) Atomic silos open all around the nations of the Third 
Empire.  Rockets lift-off simultaneously. 

B) NORAD in Colorado goes to DEFCON ONE. 

C) On the nose of one of the missiles, we see the words, 
�Funded by THIRDUNION.  The mountain will come to you!� 

INT. THE VATICAN  

Bishops and cardinals are casting ballots for an election. 

FIRST BISHOP  
We must not let the Papacy be 
moved to French soil again. 

SECOND BISHOP  
We must elect a new Pope. 

EXT. ST. PETER�S SQUARE � DAY  

Crowds of unmarked onlookers anxiously WATCH a chimney. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
They wait to see if the smoke 
burns black or white.  This way 
they learn if a Pope has been 
elected or not. 

INT. THE VATICAN 

A ballot with a black circle FALLS from a pile of ballots.  
The pile was being held together with a PAPERCLIP.  A gust of 
wind catches the ballot, taking it out a window. 

EXT. ST. PETER�S SQUARE � THE BALLOT 

lands on a statue of Jupiter, now believed to be that of 
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Peter.  The smoke from the chimney turns from white to red! 

INT. THE VATICAN 

BISHOP THREE  
This cannot be a good sign. 

They immediately clear the room.  We see a computer monitor in 
the b.g.  It�s tracking the incoming missiles.  

INSERT � COMPUTER MONITOR 

with a warning light flashing beside a file named �WORMWOOD.� 

MONTAGE 

A) The bombs IMPACT with a great EXPLOSION. 

B) Many bombs land in and around the city of Rome. 

C) The Pantheon is destroyed. 

D) St. Peter�s Square and the Vatican are demolished. 

E) Many bombs strike all around the Mediterranean Sea. 

END OF MONTAGE  

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
The impact and radiation killed a 
third of the fish.  Stray bombs 
and tidal waves destroyed a third 
of all ships in the Great Sea.  

EXT. VATICAN REMAINS 

Among the burning debris, we see the Latin phrase, ADHUC STAT, 
on a broken-off piece of brick.  

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
ADHUC STAT.  It�s still standing. 

EXT. OFFSHORE 

A FISHERMAN is watching the city of Rome burn.  

FISHERMAN 
Rome was burned in a day. 

EXT. SPACE STATION 

We SEE �ADHUC STAT� written on the space station as we PASS.  

INT. SPACE STATION  

Looking at a GPS monitor, we SEE that a third of the 
Mediterranean is as red as blood, mostly around Italy.  Hal 
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informs crews below. 

HAL 
Satellites are relaying images of 
the damage.  The space station is 
returning from the other side.  

EXT. EARTH�S ATMOSPHERE � ABOVE MEDITERRANEAN SEA 

Subtitle: �July 4, 2004� 

The SECOND saint, Enos, pours out the SECOND VIAL upon the 
Mediterranean Sea. 

EXT. MARSEILLE (FRANCE) � DAY 

Saturn has moved from performing miracles in Paris to the 
banks of the Mediterranean, just off the coast of France.  
Since giants are really half angel, he SEES the spirit world.  
He prepares to CLAIM Enos� water-to-blood miracle.  

SATURN 
With the world watching, I�ll 
turn the Mediterranean to blood.  

INT. SPACE STATION � OVER EUROPE  

Through a portal, we see the ENTIRE Mediterranean turn red.  

HAL (O.S.) 
How could anything still be alive 
in that ocean? 

EXT. MARSEILLE � DAY 

Saturn is standing naked and bathing in the bloody waters.  

SATURN 
This little blood bath is 
nothing.  I�ll move to Avignon, 
so I can be close to the real 
bloodshed. 

EXT./INT. AMPHITHEATER OF NIMES � DAY  

People that refused the mark are being slaughtered in 
gladiator-style fights against soldiers of the Third Empire.  

EXT. BATTLEFIELD IN EUROPE � DAY 

Teitan�s armies are engaged in warfare with the Soviets and 
the Chinese.  There�s much bloodshed on all sides. 

EXT. CAPITOL BUILDING � WASHINGTON DC � DAY  

Crowds fill the White House lawn to capacity.  The obelisk-
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shaped National Monument is in the b.g.  Hillary Rodnim is 
introduced and makes her way to the podium. 

HILLARY 
I�m pleased to announce on this 
nation�s birthday, that FEMA will 
finally give way to our heritage, 
a constitutional government. 

Crowd CHEERS! 

HILLARY 
George W. Busch has done his best 
during this difficult time.  But, 
he�s a Republican and will be 
running against me in November. 

The crowd breaks into scattered LAUGHTER and APPLAUSE. 

HILLARY 
Now, some bad news.  Americans 
with Christian beliefs must 
report to the nearest relocation 
center today for your own 
protection.  We�ve received 
threats from extreme left-wing 
hate groups.  We don�t have 
National Guard troops to protect 
you, since they�re overseas.  
This will be a temporary 
solution.  We�ll reunite you with 
loved ones as soon as the trouble 
in the Middle East subsides. 

MONTAGE 

A) George Washington�s statue at the Smithsonian, where he�s 
seated semi-nude, in the pose of the Greek god Zeus. 

B) An MJ12 party with John Rockwell, Sr. wearing a party hat 
with a �Happy 100th birthday� sign in the b.g.  He smiles. 

C) The Statue of Liberty in NYC. 

D) The statue�s replica in Paris. 

E) The LIVING statue of Teitan in Paris.  It smiles. 

END OF MONTAGE  

EXT. JORDAN DESERT � DAY 

Elijah is standing before the huge rift separating Israel from 
Jordan.  Elijah�s SPIRITUAL EYES are opened, SEEING yet 
another plague from God being CLAIMED by the false prophet.  
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ELIJAH  
You want the world to believe you 
can affect the water?  Then by 
your own deception will you 
pay... again.  

He takes a bottle of water and pours it into the desert sand.  

ELIJAH  
You who serve other gods and 
worship them... the Lord�s wrath 
will be kindled against you.  He 
will shut up the heavens so there 
will be no rain, and that the 
land will not yield her fruit. 

Elijah stretches his staff towards the heavens. 

ELIJAH  
From this day forward, no rain 
will fall upon the Third Empire.  

EXT. BABYLON MARKETPLACE � DAY 

Elijah�s words are being picked-up and rebroadcast by the 
space station.  Arab shoppers are listening via LOUDSPEAKERS.  
They wave their hands, dismissing the prophet�s words.  One by 
one, some of them turn around and start grabbing water bottles 
from a shelf until they�re all gone.  

EXT. JORDAN DESERT � DAY 

Elijah throws his mantle across the rift.  The ground 
magically covers the void for him as he walks across.  After 
he gets to the other side, the land bridge disappears.  

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM 

Jesus opens the THIRD blue-colored SEAL.  The third cherub 
resembling a man motions for US to LOOK THROUGH his monitor. 

CHERUB 
Come and see! 

INSERT � MONITOR 

A skinny Egyptian BANKER rides through the barren streets of 
Cairo on a BLACK HORSE.  He carries weights and measures. 

BANKER  
I�ll pay a day�s wage for some 
bread and water. 

EXT./INT. GREAT PYRAMID 

The THIRD relieving stone over the King�s chamber is 
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SUPERNATURALLY highlighted. 

EXT. JORDAN DESERT � DAY 

Enoch is in the wilderness with the third of all Jewish 
people.  Enoch smites a rock for water.  Manna falls from 
heaven to feed them.  The plagues of the Earth do not affect 
them here. 

INT. SPACE STATION 

Hal is spying on Elijah with sensitive listening devices. 

EXT. JORDAN DESERT � DAY 

Elijah looks up, as if he knows the world is eavesdropping. 

ELIJAH  
Fire from Heaven will be the rain 
of judgment upon the wicked.  

He falls to the ground in prayer.  Enoch joins him.  

ELIJAH  
Lord, it�s time for them to 
receive... their great ball of 
redemption.  Let it come from 
Heaven and poison their waters. 

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM 

The THIRD archangel, Raguel, blows his trumpet. 

 

EXT. OUTER SPACE � ASTEROID BELT 

Suddenly, an asteroid CRASHES into another.  The collision now 
sends one of the asteroids careening from the belt. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
The asteroid 4179 Toutatis was 
scheduled to come within four 
times the distance from our moon 
on September 29, 2004.  This 
little course correction placed 
it on a direct path with Earth. 

The rock is SEEN hurtling straight towards Earth. 

Subtitle: �September 27, 2004�  

INT. SPACE STATION 

Warning lights and BUZZERS go off like crazy.  
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HAL  
Not again! 

EXT. JORDAN DESERT � DAY 

Enoch and Elijah LOOK UP and see the bright ball of fire in 
the blue, cloudless sky. 

ELIJAH 
Not to worry... it won�t affect 
any of us here. 

CROWD�S POV � COMET IN SKY 

As it suddenly DIVIDES in two! One continues its DESCENT to 
Earth, while the other curves around and crosses its original 
path.  This creates a bright, fiery cross in the sky. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
Nostradamus wrote that the great 
star would burn for seven days 
when the great pontiff changed 
countries.  

SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) NORAD�S security goes to DEFCON FOUR as sensors pick up 
something huge coming towards the Earth from outer space. 

B) Americans grumble AD LIBS, �Now they warn us.� 

C) Underground secret societies are safe and very carefree. 
Some are even playing games, like chess and �MONOPOLY.� 

D) People around the world look up and see two suns. 

E) Bomb and fallout shelters become crowded with people. 

F) Cities are abandoned as air raid SIRENS fill the air. 

EXT. CITY ALLEY � A BUM 

Urinating, notices an old movie poster for �ARMAGEDDON.�  

BUM  
Where are those space cowboys 
when you need them? 

In disgust, he urinates on the poster. 

EXT. RESORT ISLAND � DAY  

Subtitle: �Isle of Lesbos, off the coast of Greece.� 

Several gay and lesbian couples are lounging in the sun.  TWO 
WOMEN wearing dark sunglasses are sunbathing and chatting. 

WOMAN ONE  
Who can believe what you hear 
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these days? Like an asteroid�s 
gonna hit Earth.  As if! 

WOMAN TWO  
Same people that say Sodom and 
Gomorrah were destroyed with fire 
and brimstone from Heaven.  It�s 
all just a scare tactic to push 
their conservative agenda on us.  

WOMAN ONE 
They�re jealous �cause we�ve come 
out of the closet and having our 
day in the sun. 

She compares her sunburn to her pale skin beneath her bikini. 

WOMAN ONE 
I think I need a stronger 
sunscreen.  I�m burnt already and 
I just turned over. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Toutatis was a couple days early 
and a few thousand miles off its 
projected course.  It also came 
with a new name... Wormwood.  

SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) WORMWOOD hits the island dead center! 

B) Huge tidal waves wipe out coastal cities near its impact. 

C) We SEE someone drinking water in this area, and making a 
face as if it tastes bitter.  He then grabs his stomach. 

D) The THIRD saint, Cainan, pours out the THIRD VIAL upon the 
rivers and springs near Wormwood�s impact. 

E) The waters become as blood.  The man who drank the water 
earlier is seen lying beside the bloody water.  He�s dead. 

F) While fighting Russian and Chinese forces, an Empire 
sergeant takes a drink from his canteen filled with blood. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
They shed the blood of saints and 
prophets.  God has now given them 
blood to drink. 

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM 

Jesus opens the FOURTH green-colored SEAL.  The flying eagle 
cherub motions US to LOOK through his monitor. 

CHERUB 
Come and see! 
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INSERT � CHERUB�S MONITOR 

Supernaturally, we see a green horse whose rider is the angel 
of DEATH.  He�s dressed like the GRIM REAPER.  Another horse 
follows carrying the angel of HELL.  She has flaming red hair.  
It�s LILILEA -- Lilith�s mother! 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
I saw a pale horse: and his name 
that sat on him was Death and 
Hell with him.  Power was given 
unto them over the fourth part of 
the Earth, to kill with sword, 
with hunger, and with the beasts 
of the Earth. 

EXT./INT. GREAT PYRAMID  

We see the FOURTH relieving stone over the King�s chamber 
SUPERNATURALLY highlighted. 

MONTAGE 

A) People are being killed by sword.  This mirrors Denver�s 
murals showing women and babies killed by a large sword. 

B) Skinny people are dying from starvation.  This includes 
relocation centers, labor, and concentration camps. 

C) Wild animals are killing people, as they have grown bold 
due to gnawing hunger and thirst.  A snake strikes and 
kills one man. 

D) Amphitheater of Nimes is where Christians are being fed to 
lions for the amusement of Third Empire audiences. 

END OF MONTAGE  

EXT. JORDAN DESERT � DAY 

Elijah now prepares for his final miracle.  

ELIJAH  
Since your hearts are still 
hardened and you will not hearken 
to the Lord, I will bring yet 
another plague upon you.  You, 
who worship the sun as god, will 
see that the sun is vulnerable.  

EXT. DEEP SPACE  

A HUGE asteroid is heading directly towards the sun. 
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EXT. THE SUN 

The FOURTH TRUMPET archangel, Zerachiel, and the saint with 
the FOURTH VIAL, Mahalaleel, circle the sun.  As Zerachiel 
SOUNDS his TRUMPET, Mahalaleel pours his vial upon the sun.  
The asteroid on a collision course with the sun approaches.  

INT. SPACE STATION  

NASA computers DISPLAY the impact at 19.5 degrees S. Latitude.  
As the asteroid IMPACTS, there�s a huge EXPLOSION!  Heat 
sensors quickly SOUND.  Warning lights and ALARMS go crazy. 

EXT. OUTER SPACE  

GPS satellites and the space station scramble to the other 
side of Earth, trying to escape the maddening heat.  One 
satellite doesn�t make it and gets FRIED! 

SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) People across the globe SEE the sun getting brighter. 

B) Thermometers get so hot that some break. 

C) Everywhere, the intense heat is scorching people. 

D) Lakes and streams dry up quickly.  Steam is everywhere. 

E) On the Earth�s dark side, where the moon is full and its 
reflection is so bright, it almost looks like daylight. 

F) Many are dying from the intense heat. 

G) As the intense heat flare ceases, the world gets colder 
everywhere as people start reaching for blankets. 

H) One-THIRD of the sun is now MISSING. 

I) The full moon�s glow is very dim now. 

J) A ship captain looking up notes a THIRD of the 
constellations and Milky Way stars have stopped shining. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
A third of all stars, which 
stopped shining when a third of 
all angels fell, finally withhold 
their light from Earth.  

EXT. JORDAN DESERT 

Enoch strikes a rock as water gushes out.  Elijah fills a jar. 

EXT. EARTH�S ATMOSPHERE  

The WOE ANGEL flies over SHOUTING to the inhabitants below.  

WOE ANGEL  
Woe to the inhabitants of 
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Earth... when the three remaining 
trumpet angels begin to sound...  

FADE TO: 

EXT. PARADISE  

We HEAR ELVIS PRESLEY SINGING as we SEE a mansion on a hill in 
the b.g.  On the front gate is the word, �Graceland.�  Elvis, 
dressed in white, is serenading a young Princess Diana. 

ELVIS 
(singing) 

In my Father�s house are many 
mansions, full of love and grace, 
in a place called Graceland.  

EXT. SOMEWHERE ELSE IN PARADISE 

John F. Kennedy, Joe Dimmagio, and Marilyn Monroe are all 
sitting in a field of flowers.  David Smith is SEEN riding a 
white horse, a mustang.  

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Everyone�s paradise is different.  
It�s their own place of rest.  

INT. HELL 

We HEAR SCREAMS as we enter the fiery depths of the 
underworld.  As we go DEEPER into the depths of Hell, we SEE a 
man in great pain as he is completely engulfed in flames.  
It�s Adolph Hitler! 

EXT. EARTH 

Subtitle: �Wodensday, Thanksgiving Eve, later that year.�  

GLOBAL NEWS TV  
The numbers are in now.  One-
fourth of the world�s population 
has died since the terrible 
plagues began last spring.  A 
trade agreement has been reached 
with the Third Empire by the 
United States to exchange water 
supplies for oil. 

EXT. MIDDLE EAST � DAY 

Children dying of thirst sweat by the flames of an oil heater.  

EXT. ATLANTA AIRPORT � DAY  

Oil from the Middle East arrives.  The new oil shipments go 
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underground.  A UN guard observes. 

GLOBAL TELEVISION 

A promotional spot for the upcoming event: �WWW�s Babylon 3!�  

ANNOUNCER (V.O.) 
It�s the return of World Wide 
Wrestling with a grudge match 
Between Thor and Loki.  

The Midgard Serpent, a new character wearing a snake mask and 
body suit, AD LIBS he�s gonna �squeeze Thor to death.�  The 
PROMO introduces HELA, Goddess of the Underworld.  She has 
flaming red hair, bright green eyes, and is very shapely.  

ANNOUNCER (V.O.) 
This Thanksgiving night, live 
from Babylon! 

EXT. NEW YORK CITY � DAY  

Subtitle: �Thursday, Thanksgiving Holiday, 2004 AD�  

The Macy�s Thanksgiving Day Parade is finishing up.  We SEE 
Santa Claus with one of his elves riding in a sleigh float.  
Satan and Apollyon are WATCHING this atop Rockwell Center.  
Satan is wearing a Santa suit. Apollyon is dressed like an 
elf.  He NOTICES some graffiti spelling out: �S-A-N-T-A.� 

APOLLYON 
(imitating 
 Dana Carvey)  

Oh, who could that be... Satan?  

 

He magically moves the �N� to the end, after the second �A� so 
it now reads, �S-A-T-A-N.�  Satan, who is studying a lump of 
coal in his hand, looks up to see Apollyon�s graffiti. 

SATAN  
The writing has been on the wall 
for a long time. 

APOLLYON  
Thanks for letting me be part of 
the myth by using dwarfs as 
Santa�s magical elves. 

SATAN  
Kids believe in many things when 
they�re young... the Tooth Fairy 
and the Easter Bunny.  They learn 
about Jesus and the virgin birth 
in Sunday school.  As they get 
older, they stop believing in all 
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those... fairy tales. 

He studies the piece of coal again. 
SATAN  

Free presents overnight replaced 
the free gift to mankind through 
the overnight miracle birth.  
Coal... kids are taught this came 
from the Carboniferous Age, 
almost 220 million years ago.  

APOLLYON  
(admiring himself)  

I look good for my age.  

He takes the coal from Satan.  

APOLLYON  
This is what happened to bad boys 
and girls from the Old World.  

(imitating Carvey)  
�Isn�t that CONVENIENT?�  They 
receive a rock made by the flood 
when they�ve been naughty?  

INT. DENVER AIRPORT � UNDERGROUND CITY 

A secret society is enjoying their bountiful feast.  They are 
standing comfortably around HOT heaters.  Some men are sitting 
around playing �MONOPOLY.�  Many men are watching the 
Thanksgiving Bowl via television.  

 

INSERT � TV SCREEN 

The Tennessee Titan�s are hosting the New York Giants.  We 
HEAR a COMMENTATOR talking to Tennessee�s Governor, JERRY 
LAWLESS, former wrestler and past commentator for the WWW. 

COMMENTATOR (O.S.) 
You�re from Memphis and they call 
you the King? 

LAWLESS (O.S.) 
That�s right. I even wear my 
crown when officiating. 

We SEE a Greek building in Nashville, home of the NFL Titans.  
Going back to the game, a SPECIAL EFFECT WIPE resembles a 
mechanized flying machine with an oval-shaped monitor, 
dropping down a wheel within a wheel where the network�s logo 
is inserted.  A CLOSE VIEW of a player�s colorful jersey 
reveals a puma embroidered on his sleeve.  OUR VIEW WIDENS, 
revealing it�s from a red Saturn blimp above the stadium. 
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BACK TO SCENE  

Johnny and John Sr. are watching the game.  A man WALKS PAST 
them, going to the elevator, where he presses the UP button.  

INT. AIRPORT � UPPER LEVEL 

Getting out of the elevator, the man walks up to an odd-
looking keypad.  He enters a command.  In the b.g., we see 
Christian slaves being transported in over-sized baggage bins. 

INT. SPACE STATION 

Hal is watching the game on TV, while keeping an eye on other 
screens monitoring deep space.  The Titans� tie the game again 
with the Giants as the Cassini probe�s weak signal comes in. 

HAL  
Hey guys... I�m getting some 
really strange readings on 
Saturn.  I don�t know what it is, 
but I�ve got a fix on it at 19.5 
degrees S. Latitude. 

The atmospheric probe is arriving on Titan.  

INSERT � PROBE FEED 

Something unusual is beneath the clouds of Titan�s atmosphere.  
As we get below them, entire cities appear!  Pyramids, 
skyscrapers, obelisks and other HUGE monuments!  Titans look 
human but are twenty feet tall.  The swastika is everywhere. 

BACK TO SCENE 

ALARMS SOUND.  There�s something HUGE on Hal�s radar screen. 

HAL  
Uh... guys.  I don�t mean to 
worry you or anything... but I 
think we got company.  

EXT. SPACE STATION � ORBITING EARTH  

A HUGE space ship passes OVER the space station.  A smaller 
escort ship comes from the belly of the mother ship.  It 
descends to Earth, heading towards the Middle East. 

EXT. JERUSALEM � DAY � LIGHTNING FLASHES 

Fill the skies.  A large UFO flies over the Dome on the Rock.  

EXT. MECCA, SAUDI ARABIA � DAY (STORMY) 

A Muslim Imam runs from the mosque to the Kaaba�s south wall.  
He grabs the sacred Black Stone, preparing to defend it with 
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his life as the largest UFO lands beside the Kaaba. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
This Kaaba contains the Muslim�s 
most sacred relic -- the Black 
Stone.  They believe God sent it 
down from Heaven.  

Teitan makes his way through the crowds, followed by Saturn.  
A ramp from the bottom of the UFO opens.  A TITAN walks down 
the ramp.  He�s carrying a black box in his hand.  He walks up 
to Teitan and offers him the black box.  The Titan gestures 
for him to open it.  He does.  Inside the box is a black stone 
-- EXACTLY like the one enshrined in the Kaaba, being guarded 
by the Imam.  

TITAN  
The Black Sun. 

Teitan and Saturn salute him, displaying the swastika in their 
palms.  The Titan returns the salute revealing a swastika in 
his palm.  As the Titan presses his palm into Teitan�s palm, a 
camera FLASHES, freezing the mirror image of the swastikas. 

INSERT � NEWSPAPER 

Headline: �THE BROTHERHOOD,� is above the photo just taken.  
The photo�s caption reads, �The new symbol of unity?� 

EXT. SAUDI ARABIA � MARKET SQUARE � LATER THAT AFTERNOON 

An Arab boy peddling the papers SHOUTS the headlines.  

PEDDLER 
Scientists confirm Muslim and 
Titan Stones are identical! 

INT. BABYLON � WRESTLING ARENA � LATER THAT NIGHT 

The Titans are sitting ringside with Teitan and Saturn as the 
much-anticipated WWW rematch begins.  A commentator interviews 
the WWW�s newest heroes, Thor and Loki.  

THOR  
I�m firstborn of Odin, father of 
the Gods.  Loki, a member of the 
giants, was adopted into my 
family and is now my brother. 

LOKI  
But today, brother shall fight 
against brother.  And the giant 
race shall win!  

The BELL RINGS, beginning the match.  Thor quickly gets the 
upper hand.  He�s about to use his golden hammer on Loki when 
the Midgard Serpent jumps into the ring.  He drop kicks Thor, 
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takes his hammer, then hits him in the head. 

TITAN 
(to Saturn)  

I like this Midgard.  

With Thor out cold, the referee announces Loki as the winner. 

LOKI 
Midgard will be my new tag team 
partner.  We challenge Thor and 
the partner of his choice in a 
rematch.  

Facing Teitan, Loki and Midgard take their own blood and make 
a swastika on their foreheads. 

LOKI  
When in Rome, do as Romans do. 

Hela has made it to Thor�s side and revives him with a kiss.  

HELA 
I�ll stand by Thor�s side in this 
rematch.  

The Titans are enjoying this soap opera. 

TITAN  
We will join the arena in this 
next event.  But, we�ll only 
fight other Titans.  

Teitan LAUGHS and stands up to make an announcement as well. 

TEITAN 
This day, the day the Titans came 
to us, will no longer be known as 
Thursday.  It will be Thorsday, 
to honor these new gods of force.  

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
And so calendars were changed and 
the gods of Greek and Roman 
mythology were given new temples 
and shrines. 

EXT. ATHENS, GREECE � DAY  

The Oracle at Delphi debuts alongside Apollo�s restored 
temple.  The ORACLE, a young girl, talks indecipherably to 
world leaders.  SUPERNATURALLY, we SEE demons are channeling 
through her.  

ORACLE 
Titans will give man a substance 
lighter and stronger than 
Titanium, called Titanium Three.  
It comes directly from Titan. 
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The leaders are all nodding in agreement, impressed. 

ORACLE 
The Titans will help the Third 
Empire, but won�t intervene in 
our wars.  They�ll set up bases 
in Berlin and Babylon. 

EXT. BABYLON � DAY 

The Titan is talking to a group of Masons. 

TITAN 
If you build a tower at least a 
mile high and place a beacon on 
top of the tower, after three 
days, the serpent race that 
created man will return.  

INT. JEWISH TEMPLE 

Teitan is roasting a pig on the altar.  After picking one rib 
clean in his mouth, he holds it up and studies it. 

TEITAN 
I could make myself a wife from 
this rib.  But I have no need for 
the love of a woman.  

He throws the bone to a little white dog.  In the Holy of 
Holies, he�s set up a statue of Zeus but with his own face. 

INT. MASONIC UNDERGROUND CITY  

A FEMA GUARD discovers water stockpiles have turned to blood.  

GUARD 
Uncontaminated supplies must be 
reserved for Masons only.  

A Mason tests the blood.  The blood type comes up UNKNOWN.  

JOHNNY  
Here, use my own blood to see if 
the machine works at all.  

He notices a Christian slave girl nearby.  

JOHNNY 
You there... what�s your name and 
where are you from? 

PATTY 
I come from a relocation center.  
My name is Patty. 

JOHNNY 
Let him sample your blood.  Just 
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double-checking this machine.  

The tester pricks her finger and administers the test.  A DNA 
warning goes off.  

JOHNNY  
What does that mean?  

TESTER  
It must be malfunctioning.  It 
shows her DNA close enough to be 
your own daughter.  

Johnny looks at the tester, then the results, and finally the 
girl.  They�re interrupted by an announcement over the P.A.  

SPEAKER (V.O.) 
Everyone will temporarily have to 
stop bathing until water supplies 
are restored.  

MONTAGE  

A) Dried-up lakes and rivers across the USA. 

B) The Mississippi shore along St. Louis.  There�s no water. 

C) Patty�s house in the b.g. is in ruins. 

END OF MONTAGE 

EXT. WASHINGTON DC � DAY 

Hillary Rodnim is making a speech before the PRESS. 

HILLARY  
I vow to make a deal with the 
devil himself if necessary, to 
get more oil and water.  

EXT. BEER FACTORIES � GERMANY � DAY 

Premium German beer factories are all boarded up and closed. 

INSERT � TV SET  

A home shopping channel sells a six-pack of beer for $1,000.  

CHANNEL CHANGES.  

A news program has a special bulletin.  

NEWS ANCHOR 
The Titans announced a plan to 
help mankind with his water 
problem.  They�re going to build 
HUGE ships, the largest ever, and 
go to Antarctica to get ICE.  
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They�ll melt it for all Third 
Empire kingdoms. 

EXT. CASABLANCA, MOROCCO � DAY 

�TITANIC TWO� is complete.  It�s three times larger than our 
old Titanic, which sank on April 15, 1912.  Teitan, wearing 
his leopard-skin cape, christens the new ship.  The ship�s 
CAPTAIN, a Titan, steps up to the microphone. 

CAPTAIN 
If there even was a God, He 
Himself couldn�t sink this ship!  

EXT./INT. BERLIN � DAY � BEER FACTORIES 
Beer production starts back up.  Germany is prosperous again. 

INSERT � TV MONITOR  

Titans have become regulars on World Wide Wrestling.  
TITAN WRESTLER 

When the restraining talisman of 
the Christian cross is broken in 
Germany, then the fury of ancient 
warriors will surge up again! 

Another Titan WRESTLER smashes a large crucifix. 
 

 

WRESTLER  
The old stone gods will rise from 
forgotten ruins and rub the dust 
of a thousand years from their 
eyes.  

EXT. ATHENS, GREECE � DAY 
Many of the old temples to the Greek gods are being restored. 

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)  
And Thor with his giant hammer 
will leap up and smash the gothic 
cathedrals.  When that crash 
comes, it will be like nothing 
before. 

GLOBAL TV  

A wrestling commercial SHOWS Thor smashing his hammer down on 
a Jewish Star of David and a Christian cross. 
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INT. PARIS � NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL 
A group of TITANS address the crowd of beast worshippers. 

TITAN ONE 
The Jewish plagues have become 
self-fulfilling prophecies.  You 
must prevent the remaining ones.  

TITAN TWO  
You must eliminate all Christians 
and Jews.  Also, Native Americans 
and blacks since Israel�s lost 
tribes could�ve joined with them. 

INT. DENVER AIRPORT 

We SEE the murals painted on the walls again.  CLOSER VIEW of 
three caskets, which contain a Jew, a black, and an Indian.  

TITAN (O.S.) 
Their seed must be cut off or 
we�ll be cut off. 

EXT./INT. THIRD EMPIRE � CONCENTRATION CAMPS � DAY 

Christians that refused to accept the mark are in captivity.  
A PRISONER quotes from the Bible.  

PRISONER (O.S.) 
He that leadeth into captivity 
shall go into captivity.  He that 
killeth with the sword must be 
killed with the sword.  Here is 
the patience of the saints.  For 
you will be hated and persecuted 
for His sake. 

He starts singing the chorus to �AMERICAN PIE.�  The other 
prisoners join in.  �This will be the day that I die� 
hauntingly ECHOES. 

INT. BERLIN � WWW MATCH � RINGSIDE � NIGHT 
Subtitle: �Summer Solstice, June 2006�  

John and Johnny are ringside.  The first match is between a 
black prisoner and a Titan.  While watching the black man die, 
John whispers to Johnny.  

JOHN  
We never let blacks join our 
Masonic lodge.  

As John looks away, Johnny is noticeably disturbed by his 
father�s words.  A Titan and Christian male prisoner are next 
up.  The guest Titan is the new Pope himself, Saturn.  During 
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the match, Saturn�s opponent cuts him.  Johnny rushes to get a 
dab of the blood as a souvenir.  Realizing he still has the 
DNA analyzer, he takes it out.  

INSERT � DNA ANALYZER 

Patty�s DNA reading is still being displayed.  He places the 
newly collected sample in the portable machine. 

BACK TO SCENE 

The next match involves the female giant, HELA.  Hela tortures 
her victim to the delight of the crowd.  The DNA analyzer in 
Johnny�s coat SOUNDS a familiar ALARM.  Johnny takes it out to 
look at it. 

INSERT � DNA ANALYZER 

Patty and Saturn�s blood are a perfect match� mother and son.  
However, his blood-type reading shows half of it as UNKNOWN! 

BACK TO SCENE 
Johnny�s puzzled look changes to shock as he looks up and SEES 
Patty is the next slave to fight Hela.  Right behind Patty, is 
an old lady... it�s Katy!  Song �THIS IS YOUR TIME� by Michael 
W. Smith, begins.  The CROWD is cruelly hysterical.   
Johnny makes eye contact with Katy as she YELLS for him. 

KATY 
Johnny! Help me! 

PATTY 
Father! Help us!  

JOHNNY�S FACE as he realizes this is his daughter!  Hela 
prepares for the kill on Katy.   Another giantess prepares to 
kill Johnny�s daughter.  Johnny can�t bear to watch and 
suddenly LEAPS UP into the ring.  Hela THROWS Johnny back.  
Hela breaks Katy�s neck instantly.  David�s watch falls from 
her broken neck, HITTING the floor.  Johnny reaches across the 
mat, grabbing the watch.  In the commotion, Patty lives.  They 
are led off together. 

INT. BEER FACTORY � GERMANY 

Saints killed in matches are being burned in great ovens.  
This visual BECOMES a beer commercial.  

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)  
Our beer is brewed with an 
international fire-brewing method 
so unique... we patented it. 

Katy�s body is put into the oven brewing the beer.  The SMOKE 
from the chimneys once again RISES to Heaven. 
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EXT./INT. PARADISE  
David catches the scent of smoke as it passes his nose.  As he 
turns around, a single tear falls from his eye.  SONG ends. 

EXT. JORDAN DESERT � DAY 

Subtitle: �Jewish Passover, 2007.�  

The Jews are celebrating Passover with Enoch and Elijah.  

ELIJAH  
Soon, we�ll return to Jerusalem 
and the Temple.  

INT. RUSSIA � DAY 

Teitan is shaking hands with VLADIMIR, the Russian Federation 
leader, as they make peace.  

TEITAN 
I�ve signed a treaty with my 
brother and companion, Vladimir 
Zhirinovsky.  Together, we face 
anyone who defies us.  United, 
we�ll rule the Middle East. 

The crowd APPLAUDS and repeatedly CHANTS, �Peace!� 

VLADIMIR 
China agrees to remain within its 
borders, as will all kings from 
the east.  I embrace my 
brother... and peace. 

The two men embrace to the CHEERS of the CROWD. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
�Then shall the lords be two in 
number, in the north, victorious 
against Eastern ones.  They shall 
quake for fear of two brothers 
who are not brothers of the 
north.�  June 27, 1555.  
Nostradamus. 

EXT. PAKISTAN/SYRIAN BORDERS � DAY 

Titans stationed along Empire borders wear UN peacekeeping 
uniforms.  Their armbands and helmets display the swastika.  

EXT. SYRIAN DESERT � DAY 

Empire and Russian troops begin mobilizing towards Jerusalem.  

VLADIMIR 
We will annihilate the Jews!  
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TEITAN 
I�ll hang their two false 
prophets from my Hanging Gardens!  

INSERT � TV MONITOR 
The big WWW revenge match is about to begin. 

ANNOUNCER 
The event you�ve all been waiting 
for... tag team partners Thor and 
Hela take on the Midgard Serpent 
and his partner, Loki!  

The BELL RINGS as the match begins.  

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM 

Jesus opens the FIFTH yellow-colored SEAL.  The FIFTH angel, 
Raphael, SOUNDS his TRUMPET. 

EXT./ INT. GREAT PYRAMID 

The FIFTH relieving stone over the King�s Chamber is 
SUPERNATURALLY highlighted. 

EXT. ISLAND OF ABYDON (OFF COAST OF IRAN/IRAQ) � DAY  

An angel walks across the water TOWARDS US. It�s Apollyon.  He 
holds the keys to the abyss, stolen from Laurianna.  A huge 
whirlpool FORMS under him, clearing the water from around the 
ocean floor and creating a circular wall of water.  Underwater 
pipelines BURST, causing oil to mix with the wall.  The angel 
of DEATH leaves the area on his green horse.  HELL stays, 
standing at the edge of the abyss.  Apollyon opens the abyss 
with his key.  

The FIFTH saint, Jared, pours his VIAL into the opening.  HUGE 
amounts of smoke come billowing out.  The fire from the abyss 
ignites the wall of oil, adding to the smoke.  Hundreds of 
demons, souls of slain giants, exit the abyss.  LILITH comes 
out last. She SEES Lililea dressed as HELL. 

LILITH  
Hello mother, excuse me while I 
kick some human ass! 

EXT. PLATEAU OF TIBET � DARK 

Subtitle: �Somewhere near the Gobi Desert.�  

From an opening in the ground, a huge DOOR OPENS.  From this 
tunnel come wave after wave of Apache helicopters.  
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INT. HELICOPTERS  

piloted by men with long, black hair.  They look as if cloned 
from the same person with dark eyes on an expressionless face. 

SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) The Apaches head towards the smoke-covered Third Empire. 

B) We SUPERNATURALLY SEE Lilith guiding a pilot�s hands. 

C) All other pilots are being guided by various demons too. 

D) Apollyon leads the Apache brigade through the smoke cover. 

INSERT � TV SCREEN 

The WWW match is heating up.  Hela has Thor�s golden hammer 
and wields it, trying to knock out Loki.  A News Bulletin 
interrupts the match as an ANCHOR breaks in. 

ANCHOR  
We interrupt to bring this late-
breaking story.  A huge fire has 
erupted in the Middle East.  It�s 
feared Israel is now preparing to 
send biochemical weapons into the 
Third Empire.  With the latest, 
here�s Teitan. 

TEITAN  
We are sending a massive 
helicopter evacuation force 
through my entire Empire.  
Everyone must be evacuated to a 
sheltered area capable of 
surviving germ warfare. 

EXT. JORDAN DESERT 

There are no clouds over the Jews celebrating Passover here.  
Enoch is still teaching Davie Jr. to play the shofar.  

EXT./INT. WORLDWIDE � VARIOUS PEOPLE  

The 144,000 with God�s SEAL on their foreheads are safe.  
Christians SEALED by the Holy Spirit are not affected either.  
A Christian LEADER reads from the Bible.  

LEADER  
Ye were SEALED with that Holy 
Spirit of promise, which is the 
earnest of our inheritance until 
our redemption.  Ephesians 1:13-
14. 
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EXT. THIRD EMPIRE � DARK AND CLOUDY 

Crowds line the streets.  Titans wearing gas masks herd them.  

INT. APOLLYON�S HELICOPTER 

APOLLYON  
All demons hosting a clone... 
hearken to my voice again.  Fire 
at will! 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
They were commanded to hurt only 
those not sealed by God. 

EXT. APACHES � WIDER VIEW � MISSILES FIRING 

into the crowds of people, armed with chemical warheads.  FIRE 
from the missiles EXTENDS back to the helicopter�s tail 
section, completing the illusion of the missiles coming FROM 
the TAIL of these iron, scorpion-like machines. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
And to them it was given that 
they should not kill them, but 
that they should be tormented 
five months: and their torment 
was as the torment of a scorpion. 

EXT. CROWED STREET � PEOPLE 

grab at their throats, trying to breathe.  Huge boils appear 
on their skin alongside the mark on their foreheads and hands.  

INT. HOUSE � A COUPLE 
hiding here tries to avoid contamination.  Children�s VOICES 
outside the door beg for them to �Please, let us in.�  Upon 
opening their door, they discover they�ve been tricked by 
DEMON VOICES.  They grab their throats as the airborne 
chemicals take effect.  

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
And in those days, shall men seek 
death, and shall not find it; and 
shall desire to die, and death 
shall flee. 

DEATH leaves on his horse.  He heads west. 

DEATH  
After six millenniums on the job, 
I�m going to Disney World. 
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EXT. ATLANTIS � DARKNESS  

covers the ocean.  A ball of LIGHT shoots out of the water.  
Two smaller balls of light join the first, heading into space. 

EXT. THE ABYSS OPENING � DAY 

Subtitle: �Three days later.� 

Holy angels stand beside HELL.  Michael taps his foot. 

HELL 
Don�t look at me.  I knew it was 
only for three days. 

Apollyon arrives with a horde of transparent demons.  While 
demons enter the abyss, Apollyon tosses the keys to Michael.  

APOLLYON 
Here are the keys to Hell, pops. 

EXT. THIRD EMPIRE � AERIAL VIEW � CLOUDLESS DAY 

People everywhere writhe in extreme pain, including Russian 
and Empire soldiers.  This obviously halts their advance to 
Israel.  Construction work on the mile-high obelisk has also 
been halted. 

EXT./INT. JERUSALEM TEMPLE  

Jews are returning to the Temple to cleanse it. 

INT. GOD�S THRONE ROOM � NEAR ALTAR 

Naked souls of Saints killed gladiator style are here, 
including Katy.  She studies events on Earth through a 
cherub�s monitor. 

KATY 
When will we be avenged?  When 
will our murderers die?  

GOD  
Be patient.  Your fellow servants 
and brothers must be killed first 
as you were.  

God hands Katy and the other Saints killed a white robe.  

EXT. MGM THEME PARK, DISNEY WORLD � DAY  

DEATH is standing in line with others waiting for a ride.  A 
sign indicates �the wait from here is ninety minutes.�  

DEATH 
I�m in no hurry.  I�ve got five 
months to kill. 
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EXT. PARIS � PLACE CHARLES DE GUALLE 

is in the f.g. as the Eiffel Tower looms in the distance.  Our 
VIEW SHIFTS to a nearby jail window covered with bars. 

INT. PARIS JAIL 

Patty and Johnny are chained to a wall in the same cell. 

PATTY 
Sorry I got you in this mess.  

JOHNNY 
Don�t be silly.  I would�ve 
helped you sooner if I�d known 
you were my daughter.  At least 
now we can get better acquainted. 

PATTY 
I don�t know anything about 
you... or my grandparents... 

JOHNNY 
Forget your grandfather.  But 
your grandmother was special.  
When pregnant with me, she said I 
kicked nonstop on a flight to 
Paris from St. Louis.   

(MORE) 
 
 

JOHNNY (CONT�D) 
�The Spirit of St. Louis was in 
me,� she said.  A movie made the 
same year of Lindbergh�s 1927 
flight; �WINGS,� had �Shooting 
Star� written on the nose of the 
hero�s plane.  That�s what I 
named my plane during WWII. 

PATTY 
I wish we had your plane right 
now and could fly all the way 
back to St. Louis. 

Johnny looks down at his chest where David�s watch now hangs. 

JOHNNY 
Our time to fly is coming soon. 

EXT. EUROPEAN BATTLEFIELDS � DAY  

Subtitle: �Five months later�  

Badly wounded soldiers begin dying again.  
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NEWS ANCHOR (V.O.) 
After what�s been dubbed the five 
months death took a holiday, 
people are again dying.  

EXT. PARIS � NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL � DAY 

Teitan conducts a press conference.  The ten kings, Saturn, 
and Vladimir are all attending this address.  

TEITAN 
The Jews caused us all to suffer 
these past five months.  We also 
believe they�re responsible for 
the disappearance of my statue.  

We can SEE the golden statue of Teitan is not on its pedestal.  

TEITAN 
We must now continue our charge 
to Jerusalem and wipe out their 
entire race... forever! 

SATURN  
All remaining Christians must be 
killed... NOW!  

President of the WWW, a Titan, stands beside Midgard and 
Saturn. 

TITAN  
During the upcoming match, 
Christian prisoners in Germany, 
now the capital of World Wide 
Wrestling, will be slaughtered.  
Then, the long awaited rematch 
between Thor and Hela and the 
Midgard Serpent and Loki.  

The crowd CHEERS wildly as Teitan steps back to the 
microphone. 

TEITAN 
The Sun Tower must now be 
completed before the Armageddon 
timetable set in motion by the 
Jews can complete itself. 

SATURN 
The beacon must be placed upon 
the mile-high obelisk.  We must 
work nonstop to complete it. 

EXT. SPACE STATION � AN EIGHTY-THREE FOOT MIRROR  

opens, beaming sunlight to Babylon on the dark side of Earth. 
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EXT. BABYLON � NIGHT � SATAN AND APOLLYON 

are atop the nearly complete obelisk, soaking up the sun�s 
rays.  Slaves work on a scaffolding rig just below them.  
Satan creates a gust of wind, causing a slave to lose his 
balance.  Together they watch as he  

FALLS  

all the way to the bottom, where his body SPLATS next to a 
Masonic compass and square symbol engraved on the cornerstone.  

SATAN (O.S.) 
(laughing evilly)  

Only I�m the Prince of the Air.  

EXT./INT. JERUSALEM � TEMPLE MOUNT � NIGHT 

Enoch, Elijah, and the entire Jewish third are here now from 
Jordan�s desert.  They are in prayer, rededicating the temple.  

ENOCH 
The Temple is clean and ready to 
receive our Lord. 

ELIJAH 
Prepare the shofars for the final 
blast.  The Jewish New Year is 
about to begin.  

Subtitle: �Rosh Hashanah�  

Davie Jr. takes his own HORN and tries a NOTE.  It�s SQUEAKY. 

EXT. TEMPLE MOUNT � HANGING GARDENS � NEXT MORNING 

Enoch and Elijah are deep in prayer. 

ENOCH  
Our hour of darkness is upon us. 

ELIJAH 
Let your will be done.  

A drop of blood drips as sweat from his forehead.  

EXT. BOTTOM OF TEMPLE WALL 

Titan guards and Empire troops quietly surround the Jewish 
Temple.  A titan marksman scouts the Temple Mount THROUGH 
binoculars.  He HEARS a car pull up behind him and swings 
around. 

TITAN�S POV � THROUGH BINOCULARS � A RED SATURN CAR 

pulls up and stops.  Teitan steps out.  He sets his car alarm. 

CAR (V.O.) 
Protected by Viper! Stand back! 
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Our BINOCULAR VIEW SHIFTS back around to the top of the wall, 
where Davie Jr. is looking right at US.  

BACK TO SCENE 

Davie BLOWS his HORN, barely making an audible SQUEAKY SOUND.  
The Titan levels his rifle, aiming it at the boy.  

EXT. TOP OF TEMPLE WALL � JOSH 

as he HEARS the GUNSHOT.  

JOSH 
Oh my God... Davie! 

He runs to Davie�s post but SEES only his shofar lying there.  
He SEES him on the ground, with Empire troops in the b.g.  He 
picks up the shofar, and BLOWS the horn LOUDLY.  

EXT. CITY�S WATCHTOWERS � VARIOUS ANGLES  

Israeli watchmen SEE the enemy surrounding Jerusalem and BLOW 
their TRUMPETS. 

EXT./INT. JERUSALEM RESIDENCES � VARIOUS HOUSES 

Jews HEARING the warning, are SEEN scrambling for cover. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
The watchman, seeing the sword 
come upon the land, blows the 
trumpet, warning the people.  He 
who hears the warning but does 
not take heed, his blood is upon 
his own head.  But he, who takes 
heed, delivers his soul. 

EXT. WATCHTOWER � ONE WATCHMAN 

is fearful for his own life and drops his horn, running for 
cover. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
But if the watchman see the sword 
come and blow not the trumpet, 
and the people be not warned, any 
persons taken away in their sins, 
his blood will be required at the 
watchman�s hand... by God. 

EXT. JERUSALEM ALLEY 

The fleeing watchman runs right past a deaf and blind beggar, 
who is unaware of the impending danger. 
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EXT. TOP OF TEMPLE WALL 

Enoch and Elijah join Josh, who�s still BLOWING his HORN. 

TITAN SNIPER�S POV � THROUGH RIFLE SCOPE � JOSH�S FOREHEAD 

with God�s seal, line up with the cross hairs of the scope.  
It makes the sign of the double-cross.  

TITAN (O.S.) 
Joshua blows his mighty horn.  

BACK TO SCENE 

He FIRES!  The bullet magically diverts, hitting Josh�s horn.  
Josh loses his balance, taking Enoch and Elijah with him. 

EXT. BOTTOM OF TEMPLE WALL 

All three land on the ground beside Davie�s body.  

TITAN 
And from the walls, they came 
tumbling down. 

Rebekah opens the temple door and runs toward them, but she is 
captured.  

GLOBAL TELEVISION - LATER  

Enoch and Elijah have nooses around their necks.  Teitan kicks 
the chairs out from under them. 

TEITAN 
Your plagues will be upon us no 
more! 

INSERT � VARIOUS TV SCREENS  

News reports from around the world SHOW people hugging, 
leaping for joy, feasting, celebrating and exchanging gifts.  
One report shows Enoch and Elijah lying in the streets of 
Jerusalem. 

EXT. JERUSALEM STREET � DAY 

A titan soldier takes Elijah�s blue mantle and tries it on.  
Not fitting, he throws it over Davie�s dead body lying nearby.  
A CLOSER VIEW of Davie as he comes back to life!  DEATH is 
INVISIBLY looking over him.  He winks at Davie.  Davie gets up 
and sneaks past Empire soldiers being addressed by Teitan. 

TEITAN 
Round up ALL Jews.  Prepare them 
for public execution.  Send the 
next train to Berlin.  We�ll let 
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the Titan�s kill this batch. 

Josh and Rebekah, handcuffed together, are being led to an 
awaiting railroad cattle car.  

INT. DENVER AIRPORT  

A noted Mason leader activates the beacon with the keypad. 

EXT./INT. TOWER OF BABYLON � TOP 

We SEE the beacon atop the mile-high tower being activated.  A 
torch is lit and placed on the obelisk�s highest point. 

INT. ATLANTIS � SS HEADQUARTERS 

Subtitle: �Three days later.� 

Johnny and Patty are in chains standing before MJ12 leaders, 
Buffy and John Sr. Buffy walks up to Johnny.  

BUFFY  
Traitor!  You had it all.  

She spits in Johnny�s face.  John LAUGHS. 

 

 

JOHN  
You were right about Roswell, 
son.  Aliens didn�t land there.  
We made people think they did 
though... on the day your Jewish 
friend visited us in �47.  

HEAD MASON  
Hitler found an ancient flying 
machine buried below the Gobi 
Desert.  His pulse jet engine 
came from it.  The Nazis found 
something else... giants, frozen 
in ice.  They were all dead, of 
course.  That�s where we found 
the real Saturn.  And an angel 
called Azazyel. 

JOHN  
Azazyel gave us the computer 
chip, which we began using in 
�47.  It was time for mankind to 
have technology again, which 
leads us to UFO�s... 

He looks at Patty, who looks horrified now.  
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JOHN  
Oh yes.  Those abductions were 
real.  Angels were punished for 
mating with mankind and creating 
giants.  This time it had to be 
more... impersonal.  

Patty is getting very nervous now. 

FBI AGENT  
We allowed these fallen angels to 
abduct people for creating giants 
from our human seed.  They also 
needed blood and tissue, thus the 
cattle mutilations in the 70�s 
and missing children.  These 
sacrificial lambs helped cure 
diseases for us elderly.  All of 
our genetic advancements came 
from this titan nursery including 
cloning and test tube babies.  

 

JOHN 
(to Johnny)  

You got a prostitute pregnant in 
St. Louis, Patty�s mother.  She 
tried to blackmail me.  She died, 
of course.  I kept track of her 
daughter for years, but lost her.  
Thanks to you, we found her.  

Johnny and his daughter exchange looks. 

JOHN 
(to Patty)  

It wasn�t a dream dear.  You 
really were abducted.  You should 
be honored though.  From your 
seed we created Saturn, the false 
prophet from the Earth, inspired 
by the dead Saturn found in Gobi.  

Patty breaks down in tears.  Johnny�s anger turns to rage.  He 
tries to rush at his father but his chains keep him back.  

JOHN  
Obviously, giants never came from 
Titan... an illusion the Cassini 
probe helped create.  The world 
bought it along with other lies. 

JOHNNY  
I saw your propaganda tape file.  
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Shows promoting anti-family 
values, etc.  You even used your 
propaganda machine to influence 
kids, you bastard! 

John�s breathing becomes strained again and is forced to 
temporarily put on his oxygen mask. 

JOHN  
Yes, we even funded the Halloween 
broadcast and radio experiment 
known as �WAR OF THE WORLDS.�  

CIA DIRECTOR  
That taught us how to set up 
FEMA.  Wall Street was an obvious 
target in order to cripple our 
own economy.  We had to set up 
Europe as the new super power.  

A five-star GENERAL from the US enters the room, joining in.  
 

GENERAL 
Our Cold War machine kept funding 
alive from taxes to fight an 
enemy WE created and controlled.  
As the �Four X-Presidents� would 
say, �Aliens and communism are 
one and the same.�  CREATED foes.  

HEAD MASON  
Hitler was right... people just 
don�t think anymore.  They�re 
more focused on pleasure. 

MJ12 MEMBER 
We became your kid�s babysitters 
with year-round schooling.  We 
kept them... well conditioned.  

Johnny�s anger has reached its peak!  

JOHNNY  
You�ve set yourself up as gods! 
Remember March 2, 1999?  On that 
day, I read �GREEN EGGS AND HAM,� 
to little kids on national TV.  
That story has a �SAM, I AM� 
character.  Could that be... 
Uncle Sam?  Getting the world 
ready to eat your story about 
aliens creating our very life... 
the egg?  And through the seed of 
Ham... Nimrod?  You�ve been 
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conditioning the world to accept 
little green men for years now, 
father.  Well, where are they? 

Video monitors throughout the underground city simultaneously 
lose their signal, leaving only VIDEO NOISE or snow. 

JOHN 
... They�re h-e-r-e. 

EXT. SPACE STATION � OUTER SPACE - A LARGE UFO 

and two smaller ones appear above the space station.  

MONTAGE 

A) The three UFO�s land in Babylon, greeted by Teitan and 
Saturn.  The Grey aliens look like the serpent from the 
Garden of Eden. 

B) Children greet the ET�s.  They�re not afraid of them. 

C) Dozens of little Greys exit the ship, mixing with 
children. 

D) Parents just smile, as their kids become ambassadors to 
these similar-sized aliens. 

E) Babylonian merchants are selling alien dolls. 

F) Another vendor is frying green eggs and ham. 

END OF MONTAGE  

EXT. BABYLON TOWER � PRESS CONFERENCE 

The larger GREY approaches the microphone.  A computer-
translating device interprets into various languages, 
including English. 

GREY (V.O.) 
The Titans have told you the 
truth.  We created your species 
in their image.  Ever since our 
home planet in the Pegasus system 
got too close to our sun, we�ve 
been looking for a new home and 
sewing seeds of life. 

One of the smaller Greys comes forward with a triangular-
shaped piece of metal with strange markings engraved up its 
center.  Saturn brings the other two similar pieces found on 
earth.  The Grey places his piece at the bottom of the disk 
shape formed by the three pieces.  MARKINGS up the center, 
human chromosome strands, combine with the EDGES of each piece 
resembling a PEACE SIGN! 
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GREY 
We come in Peace! 

The crowd breaks into a thunderous APPLAUSE. 

TEITAN  
The Jews are liars and a danger 
to mankind.  They must be 
destroyed so we can endure! 

The crowd CHEERS!  Many in the b.g. are burning Bibles. 

SATURN  
The seven-year treaty has expired 
and their Messiah has NOT come.  
More proof of their lies!  Only 
by destroying them will we be rid 
of their plagues... forever! 

A little girl and boy have made their way up to the platform.   

 

 

She holds a stuffed ET doll resembling a Teletubbie, a 
rainbow-colored alien doll with a monitor in its belly in one 
hand and a dead, potted flower in the other.  The little boy 
is holding a plate of green eggs and ham. 

SATURN 
We�ve not had rain in three and 
one-half years. 

The Grey stretches out his longest finger, touching the 
flower.  As he does, his finger and monitor-like belly begin 
to glow. 

GREY 
This is how we created life... 

The flower comes back to life, blossoming before our very 
eyes!  Suddenly, a small dinosaur-type dragon exits the larger 
UFO.  It stands next to the Grey and appears to be smiling.  
The little boy offers the dragon the plate of green eggs and 
ham, which he swallows hungrily.  A fly lands on top of the 
little girl�s head, getting the attention of a smaller Grey.  
Suddenly, the Grey uses his tongue like a frog, catching the 
fly.  The little girl blushes as the Grey smiles, licking his 
chops.  

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
And mankind believed the lie from 
the serpent beings, that they 
created all living things.  They 
had swallowed the story... about 
green eggs and ham. 

The crowd begins chanting �Armageddon!� 
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INT. DENVER, UNDERGROUND TRAIN STATION 

Hundreds of Secret Service agents are everywhere.  England�s 
Queen Elizabeth and Prince William are being escorted.  
Several guards carry the coronation stone and chair in a 
procession.  

EXT. SARGASSO SEA � DAY � THREE UFO�S 

hover above the ocean, then dive beneath the surface.  

INT. ATLANTIS � UNDERGROUND CITY � THRONE ROOM  

Members of the secret society are here, preparing for some 
kind of ceremony.  Priests and guards line the aisles.  Johnny 
and Patty are chained to a wall in the b.g.  Queen Elizabeth 
and Prince William enter.  The three Greys follow them.  John 
Sr. kneels before Elizabeth, who curtsies.  He then kisses 
Prince William�s hand, bowing his head.  Walking up to the 
Grey, John kisses him on the cheek, causing him to MORPH into 
SATAN!  

JOHN  
Kiss a frog and he turns into a 
Prince... of Darkness. 

The other two Greys MORPH into Apollyon and Azazyel.  
JOHNNY  

The three frog-like spirits of 
Revelation... 

Satan takes a golden canteen from his belt, offering it to 
John. 

SATAN 
(to Johnny) 

Water... from the original River 
of Life that flowed from the 
Garden of Eden.  It has kept your 
father alive all these years, 
waiting for this day.  It�s how 
we struck our little deal. 

John takes a sip and magically becomes twenty years younger. 

JOHN 
Yes.  Our plan is almost 
complete.  God promised David 
he�d always have an heir on his 
throne.  His throne was the stone 
known as Jacob�s Pillow.  Believe 
it or not, Jeremiah brought this 
stone to Ireland.  He also 
brought the king�s daughters and 
continued the royal line.  The 
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Stone of Scone went from Ireland 
to Scotland to England.  But, it 
still roars like a lion when true 
nobility is crowned.  Today, 
after Jesus is defeated, we�ll be 
crowning young William as the New 
World Order�s first king.  

JOHNNY 
So, you killed Princess Diana to 
keep an Egyptian from taking your 
coveted throne? 

JOHN 
Yes.  We had her killed where 
legends say your soul goes 
straight to Heaven.  Why do you 
think we chose Paris to set up 
the image of the beast?  At least 
Christians that died for their 
cause went straight to Heaven. 

SATAN  
God only saved eight people 
during the flood in order to 
preserve only His good seed... 
and His promised Redeemer.  I 
failed to prevent His birth, but 
I won�t fail to wipe out His 
chosen ones.  

AZAZYEL  
We�ll use Earth�s nuclear weapons 
to purify the Earth by fire. 

SATAN  
This time the only survivors will 
be onboard the space station... 
our ark of safety.  

JOHN 
Lucifer gave us the design for 
the Saturn rockets, which took 
man to the moon.  Five rockets, 
like the original five cherubim.  
Like the five computers now 
needed to fly the space shuttle.  
Even the names of the shuttles 
were handpicked.  �A Colombian 
Enterprise to Endeavor for the 
Discovery of Atlantis... and all 
Challengers shall be destroyed!�  
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SATAN 
After we destroy the rest of 
mankind, only MY chosen disciples 
will repopulate the Earth.  Like 
the Phoenix, I�ll rise from the 
ashes. 

JOHN  
Here�s the best part.  After 
we�ve helped defeat Jesus, Satan 
will ascend to Heaven and take 
the Tree of Life.  We�ll have 
eternal life in our sinful state 
-- something God prevented Adam 
and Eve from doing.  

PATTY 
What have you done with my kids? 

 

 

JOHN 
You mean the ones we abducted and 
allowed your father to adopt?  
They�re safe onboard the space 
station.  We�re making a special 
sacrifice when this is all over.  
The flesh of children is most 
tasty.  Ever had any?  But you 
don�t eat meat offered to pagan 
gods, do you? 

Patty manages to slip out of her restraints and charges John. 

PATTY 
You BASTARD! 

MI6 secret service agents SHOOT her dead over John�s LAUGHTER!  

EXT. CHINA � KARAKORAM HIGHWAY � DAY  

Subtitle: �October 13, 2007.� 

Subtitle: �700 years EXACTLY after Jacque De Molay�s arrest.� 

Subtitle: �The Day of the Templars� Revenge.� 

Subtitle: �becomes... the Day of the Lord.�  

200,000,000 Chinese tanks are using all lanes of the highway 
as they are headed west, towards the Euphrates. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
There shall be in a month of 
October a great revolution.  
Everyone shall think the Earth 
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has gone down into perpetual 
darkness.  After this shall be 
extraordinary changes, reversals 
of kingdoms and a great 
earthquake.  Nostradamus.  

GLOBAL TV  

Wrestling matches are being broadcast from Berlin and Babylon.  

JOSH AND REBEKAH  

are ringside in Berlin, waiting their turn to die.  Christians 
slaughtered in these death matches are being burned.  The 
SMOKE from their bodies burning in the crematories RISES  

EXT./INT. HEAVEN � TO GOD�S NOSE 
Smoke mixes with incense from a golden censer.   

The angel of the altar and fire is holding the censer. 

GOD  
It�s time for wicked man to taste 
and feel my wrath. 

He signals Jesus to open the last TWO SEALS, the orange and 
the red.  Jesus opens the sixth AND seventh seal, together.  
The sixth and seventh archangels, Remiel AND Gabriel, BLOW 
their TRUMPETS.  The sixth AND seventh saints, Lamech and 
Methuselah, pour out their vials.  

EXT./INT. EGYPT � GREAT PYRAMID 

We supernaturally SEE the two stone slabs, forming the roof of 
the King�s chamber, being HIGHLIGHTED. 

INT. HEAVEN � GOD�S THRONE ROOM 
The angel with the golden censer fills it with fire from the 
altar and casts it DOWNWARD INTO the Earth.  

GOD 
It is done. 

HEAVENLY VOICES 
(shouting)  

The kingdoms of this world are 
now the kingdoms of our Lord and 
he shall reign forever and ever. 

The twenty-four ELDERS come off of their thrones. 

ELDERS 
(in unison) 

Your wrath is come, and the time 
of the dead, that they should be 
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judged, and that you should give 
reward to your servants, the 
prophets, and to the saints, and 
them that fear your name, small 
and great; and should destroy 
them which destroy the Earth. 

GLOBAL TV  

Wrestling matches in Berlin and Babylon are heating up now as 
Josh and Rebekah are next to be killed.  

EXT. DAY � EUPHRATES RIVER  

receives the sixth vial upon it, causing it to dry up.  Four 
angels bound there: AMAZARAK, PENEMUE, TURYAL, and TAREL are 
released as the SOUND of the sixth TRUMPET reaches them.  

EXT. SYRIA � KARAKORAM HIGHWAY � DAY 

Chinese tanks are lined up and waiting to cross the lower 
Euphrates.  A Chinese FLAG waves over a Chinese tank.  The 
flag�s four smaller stars DISSOLVE INTO the four angels just 
released.  They lead the tanks across the dried-up river, 
heading west.  

EXT. OUTER SPACE � THE SUN  

now burns completely out.  Its COLOR goes from the bright 
YELLOW to a dark RED.  The moon reflects the sun�s changing 
colors. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Just ten thousand years after its 
creation, the sun became black 
and the moon as blood. 

The sun becomes completely dark now. 

EXT. VALLEY OF MEGIDDO � NIGHT 
Roads leading here are filled with Russian and Empire troops 
carrying banners with the SWASTIKA.  More troops arrive 
carrying bright red Muslim flags, which also display the 
swastika.  Darkness is upon all the Earth.  Only a few stars 
fill the sky. 

EMPIRE CAPTAIN 
Bring me a thousand Christian 
prisoners.  Burn them as torches.  
A thousand points of light on the 
road to Jerusalem!  
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EXT. ROAD TO JERUSALEM 

is now lined with human torches, as we HEAR them SCREAMING.  

EXT. SATURN�S ORBIT � CASSINI PROBE  
suddenly EXPLODES!  This explosion causes ANOTHER ring to form 
around Saturn from the impact.  The double ring looks like an 
�X� or a cross.  The explosion literally obliterates the moon 
Titan. 

INT. SPACE STATION � A TITAN ONBOARD 

witnesses this on Hal�s monitor.  He�s OUTRAGED! 

TITAN 
I knew Cassini�s plutonium would 
jeopardize Titan�s safety. 

He addresses Hal, who is backing up with every word. 

HAL 
Don�t blame me!  I didn�t put the 
stupid probe up there. 

TITAN 
Maybe not, but your race did.  An 
eye for an eye, huh? 

EXT. EARTH�S MOON � FAR SIDE  

A huge Titan ship positions itself over our moon.  A HUGE BEAM 
of LIGHT comes from the Titan ship, HITTING moon bases HARD! 

EXT. JERUSALEM � NIGHT � CROWDS OF JEWS  

are staring up at the heavens with amazement.  

CROWD�S POV � THE NIGHT SKY 

The huge explosion on the moon�s far side PUSHES the moon 
TOWARDS Earth.  Earth�s gravity starts pulling it in on a 
collision course.  As the moon approaches Earth�s atmosphere, 
its surface becomes blood red, BURNING on entry.  Suddenly, we 
HEAR the SOUND of THUNDER.  LIGHTNING fills the night sky as 
bolts begin arcing between the Earth and moon. 

EARTH � OVERHEAD VIEW 

The moon�s gravity is pulling on the seas, causing the high 
tide to go crazy.  Waves become tidal waves. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
And there were signs in the sun, 
and in the moon, and in the stars 
and upon the Earth, distress of 
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nations, with perplexity, the sea 
and the waves roaring.  

EXT. TEMPLE MOUNT � NIGHT 

A soldier is guarding the bodies of Enoch and Elijah.  He 
receives an urgent message on his remote laptop computer. 

INSERT � COMPUTER SCREEN 

where Teitan�s face appears. 

TEITAN 
Burn the bodies of the two dead 
witnesses, NOW! 

EXT. NEARBY JERUSALEM STREETS 
Jewish bystanders are looking up at the sky. 

CROWD�S POV � THE MOON 

EXPLODES into shooting stars, heading towards Earth.  A 
comment can be HEARD from a BYSTANDER.  

BYSTANDER (O.S.) 
My God, look at all the stars! 

BACK TO SCENE 

Another man, looking up, grabs his chest.  He falls to the 
ground, suffering from a heart attack. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
And the stars FELL from heaven.  
And men�s hearts failed them for 
fear, looking at those things, 
which are coming upon the Earth. 

SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) Drops of rain mix with the THUNDER and lightning followed 
by a monsoon as the first rain in over three years begins 
to fall. 

B) As the soldier begins to set Enoch and Elijah�s bodies on 
fire, the rain puts out his torch. 

C) Rain extinguishes the burning bodies of all dead 
Christians. 

EXT. JERUSALEM � NIGHT � RAINING 

People are dancing in the rain.  Many are looking up as  
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THE SKY  

opens like a scroll.  We can see the light of God�s Temple.  
Christ is in the air now, holding a key.  He has obviously 
used it to open Heaven.  The SOUND of the last TRUMPET reaches 
Earth, causing a GREAT EARTHQUAKE to begin.  An ANGEL comes 
from the Temple in Heaven. 

TEMPLE ANGEL 
 (shouting to Jesus) 

It�s time! 

Jesus holds a sickle in his hand.  

TEMPLE ANGEL 
Thrust in your sickle and reap 
for the harvest is ripe. 

With the trumpet still ECHOING, Jesus reaps.  

JESUS  
Come up hither.  

EXT. JERUSALEM STREETS � ENOCH AND ELIJAH 

HEAR the ECHOING WORDS of Jesus and the SOUND of the 
archangel�s last TRUMP, and RISE as they ascend UPWARDS 
towards Heaven. 

EXT. GRAVEYARD � GRAVES 

opened by the earthquake allow the resurrection of dead 
saints.  

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
At the last trump, the dead shall 
be raised, and they shall be 
changed.  The sound of a trumpet 
could raise heavy stones.  Now, 
it removed the tombstones of 
saints. 

EXT. BABYLON � HANGING GARDENS  

We SEE all the hanged men resurrected. 

INT. ATLANTIS � UNDERGROUND CITY � THRONE ROOM 

Patty awakes from the dead.  Her body has changed to an 
immortal one now.  She looks at Johnny. 

SATAN 
The gateway has been opened!  We 
must send all our firepower to 
Heaven now!  

As a guard OPENS FIRE on Johnny, he VANISHES!  David�s watch 
drops to the floor with a CLANG!  
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INSERT � DAVID�S WATCH 

as the second hand stops. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
The time of the Gentiles... ends.  
Those still alive are changed 
instantly, and ALL the saints 
meet Jesus in the air.  For 
behold, I show you a mystery; not 
all will sleep but shall be 
changed, in a moment, in the 
twinkling of an eye.  For God has 
not appointed His Saints to 
wrath, but to salvation.  

EXT. EARTH�S ATMOSPHERE � HIGH ANGLE 

We NOTICE that the 144,000 marked Jews do NOT get raptured. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
144,000 were taken with Jesus as 
the first fruits of the 
resurrection.  That same number 
was now left behind, marked from 
the Four Corners of the Earth. 

David is reunited with his body, appearing in his early 
twenties.  Katy is reunited with her body as a young sixteen-
year-old.  As SAINTS go UP, God�s WRATH comes DOWN, SNATCHED 
AWAY at the LAST SECOND!  The Woe Angel comes again. 

WOE ANGEL 
The second woe is past.  Behold, 
the third woe comes quickly. 

EXT. HEAVEN 

It�s very quiet here.  An ANGEL looks at his watch.  

ANGEL  
This is the quietest half-hour 
ever in Heaven. 

Suddenly, a little girl appears before the angel.  It�s 
HEATHER O�ROURKE, the star of the �POLTERGEIST� movies. 

HEATHER 
They�re h-e-r-e! 

A great multitude that cannot be numbered APPEARS. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
These were they, which came out 
of the great tribulation.  They 
shall hunger or thirst no more, 
neither shall the sun light on 
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them, nor its heat.  

EXT. BERLIN � RAINING � JOSH AND REBEKAH 
are running from the arena, escaping during all the chaos.  

REBEKAH 
Now what? 

A squadron of German fighters flies overhead. 

JOSH  
I have a plan. 

EXT. PARADISE 
The SOUND of THUNDER mixes with the JETS as it ECHOES beneath.  
Saints are receiving white robes.  David and Katy tearfully 
embrace as they�re reunited.  Eva and Levi meet again.  They 
hug.  Saints are mounting thousands of white horses.  David, 
who�s still glued to Katy�s side, goes to Jesus.   
Saints surround Jesus with happy tears in their eyes, which He 
wipes away with His hand.  We can SEE a nail print in His 
hand.  

DAVID 
Can I ride my own personal 
mustang when we return to Earth?  

JESUS  
You will ride it well.  

EXT. JERUSALEM 
Troops advancing towards Jerusalem are killing Jews as they 
enter the outskirts of the city.  Women are being raped. 

EXT. MEGIDDO 
Chinese tanks have crossed the Euphrates River and are now 
lined up FACING the antichrist�s armies.  Their four angelic 
leaders give the COMMAND.  China begins BLASTING away at 
Teitan�s troops.  Some of their nuclear missiles are FIRED at 
Teitan�s ten kingdoms.  

EXT. BETHEL (ISRAEL) � HEAVEN�S GATE � JESUS  
arrives with His army of saints and angels through the tunnel.  
Darkness is lifted as a new light comes with Jesus, which is 
the brightness of the Saints and angels.  It�s seven times 
brighter than our sun used to be.  There is no more night. 

JESUS 
Let the truth be known! 

Chorus from the song �RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW� by Jesus Jones 
begins. 
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MONTAGE 

A) The twenty-seven global positioning satellites orbiting 
Earth begin sending a signal to the Earth below. 

B) This causes every video screen worldwide to display the 
final speeches made by John, Satan, etc. to Johnny in 
Atlantis. 

C) The world now knows the real truth.  This causes fighting 
to break out as men realize they�ve been double-crossed. 

END OF MONTAGE 

SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) Suddenly, nations turn on each other. 

B) Satan, demons, giants, and all his angel forces hidden 
underground now come against the holy angels and saints. 

C) Jesus stands on top of the Mount of Olives, watching. 

D) Suddenly, from the same place in the sky where Jesus and 
the Saints appeared, a white airplane appears. 

E) It�s David, flying an all white P-51 Mustang!  He�s 
dressed in an all white WWII style military uniform. 

F) Hell�s Angels, aided by modern JETS from countries around 
the world, appear now FLYING towards Israel. 

G) A Titan fighter engages David in a dogfight. 

H) David reverses and closes in quickly.  He uses his MACHINE 
GUNS to splash the Titan ship. 

I) Before he can even catch his breath, a UFO comes in from 
behind, as LASER FIRE spits out green bursts at David�s 
plane. 

J) To make matters worse, two Syrian jets join in the fight. 

K) Despite the Mustang�s older technology, its supernatural 
abilities give it some advantages. 

L) After much maneuvering, one of the jets gets a radar lock 
on David�s plane.  The WARNING in David�s cockpit SOUNDS 
LOUDLY. 

M) Just as the jet�s pilot is about to squeeze off a missile, 
his own jet EXPLODES in a huge ball of flame! 

INT. DAVID�S PLANE 

David HEARS a familiar voice in his headset. 

JOHNNY (V.O.) 
Just like old times... still 
making the air a safe place for 
angels to fly.  
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He comes flying alongside David in his own white P-51 Mustang.  
The nose of his plane reads, �Spirit of St. Louis.�  

DAVID  
Thanks buddy.  We�ll catch up on 
old times later.  Right now, how 
would you like to be my wingman 
on one more mission over Germany? 

JOHNNY (V.O.) 
Berlin? 

DAVID  
Yes... I lost my wife there.  
Also, we�re headed to Bergen 
Belsen.  She lost a friend 
there... a girl named Anne. 

 

JOHNNY (V.O.) 
I lost a friend there myself.  
Best wingman I ever had...  

EXT. BERLIN � OVERHEAD VIEW � WWW ARENA 
Johnny and David arrive on the outskirts of the city.  German 
surface-to-air missiles EXPLODE all around them.  In a 
Blitzkrieg-style maneuver, both dive-bomb these forces.  Hela 
and other giants fleeing the arena are BLOWN to pieces. 

INT. DAVID�S PLANE  

David�s RADAR indicates two fast-moving jets approaching. 
DAVID 

We�ve got company! 

JOHNNY (V.O.) 
Roger.  Two German F-22�s.  

A VOICE comes over their RADIO from the German jet.  

JOSH (V.O.) 
Hello gentlemen.  Need some help? 

EXT. TWO SHOT � P-51 MUSTANGS � VIEW WIDENS AS 

Josh and Rebekah come alongside the older Mustangs.  

REBEKAH (V.O.) 
We needed a ride back to Israel.  
Wanna join us?  

DAVID (V.O.) 
First, we�re going to right a 
wrong for all the Jews who died 
here.  Wanna join us?  
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JOSH (V.O.) 
Grandfather, we�d be honored to 
accompany you as your wing. 

EXT. BERGEN-BELSEN � OVERHEAD VIEW  
We can SEE the concentration camp below.  Anti-aircraft 
tracers are coming from the ground, EXPLODING all around.  

DAVID�S PLANE 

Where two bombs are attached under each wing. One says, 
�BERGEN� on it, the other says, �BELSEN.�  

DAVID (V.O.) 
Bombs away!  

All four planes drop bombs on the concentration camp below. 
JOHNNY (V.O.) 

Now it�s my turn to ask a favor.  
Would all of you accompany me to 
a place in the Atlantic? 

EXT. MOUNT OF OLIVES � DAY � JESUS 
STOMPS his foot three times.  The Earth starts to SHAKE.  The 
GROUND SPLITS under Jesus� feet and WATER starts GUSHING out.  

JESUS  
Mountains and islands hear and 
obey my voice... be removed and 
cast yourself into the sea. 

EXT. EARTH � OVERHEAD VIEW � VARIOUS ANGLES 

Mountains are removed from their place and every island sinks 
into the ocean.  This causes even bigger tidal waves. 

EXT. SOUTH ATLANTIC OCEAN � DAY � TITANIC TWO  
is SLAMMED into an iceberg, breaking in half and sinking. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Did I mention... history has a 
way of repeating itself? 

A male and female Titan are on the bow of the ship.  They�re 
holding hands as they await their impending doom.  The female 
Titan displays a flower tattoo with the name, �Rose.� 

MONTAGE  
A) During the EARTHQUAKE, we SEE major cities destroyed. 

B) Babylon gets a double portion of wrath as the mile-high 
Sun Tower falls over, smashing Teitan�s Palace. 
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C) The torch on the tower�s top ignites oil seeping from 
below the ground. 

D) The entire city becomes a huge fireball as we SEE Babylon 
was built upon a huge bitumen pit. 

E) We HEAR AD LIBS from people in ships from far off wailing 
their cries for the fallen city. 

END OF MONTAGE 

EXT. TEMPLE GATE � JERUSALEM � DAY 
Satan comes before Jesus now. 

SATAN 
You should�ve accepted my offer a 
long time ago because now you 
will bow before me. 

Satan notices the nail-prints on Jesus� feet. 
SATAN  

Looks like someone has bruised 
your heel. 

Satan charges, but Jesus quickly sidesteps the advance.  
JESUS  

Go ahead.  Make my Millennium. 
Teitan pulls up in his red Saturn car.  Jesus has a rock 
attached to a chain.  He�s swinging it. 

JESUS  
What was the one thing that could 
bring down Superman?  
Kryptonite... a piece of the rock 
from his home planet.  Remember 
Tiamait?  The rock from which you 
were made? 

He swings it, STRIKING Satan squarely in the head.  Satan is 
HIT hard.  He falls to the ground too weary to get up.  

JESUS  
Looks like someone has bruised 
your head. 

Teitan gets out of his car, sets his alarm with a DOUBLE BEEP 
then walks towards Jesus with the Sword of Destiny in hand.  
Suddenly, a huge hailstone, the first meteorite fragment from 
the moon, HITS his arm.  He DROPS the Sword of Destiny. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
When separated from the sword, 
his downfall was soon to follow.  

The IMPACT from the meteorite causes the car�s ALARM to SOUND. 
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ALARM (V.O.) 
Protected by Viper!  Stand Back!  

Another hailstone completely OBLITERATES the car!  Teitan, now 
LOOKING UP, SEES the next one HIT him squarely upon his 
helmeted head.  He�s KNOCKED out instantly.  

EXT. RUSSIA � RUSSIAN SOLDIERS 
are dissolved by fire from the incoming Chinese missiles. 

 

 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
Their flesh shall consume away 
while they stand upon their feet, 
and their eyes shall consume away 
in their holes, and their tongue 
shall consume away in their 
mouth. 

EXT. RUSSIA � OVERHEAD VIEW 

Five-sixths of the Russian troops are destroyed.  Their heavy 
tanks are stuck in the mud, caused by heavy rain.  One 
hundred-pound hailstone�s pelt them, further crippling their 
attempt to flee Chinese missiles being fired upon them.  

JESUS (V.O.) 
When Gog comes against Israel, I 
will rain upon him and upon his 
bands and upon the many people 
that are with him, an overflowing 
rain, great hailstones and fire 
and brimstone.  

EXT. VALLEY OF MEGIDDO � DAY 
An eagle swoops down over the dead bodies.  Vultures follow. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)  
For wherever the carcass is, 
there will the eagles be gathered 
together.  One third of mankind 
was killed in one hour.  Here, 
for over two hundred miles, the 
valley was filled with blood 
reaching a standing horses 
bridle.  

The eagle dives and retrieves a snake trying to slither away.  
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EXT. JERUSALEM � MOUNT OF OLIVES � JESUS 

looks at a dazed and confused Satan, who�s nursing his head. 
NARRATOR (V.O.)  

Man�s redeemer full-filled his 
destiny, bruising the head of the 
serpent. 

The archangel Michael arrives as another eagle swoops DOWN, 
picking up the Sword of Destiny.  Teitan is nearby lying 
unconscious on the ground.  The three fallen archangels 
possessing him COME OUT.   

The fallen archangels Amazarak, Penemue, Turyal and Tarel 
arrive.  All seven fallen archangels surround Michael.  The 
other six holy archangels: Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Raguel 
Seraqael, and Haniel appear suddenly, joining Michael.  

JESUS 
It�s time! 

The angels fight each other using their own strengths.  
Amazarak, dressed like an Egyptian sorcerer, throws his staff.  
The staff BECOMES a huge serpent wrapping around Michael.  
Penemue, holding an ink pen, throws it like a dart at 
Gabriel�s hand as he goes for his fire sword.  

PENEMUE  
The pen is mightier than the 
sword.  

This pins Gabriel�s hand, denying him his sword.  Yekun and 
Raguel are locked in various wrestling maneuvers, as are 
Kesabel and Seraqael. 

YEKEN  
For we wrestle not with the 
flesh... 

KESABEL  
... but with principalities, 
thrones and dominions. 

Gadrel, proficient in martial arts, engages Raphael in mortal 
combat.  Twins battle twins as Turyal and Tarel take on Haniel 
and Uriel.  All seven fallen chiefs currently have the 
advantage. 

INT. ATLANTIS � THRONE ROOM 

Prince William is about to sit on the throne when something 
HITS him squarely in the head, KNOCKING him out cold.  
Everyone turns around to discover it�s Israel�s KING DAVID.  
He has used Michael�s golden slingshot.  

KING DAVID 
I believe that�s my throne. 
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Every guard with a GUN FIRES at him.  But the bullets seem to 
MAGICALLY bounce off his resurrected body and back at the 
person who fired it, killing them.  John SEES this and 
disappears down a secret passageway.  Saturn picks up Prince 
William�s crown, placing it on his head. 

SATURN 
I�ve tasted water from the River 
of Life, shorty.  I don�t think 
you can stop me. 

Saturn sits on the coronation chair, which remains silent.  
King David puts another stone in the slingshot. 

KING DAVID 
Maybe so, but man doesn�t live by 
water alone.  

He releases the stone, hitting Saturn in the forehead.  He 
falls out of the chair, stone cold! 

KING DAVID 
This is how I became king to 
begin with, isn�t it? 

Laurianna now APPEARS in the secret room. 

LAURIANNA 
I�ll take him to his new kingdom.  

As Laurianna takes Saturn, King David notices David�s watch. 

LAURIANNA 
Sir, we must leave quickly.  
We�re running out of time. 

King David nods as he picks up the watch. 

EXT. JERUSALEM � MOUNT OF OLIVES 

SERIES OF SHOTS 

A) The seven fallen chiefs still dominate the seven holy 
ones. 

B) The seven saints, who poured out the vials, show up. 

C) The saints assist the seven holy ones, helping them gain 
the upper hand.  They hold the seven fallen princes while 
the holy angels bind them. 

D) Michael, Raphael, and Uriel grab Yekun, Kesabel, and 
Gadrel. 

E) The archangels take these fallen ones to the abyss� 
entrance. 

F) Laurianna arrives with Saturn, handing him to Gabriel. 

G) She takes one of the keys from her wrist and opens the 
pit. 
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H) Gabriel, Raguel, Seraqael and Haniel cast Amazarak, 
Penemue, Turyal and Tarel into the pit. 

I) Gabriel casts Saturn alive into the lake of fire as 
Michael and company throw in their captives. 

J) Teitan regains consciousness.  He leaps up to run away. 

K) Michael and Gabriel grab him and toss him into the lake of 
fire. 

MICHAEL AND GABRIEL  
(together) 

Go to Hell! 

EXT. MEGIDDO BATTLEFIELDS � DAY - HAIL 

comes down as the last moon fragments reach Earth.  The hail 
utterly destroys any of the Third Empire army left standing, 
along with ALL of the Chinese tanks. 

 JESUS (V.O.)  
I will tread down the people in 
mine anger, and make them drunk 
in my fury.  

One-sixth of Russia�s army retreats. Vladimir stands alone.  A 
meteorite hits his left hand. Another one hits his right hand.  
Then, a huge chunk of burning debris hits him squarely in the 
head, killing him instantly. 

JESUS 
Behold, I am against thee, oh 
Gog, chief prince of the land of 
Magog.  I will smite thy bow out 
of they left hand, and will cause 
thine arrows to fall out of thy 
right hand.  Thou shalt fall upon 
the mountains of Israel, thou, 
and all thy bands, and the people 
that is with thee: I will give 
thee unto the ravenous birds of 
every sort, and to the beasts of 
the field to be devoured.  

Two holy angels are standing over Vladimir�s body.  An evil 
angel APPEARS beside them, coming FROM the dead Russian 
leader.  A CLOSER VIEW of the dark-clad angel reveals the name 
�GOG� written in his forehead.  An eagle nearby is tearing a 
snake�s head off and eating it.  

EXT. ATLANTIS � LAUNCH PAD � DAY 
John has been watching this on TV.  He gives a launch command.  

JOHN  
Begin Operation Samson. 
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EXT. AMERICAN MILITARY BASES � MISSILE SILOS 

open all across America.  Missiles LAUNCH towards the Middle 
East.  

INT. SPACE SHUTTLE ATLANTIS  
John and other MJ12 members are onboard.  

INT. SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOR  

We HEAR the COUNTDOWN.  Pilots onboard monitor the five 
onboard computers and their various readouts. 

EXT./INT. MISSILES � DAY � OVER ATLANTIC OCEAN  
Targeting computers guiding the missiles show they are on 
course.  Some are targeting the Middle East and some the open 
gateway in the sky. 

INT. SPACE SHUTTLE ATLANTIS 
John watches the shuttle pull away from Earth on his monitor.  
Suddenly on his screen, he sees an old lady.  

KATY  
I don�t think you should�ve 
trusted the ones who gave you 
your computer chip.  After all, 
it�s built on sand. 

She�s transforming into her sixteen year-old self.  

KATY 
Let�s see how the secret 
government of the United States 
and Germany likes wearing the 
color red. 

She clicks away on a computer keyboard.  All missiles change 
course. One turns back 180 degrees. 

INSERT � A MISSILE TIP  
displays the swastika symbol beside the Masonic compass and 
square symbol. 

BACK TO SCENE  
Its onboard computer shows its new heading -- Atlantis!  

JOHNNY�S POV � MISSILE  

going to Atlantis underneath the ocean.  

JOHNNY  
It had their name on it. 
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INT. UNDERWATER ATLANTIS � BOMB EXPLODES 

and destroys Satan�s throne and the Masons� hideout.  The 
BLAST goes through tunnels connected to the underwater city, 
killing all giants inside. 

INT. SPACE SHUTTLE ATLANTIS 
Shuttle pilots can�t take controls off autopilot. 

EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN  
Another missile is now heading towards the shuttle Atlantis.  
The missile IMPACTS the shuttle causing it to EXPLODE. 

JOHNNY (O.S.)  
As Challengers to their Colombian 
Enterprise, we Endeavor for the 
Discovery and destruction of... 
Atlantis. 

EXT. SKIES OVER ATLANTIC � FOUR SHOT  

The two planes roll-off, followed by the two jets. 

JOSH (O.S.) 
Where next, gentlemen? 

JOHNNY (O.S.) 
You two can�t follow us on this 
next mission.  Your flesh must 
preserve the Jewish seed now.  
We�re immortal and must tread 
where only angels dare fly. 

INT. UNDERGROUND CITIES � DENVER 

Men continue to blaspheme God throughout the EARTHQUAKE.  
Others throw idols of silver and gold to the fleeing moles.  
Masons and secret society people are �begging for the rocks of 
the caves to fall on them to hide them from God.�  The WALLS 
do CAVE IN on them, killing them all.  

EXT. WASHINGTON DC  

The EARTHQUAKE topples the National Monument.  Its pointed top 
section lands upside down in the...   

INT. SMITHSONIAN 

... where it smashes George Washington�s statue as Zeus.  The 
�Spirit of St. Louis� survives.  
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EXT. JERUSALEM � FROM THE SKY 

Michael comes down from Heaven with a GREAT chain in his 
hands.  He grabs the dazed and confused Satan and binds him.  

EXT. THE ABYSS  

Laurianna opens the bottomless pit with her key as Michael 
casts Satan in.  She locks the abyss and places a �CLOSED� 
sign over the door. 

INSERT � SIGN 

with, �For a Thousand Years� handwritten under, �Closed.�  

BACK TO SCENE 

Thousands of buzzards and vultures are airborne. 

EXT. JERUSALEM � AN EAGLE 

flies DOWN towards Jesus.  In one claw, he has the Sword of 
Destiny.  In the other claw, he holds an olive branch.  Jesus 
takes the sword.  He smiles as the eagle takes off.  

EXT. OUTER SPACE � SPACE STATION 

Two P-51 Mustangs arrive alongside the space station.  

DAVID (O.S.) 
Hal... open the shuttle bay 
doors... NOW! 

INT. SPACE STATION - HAL 

tries to reach anyone on his radio but with no success. 

HAL 
I�m sorry Dave, but I can�t do 
that. 

J.J. and D.D. are watching in the b.g.  They spot two space-
walking suits. 

EXT. OUTER SPACE � TWO SHOT � DAVID AND JOHNNY�S PLANES  

Johnny SEES something near the back of the space station. 

JOHNNY (O.S.) 
I�ve got a fix on something.  

David joins him.  They both spot J.J. and D.D. coming out an 
emergency door dressed in the space suits.  

DAVID (O.S.) 
I�ll get the girl. 
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JOHNNY (O.S.) 
(laughing) 

You always do.  I�ll meet you in 
St. Louis. 

EXT. NEW YORK CITY (IN RUINS) � VARIOUS ANGLES 
Our FOCUS NARROWS on the United Nations statue of a man 
beating swords into plowshares with his hammer.  The statue is 
melted. 

INT. STATUE OF LIBERTY 

Hillary Rodnim is inside the statue�s torch.  Miraculously, 
she has survived.  A lone cameraman accompanies her. 

HILLARY 
I want you to get a shot of me 
taking a bite out of an apple... 
the Big Apple, get it?  It�s 
meant to be that I alone lead 
this nation as it rises out of 
the ashes.  Get ready to start 
taping.  Wait until I take the 
first bite.  This proves that 
it�s okay to eat the forbidden 
fruit.  Nothing bad will happen. 
You can do whatever you want!  
You won�t DIE! 

EXT. STATUE OF LIBERTY � TORCH 

as the LAST moon meteorite hits the torch, obliterating it! 

EXT. ST. LOUIS � A HUGE RAINBOW 

has replaced the metal arch, now destroyed.  A FATHER and 
DAUGHTER stand along the overflowing Mississippi again. 

DAUGHTER 
A rainbow!  It�s over now! 

The father SEES something shiny near the base of the rainbow. 

FATHER 
Come here.  I see something. 

As they head towards the rainbow, Johnny�s plane, the �Spirit 
of St. Louis� APPEARS in the sky.  It flies right through the 
rainbow.  David�s plane now APPEARS, following the same path. 

INT. DAVID�S PLANE 

D.D. is sitting behind David. 
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DAVID 
Are you all right? 

D.D. 
I am now. 

We can see that D.D. is the very little girl that was dressed 
like an angel in all of David�s flashbacks while he was alive. 

D.D. 
I always dreamed I�d be rescued 
by a guardian angel.  They always 
watch over and protect you. 

EXT. BOTTOM OF RAINBOW 

The father and daughter have reached the rainbow�s end.  He 
SEES something shiny and bends over to pick it up.  It�s a 
gold bar with the words, �Federal Reserve� written on it.  
There are lots of them, apparently exposed by the earthquake. 

DAUGHTER 
Wow!  There really is gold at the 
end of a rainbow!  

INT. DENVER AIRPORT � MURAL � CLOSE ON 
a German boy beating swords into plowshares.  It�s ruined.  A 
CLOSER VIEW shows a handwritten letter from a Jewish boy who 
died during the holocaust of World War II.  

BOY�S VOICE (O.S.) 
�I was once a little child who 
longed for other worlds.  But I 
am no more a child for I have 
known fear, I have learned to 
hate.  How tragic, then, is 
youth, which lives with enemies, 
with gallows ropes.  Yet, I still 
believe I only sleep today, that 
I�ll wake up.  A child again, and 
start to laugh and play.� 

DISSOLVE TO:  

EXT. ISRAEL � GREEN MEADOW � DAY 

Kids of all colors are playing together.  Katy�s little 
brother is SEEN playing with Anne Frank.  Katy�s mother and 
father are watching the kids play in the b.g.  Davie Jr. is 
seen playing with two other kids, fraternal twins.  
Subtitle: �The Millennial Reign of Peace.  In the year 2525.�  
A lion and a lamb play together in the f.g.  Other children 
are beating swords into plowshares.  We NOTICE they each have 
the Name of God written upon their foreheads.  
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NARRATOR (V.O.)  
Instruments of death are a 
distant memory.  No one learns 
war anymore. 

EXT./INT. JERUSALEM � THE TEMPLE 
It has been completely rebuilt.  Pagan shrines are gone.  King 
Jesus holds the Sword of Destiny as his rod-of-iron scepter.  
He stands next to King David, as both are rulers in Jerusalem.  
The throne chair is the coronation chair, formerly of England 
and the stone under it is Jacob�s pillow.   
JACOB LOOKS at the stone under the chair. 

JACOB  
It never was a great pillow. 

The SOUND of a lion ROARS as Jesus sits down.  Water flows 
from the Mount of Olives into the Dead Sea, healing it.  ADAM 
and EVE, who look as young as they did when they were created, 
drink from the water there.  

ADAM 
The Fountain of Youth, like I 
remember it tasting.  

EVE 
(tasting) 

It�s a perfect world... again. 

David and Katy, standing in the b.g., HEAR this and smile at 
each other.  Katy�s hair drags along the ground.  As Katy 
lifts her glass to her lips, we NOTICE she�s wearing David�s 
restored watch. 

KATY 
I�ll drink to that... 

DAVID 
I have the girl, the watch, and 
everything. 

Eva and Levi are in the b.g. and are smiling at each other. 

EXT. ISRAEL MEADOW � HIGH ANGLE � A BUTTERFLY 

FLIES slowly to the ground, above the kids we saw earlier.  It 
LANDS between Josh and Rebekah. They are watching Davie Jr. 
play with their own fraternal twins, JOSH JR. and BECKY.  
Johnny and Patty stand next to them, watching J.J. and D.D.  
All the kids are playing softball.  Their uniforms say 
�Saints.�  

THE BUTTERFLY  

MORPHS into Laurianna.  She then MORPHS into a twelve year-old 
version of herself.  She wears an �Angels� softball uniform. 
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LAURIANNA 
Everyone should get in touch with 
his or her kid inside. 

JOSH 
Since none of us age much now, 
that�s easier to do. 

LAURIANNA  
I have something I want to give 
your boy and girl.  

REBEKAH 
I�ll call �em.  Josh!  Becky! 

The twins come running. 

JOSH JR. 
You need us? 

Laurianna takes out two gold bracelets with matching symbols, 
the same ones she made for herself and Apollyon.  She gives 
them to Josh Jr. and Becky.  They each give her a kiss on the 
cheek. 

JOSH AND BECKY 
(together) 

Thanks! 

UMPIRE 
(interrupting)  

Game time! The Saints are in the 
field first. 

The angels all MORPH into children as the Saints take the 
field. 

CRACK!  The SOUND of the first HIT ECHOES LOUDLY.  As Becky 
goes deep for the well-hit ball, she stumbles into a crack in 
the ground.  Josh Jr., backing her up, comes to her rescue.  
Upon removing her foot, Becky discovers something buried in 
the crack caused by the great earthquake over 500 years 
earlier.  It�s THE golden box that used to belong to 
Laurianna.  Becky opens it, discovering its contents: seeds. 
They�re from the fruit Adam and Eve ate from -- the tree of 
Good and Evil.  The bracelets Laurianna gave the twins shine 
brightly around their wrists as they hold the golden box.  
Laurianna runs up and SEES them holding something.  

LAURIANNA  
(laughing)  

What did you find? 
She NOTICES the golden box, then realizes it used to belong to 
her.  Her expression turns more serious. 

BECKY 
It�s a gold box with some kind of 
seeds in it.  Would it be okay to 
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plant them? 
Laurianna holds out her hand to receive the seeds. 

JOSH JR.  
Yeah, maybe it would be something 
good to eat. 

As the seeds are poured into her hand, we SEE her mark on the 
back of her hand.  

DISSOLVE TO:  

INT. THE ABYSS � CLOSE ON � MALE HAND 

in chains with the SAME mark.  As our VIEW WIDENS, we are 
expecting to see Apollyon.  As we get to the man�s face, we 
see it�s SATAN!  It�s the first time we�ve seen the glove off 
of his left hand since his fall.  Satan begins laughing a 
long, sinister LAUGH. 

MALE VOICE (V.O.) 
When God created the first angel, 
there was enough fire to create a 
sister angel.  Enough was even 
left over to create a third, but 
smaller angel... the only angel 
triplets.  The smaller was named 
Apollyon.  The first was Lucifer, 
now Satan.  Laurianna was the 
sister of the two. 

EXT. EARTH � HIGH ANGLE � MINUTES LATER  
We HEAR Satan�s LAUGH over OUR VIEW of the children in the 
field as OUR VIEW PULLS BACK, taking us farther away.  

MALE VOICE (O.S.) 
As in the millennial day of rest 
from creation, the same 
circumstances have presented 
themselves during the final day 
of rest for mankind.  History 
repeats itself... until the end.  

The Earth is literally covered with hundreds of rainbows.  
Song �I CAN SEE CLEARLY NOW� begins. 

EXT. EGYPT 
An altar has been set up in the middle of Egypt.  The Great 
Pyramid has new white outer casing stones.  An inscription on 
one says, �It�s still standing.�  
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FADE TO: BLACK 

VIDEO GLITCH 
A computer readout displays words typed ONSCREEN over BLACK: 

 
 
 
 
 
When the thousand years have 
expired, Satan shall be loosed 
out of his prison.  He�ll deceive 
the nations once more but they�ll 
be defeated as God purifies the 
Earth by fire.  After which, the 
Holy City, the New Jerusalem will 
come down from Heaven, as will 
God, to dwell with men forever.  

Our VIEW WIDENS, revealing the MONITOR to be oval-shaped.  
Further WIDENING reveals it�s the MAN CHERUB�S monitor we�ve 
been reading.  As the cherub SPEAKS, we realize the MALE VOICE 
is his. 

MAN CHERUB 
Around 10,500 BC when darkness 
was upon the face of the deep, 
God became three-dimensional.  
Like separating the three 
isotopes of hydrogen, the Trinity 
separated from itself.  God chose 
symmetry or mirror images in all 
created flesh.  It�s His unique 
signature.  Understand the three 
isotopes of hydrogen and the 
foundation of three-dimensional 
space reveals itself.  God was a 
Spirit, like protium, the 
lightest isotope of hydrogen and 
our simplest atom.  From this, 
come the isotopes of tritium, 
which is likened to God; and 
deuterium, which compares to 
Jesus.  The three stars in 
Orion�s belt represent these 
three, the first three stars 
created in the Heavens... on the 
fourth day.  The three Giza 
Pyramids, built by the Righteous 
Seed of Seth, represent this.  
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The pyramid shape is the basis of 
three-dimensional geometry.  Two 
inverted tetrahedrons create the 
male and female Star of David.  
The pyramid bases are at 19.5 
degrees north or south latitude 
within the sphere.  These are the 
foundation stones.   

(MORE) 
 

MAN CHERUB (CONT�D) 
Understand this and you�ll 
understand how God created all 
things by establishing the laying 
down of foundations.  Like the 
Trinity, you are a body, soul and 
spirit.  God�s very Soul became 
His only begotten Son.  He�s your 
foundation and rock of Salvation.  
His perfect sacrifice allows you 
eternal life by simply believing 
in Him.  That�s why Peter was the 
foundation or the rock of the 
church... he was the first to 
believe.  Church means body of 
believers.  Worship the Creator, 
not the created.  God loves you.  
No matter what you�ve done, He�ll 
forgive you and take you back.  
Just ask.  But you must repent. 
What more could I possibly reveal 
to you? 

ROLL CREDITS 

As Song, �BE THE ONE� by Al Denson begins. 

 

FADE OUT. 

 

 
 

THE END 
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